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Chapter 1

COLLECTING FRENCH
FURNITURE AND ANTIQUES

Through usage, the adjective "antique" has become a noun, and the word

"antiquity" now implies an object of very remote times. The United States

Custom House has fixed 1830 as the deadline, and any item (with the excep-

tion of rugs) produced prior to that date is considered an antique and may be

entered into the United States without payment of duty. Rugs and carpets, how-

ever, are dutiable, unless they were made before 1700.

Many American so-called "antiques" are of later date, but since America is a

relatively young country and there would be no question of importation, the defini-

tion of an antique can vary and the one-hundred-year-old piece might qualify.

With so long a history as that of France, things which were made after 1830 seem

almost modern, but even there, as the fine things of the eighteenth century grow

scarcer and more expensive by leaps and bounds, some young people furnishing

their homes are now turning toward the nineteenth-century Louis Philippe period.

The art of France has always been so great and far-reaching in all its branches

that it is most difficult to select the essential facts without wearying the lay reader

with many dates and names. Without going into great detail, one cannot conscien-

tiously cover the vast ground or do justice to France's enormous contribution to

civilization and to culture. France has been in the vanguard since the Renaissance,

and has been the cradle and arbiter of styles and tastes since that time.

I shall here try to present a general picture of France's furniture and decorations

since her ascendancy, in order that the public interested in knowing "what it is all

about" can form some idea of a subject which has fascinated and enthralled succeed-

ing generations of people of good taste in all countries. To have a French salon or bed-

room has been the ambition of fashionable people from one end of the globe to

the other. Not only in Europe, but even as far as Egypt, Turkey, and the South

American countries, the glamour of French furniture of the eighteenth century is

recognized as the height of elegance.

Collecting antiques is a most delightful and rewarding hobby and one which can

be enjoyed at any age. It provides a cultural interest long after other entertain-

ments have begun to pall. A true collector is never bored. When he is not actively

searching he can be reading and studying, and he will never cease to learn.

Some may regard collecting as a rich man's pastime, but many people of limited

means are able to find lovely things within their reach if they do not concentrate

17TH-CENTURY STOOL.
TRANSITION: LOUIS XIII-XIV
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LOUS XV PROVINCIAL TABLE
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LOUIS XVI FAUTEUIL OF THE PERIOD

on the periods most in vogue. Furthermore, manv collectors have had the exhilarat-

ing experience of finding that what were regarded as their greatest extravagances in

the past have proved to be their soundest investments. What could be more

delightful than to indulge oneself in the purchase of beautiful things and to find

that one has augmented one's worldly wealth in the process? To surround oneself

with beautv is a wise and salutary thing to do and in the present economic state of

world finance it can be done with a clear conscience, with the knowledge that one

is serving the interests of one's heirs rather than depriving them of their inheritance.

In America we had a group of great collectors in the late nineteenth and earlv

twentieth centuries to whom wc owe a great debt of gratitude for having left their

splendid collections to our museums, where we can studv and enjov examples of

France's decorative arts at their best.

In this age of simple living, with no servants and with ceilings in new houses

constantly losing altitude in exact ratio to the increasing height of the already tall

Americans, provincial furniture is often more appropriate than the elaborate type

intended for high-ceilinged palaces with liveried servants.

Many people in America are under the erroneous impression that "French pro-

vincial" means furniture of the Louis XV period. Actually, it describes any furni-

ture made in the provinces, in any period. Provincial furniture is readily distin-

guishable from the sophisticated Paris type by its simplicity of design and material.

It was made of solid wood such as walnut, oak, fruitwood and, under Louis XVI,

of mahogany. Except when produced by such outstanding cabinetmakers as Hache

of Grenoble, Demoulin and his sons of Dijon, veneers and marquetry were not

usually employed for provincial furniture. Most Paris chairs were made of beech-

wood during the Louis XV period but Nogaret of Lyon, who was one of the best

menuisiers outside the capital, often used walnut. Provincial furniture is often very

charming in line and finish, especially when based on Paris models. But when
made by a carpenter instead of a cabinetmaker it is relatively coarse and clumsy.

Because of its great popularity, provincial Louis XV furniture has been reproduced

in great quantity both here and abroad. There are also many reproductions of the

more elegant Paris furniture on the market, some of which, of excellent workman-

ship but of questionable taste, were made in France in the nineteenth century.

Spurious antiques flood the market. If one could explain in a few lines or even

within the covers of one book how to distinguish between a genuine piece and a

copy, there would be no need for an expert to devote most of his life to learning

and observing. However, there are a few hints which might be helpful in avoiding

some of the pitfalls. A copy almost always varies from the original in some way, as

each generation produces things according to its own conception. A Louis XV
chair or table made in the Victorian era looks Victorian to a trained eye, while a

reproduction made today shows the modern influence. In the nineteenth century,

reproductions were made very painstakingly and without regard for the number of

hours expended. True, plaster ornamentation frequently replaced that which would

have been carved in the eighteenth century, but generally the well made pieces

came much closer to the originals than do modern copies, made by machine with

a minimum of expense in labor and materials.

It has always amazed me that, with all the fine furniture to be seen in museums

and even available in the open market, so many pieces are copied from very poorly

designed models. Aside from the all-important goal of cutting costs, this is due

partly to the present-day liking for things that look quaint, and their modifica-

tion to suit the demands of the public. Louis XV and Louis XVI commodes now

appear as double commodes with the "hers" and "his" motif much in evidence.

Bedside tables are enlarged and distorted to accommodate radios, telephones and
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DOVETAILED EDGES HIDDEN AND EXPOSED JOINTS

all the paraphernalia which make for present-day comfort. Meanwhile the original

style is completely lost in the process.

The presence of nails and screws in antique French furniture should immediately

arouse suspicion, as none were used in the construction of the period. Furniture at

that time was mortised and doweled. Nails or screws are a sign that the piece

is either spurious or that it has been inexpertly repaired. Unfortunately, many beau-

tiful things have been mutilated by rough and inexperienced repairers through the

ages.

Wormholes, which many people look for and expect to find, are not an indis-

pensable sign of age. Some very fine furniture has come down through the cen-

turies without any sign of the ravages of worms. Wormholes, unless man made, are

always pinheads of varying sizes, rather than uniform as when made by a shotgun.

'A more efficient tool in producing an uneven effect is a dentist's drill which

is now used by imitators.' Furthermore, worms never expose their channels on the

outside of a piece of wood, therefore if channels are found on the exterior it means

one of two things: the wood was so completely eaten away under the surface that

the outside shell collapsed and the piece had to be planed down, or else the piece

was made of old wood from some other source. You cannot recut worm-eaten wood

without running into channels. Frequently such havoc is wrought by worms under

the surface that what appears to be a sound piece is like cork or powdered wood

in its interior.

Many people erroneously believe that a piece of furniture made of "old mate-

rial" has more quality than it would otherwise have and are proud of it for that

reason. Perhaps the finish is more mellow than that of a piece fresh from the fac-

tory, but actually, this form of forgery does not enhance value above that of a frank

reproduction; although it might very well fool the inexperienced eye.

There is no royal road to recognition of an antique. The best possible method is

that of looking and observing carefully on every possible occasion and studying the

shapes, lines and general aspect of pieces of unquestioned authenticity. Experts

examine pieces very carefully, from every angle and upside down, as well as the

insides, backs, and carcasses of cupboards, cabinets and commodes. Even the color

of wood on the underside of a chair tells a story. Some gilded chairs were painted

a yellowish color before the gesso and gold leaf were applied, a treatment which

masks the original wood color and makes it necessary to look for other signs. In

America, upholsterers have a bad habit of finishing the underside of a chair with a

black cotton material to cover the webbing. This is a great obstacle in examining

a chair.

Even if one is sufficiently expert to recognize the difference between the real

and the spurious, which takes years of experience one must be careful in purchas-

ing sets or even pairs of chairs to make certain that all of them are genuine. Often

there are only one or two antique chairs which have been copied to form a set.

This is especially true of dining room chairs, which are extremely hard to find in

HENRI II CHAIR
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LOUIS XVI BERGEKE

LOUIS XV PROVINCIAL PAINTED TABLE

the required number. There is nothing wrong with using good reproductions where

the real thing is unobtainable: the point is to know what one is getting and to

pay accordingly.

However, it is not at all unusual when finding a set of genuine chairs of the

period to discover a number of different signatures, or no signature at all on some
pieces and two or three different ones on other chairs or on the matching canape.

In the eighteenth century when work was done so meticulously by hand it took a

great deal of time for one man to finish a set. A cabinetmaker employed other men
to help him and the work was divided. It also happened that a householder might

want more chairs after the first were already in his possession. Then he ordered

more, which were not always executed by the same hand. This accounts for the

slight variations in details to be found in sets, but there is no drawback whatsoever

in any of these differences nor is there any lessening of value as a result.

Armchairs which were originally made in pairs and are of greater value as such,

have frequently been separated when a parent, foolishly determined to show no

partiality toward either of two children and left one to each. Thus, they were sepa-

rated forever, reducing their value and doing a great disservice to posterity. In order

to restore them to a pair, modern cabinetmakers have made copies, more or less

accurate, which can easily fool the unwary.

Very few commodes were made in pairs in France during the eighteenth century,

so their appearance in the market should immediately arouse suspicion and war-

rant most careful examination. One, if not both, is very likely to be a copy. Until

as recently as ten years ago, when some low quality but genuine commodes could

still be purchased very cheaply, clever cabinetmakers bought them for the old

material they contained. If the shapes were good they were either redecorated with

new marquetry or covered with old Chinese lacquer panels, most skillfully applied

to the original carcasses. A real master of this fraudulent practice died only about

two years ago, leaving a great number of such pieces behind him.

There are natural areas of wear on every piece. Edges of tables grow smooth and

slightlv rounded from constant dusting and use over the years; the place where the

hand rests on an armchair shows worn carving or old paint. The great humidity

in which manv pieces have stood for generations has rotted awav the feet of cup-

boards and the hoofs of chairs. These are frequentlv repaired and replaced, but an

extremely meticulous amateur or expert shuns such pieces unless they happen to be

of such unsurpassed beauty and excellence that he prefers to overlook the defect

rather than deprive himself of an outstanding example. One can forgive a defect

in a piece of furniture one loves, as one does in a human being, provided the other

qualities and charm outweigh it. And one must never insist on the sort of perfec-

tion that is to be found only in furniture straight from the factory.

As I mentioned before, there have always been inexpert repairers who have done

more harm than good. Chairs originally made for caning have often been uphol-

stered and the upholstery tacks driven right into the wood frame. With the present

craze for low tables, legs have been cut down, aprons eliminated, and many painful

surgical operations undertaken that have always resulted in the death of the vic-

tims. It would be well to assume that each piece was thoughtfully designed and its

proportions carefully studied at the time it was lovingly made by hand.

If bursting with creative fancies, I strongly recommend that the budding would-

be artist start from scratch and order a new piece in accordance with his views of

how it should be made, rather than mutilate the relatively few existing authentic

pieces. This includes the horrors in the form of lamps which one sees wherever one

goes, and all types of adaptations to whatever we consider necessary to our comfort.

Period faience and porcelains are very difficult to know because the old patterns

LOUIS XV PROVINCIAL TABLE,
LEGS CUT DOWN
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have been copied over and over again. It is difficult for the amateur to distinguish

an original piece made at the time the type first appeared from an exact copy of

later date. Were it possible to see the genuine piece and the copy side by side, the

student would be amazed at the lifelcssncss and dullness of the copy as compared

to the original. But since it is almost impossible to find the two to examine at the

same time, one must look for spontaneity and life in the painting of a plate, for

example, and the right texture and color of the "paste" of the porcelain or faience

itself. The outstanding characteristic of authentic pieces is their brilliance and life.

If carefully observed, one notes that antique silver is slightly different in color

from modern, and the silver of different countries varies according to the alloy used

in its composition. Silver generally bears a hallmark, but not all hallmarks are

genuine. A method of transferring hallmarks from an unimportant piece such as

a fork or spoon to an important vessel, has been discovered and is unfortunately

practiced a good deal. More, I am inclined to think, on English silver than on

French, as there are more odd, expendable English pieces to be found with which

to perpetrate the fraud.

Textiles have been and are constantly being copied from the old. Some are mag-

nificent and fabulously expensive, but nonetheless they look as modern as they are.

Before the machine age, vegetable dyes were prepared by hand and the silks hand-

woven, which resulted in a certain life and brilliance which we do not seem able

to duplicate today. However in Lyon, France, some splendid copies of the antique

are being made by hand which may confound future generations. But just as an

expert can recognize a nineteenth-century copy of an eighteenth century silk or

velvet, so I feel certain that the twentieth-century fabrics will bear their own tell-

tale earmarks, no matter how conscientiously they are copied.

Spurious paintings are frequently painted on old canvases and for centuries

worthless paintings have served this purpose. The imitations were painted in the

style of some great and popular master, and were the more convincing because of

the genuine period canvas. The world is full of false Bouchers, Watteaus, etc., and

there was a painter in Rome who turned out charming Francesco Guardis as if he

were a factory. He had studied and developed Guardi's style and idiom until it

became his own and he was able to give his work the freedom that is rarely found

in a copy.

Even drawings are faked on old paper, and one of the most popular ways of

making a duplicate of a good charcoal or sanguine drawing is the system of trans-

fer. When the original charcoal or crayon is heavy enough to come off on a second

sheet of paper tightly pressed against it, an exact duplicate in reverse is the result.

But it is not considered an original, and its value is nominal. This method has been

used for hundreds of vears, since faking has been done through the ages.

Bronzes are probably one of the most difficult categories to judge. Of course,

the threads of the screws must be made by hand, and the whole design and work-

manship must have the characteristics of the period in which they were made. The
gilding, too, tells a story, but since even some genuine pieces have either had their

gilding spoiled or been regilded, one cannot always use that as a criterion of

authenticity.

The question of taste has always been controversial. There is a Latin saying, and

one in French as well, that tastes cannot be discussed or disputed. Nevertheless, it

is a fascinating subject on which people differ greatly, and much has been written

and said in an attempt to define it. It seems that, above all, a certain innate refine-

ment and knowledge are indispensable requisites, before even attempting to con-

sider the problem. Instinct alone is not enough. "I don't know anything about it;

I only know what I like," is a remark heard very frequently. This is often said

MODERN COPY OF
LOUIS XV CANED CHAIR
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VICTORIAN COPY OF
LOUIS XV SIDE CHAIR

FAUTEUIL FROM A LOUIS XVI SET
BY DELANOIS AND BRIZARD

defiantly, as though the speaker wished to disassociate himself from so unsavory

and pedantic an accomplishment as real knowledge.

The tastes of many people are based largely upon association, and their subcon-

scious memories influence their likes and dislikes. If as children they were bored or

unhappy in certain surroundings, they react against similar ones later in life. Just

as an odor awakens memories, so the atmosphere in a house or a room reminds one

of pleasant or unpleasant experiences.

It seems very unflattering to parents that so many people thoroughly dislike the

type of decoration in which they were raised. When furnishing a house of their

own, they want to get as far away from their parents' taste as possible. On the

other hand, they frequently boast of their grandmother's possessions, which they

hold in far greater esteem than the objects themselves merit. Perhaps they are

pleased with the thought that they had a grandmother of substance, sufficiently

well-placed to have left some mementos.

Although beautiful pieces remain beautiful under all circumstances, there are

modes and fashions in antiques as in everything else. Some of the changes are due

to the difference in construction, for it is impossible to house large sumptuous

pieces in the new low rooms now being built. When the fine pieces of one popular

period are impossible to find, or are priced so high that very few people can afford

them, the decorator is obliged to turn his imagination into other channels and

launch a style that he can find on the market and that his client can afford.

The expression nouveau riche is uncomplimentary, and opprobrium is attached

to the term parvenu. This is quite unfair. What would have become of art had

there been no new rich to encourage and foster it and to support the artists? The
man who has earned his money himself is not afraid to spend it. He knows how to

go about getting more.

In the process of collecting he is learning and, since he is probably clever, even

if he may never before have concerned himself with the subject, he learns fast and

is a sincere acolyte at the altar of art. Its acquisition not only gives him a social

position which he could not otherwise acquire in less than a generation, but he also

begins to appreciate and love fine things for their own sake. Eventually, even with-

out previous experience in the field, he can become a very astute and keen

connoisseur.

The great nobles of yesteryear were nouveaux iiches in their time, only for-

tunately for their descendants, it was long enough ago to have been forgotten.

Nobody quarrels with the acceptance of their attitude of superiority, although fre-

quently their sole claim to distinction is that their ancestors were robber barons

or successful soldiers in the distant past. When, a few hundred years ago, a man
was invested with a title and lands, he invariably set to work to build the most

splendid castle, chateau, or estate within his imagination and his means. How does

he differ from the new rich of todav? More often than not the old aristocratic

families with their effete culture have lost the vitality of their ancestors. Some have

been living for years on the sale of their accumulated wealth and treasures. It

seems to me that the difference between the rich and the new rich lies in the man-

ner in which they spend their money. With longer experience the old rich acquire

better taste and generally spend more gracefully. But this is not always true,

especially when a person with newly acquired wealth makes a serious study of art

in all its forms and acquires a certain culture in a very short time.

Many people who acquire money suddenly and want to surround themselves

with luxury engage a decorator to produce a lush and expensive setting. Here in

America they usually begin by spending a fortune on bars, fancy kitchens, gold-

plated bathroom fixtures, thick wall-to-wall carpets and window draperies that not
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only spill over on the floor to produce a lavish effect but also cut off all the light

so highly prized, advertised and paid for. Good exposures count for naught, since

fresh air, free of the fumes of the streets, which can only be enjoyed on the upper

floors in most big cities, is entirely shut off and air-conditioned. With artificial light

used almost exclusively, one might be living in a cave! Afraid of being vulgar, these

people shun color. They love it, but are afraid to demand it of their decorators

for fear it will spoil the quiet, dignified atmosphere they are seeking. So beige,

white and pastel tones are what they get, with an occasional "accent" (as it is

called in decorator parlance) of color. They want to be refined at all costs. After

spending so much money on carpets, draperies, and gadgets, there is not enough

left to buy good furniture or paintings.

It takes another ten or fifteen years of prosperity for these people to learn the

error of their ways, for were they to sell out their entire possessions they would

receive practically no money for them. If they then threw everything out and

started over again they may have learned a good deal and acquired a new approach

to works of art. The second time around they might become real collectors.

One often hears people speak of a collector with pitying superiority because he

has paid a high price for some picture or piece of furniture. Actually, instead of

demonstrating his lack of acumen, it proves the reverse. A bargain in the antique

field is generally an object of little or no real interest. It is possible to buy an

object of ordinary or medium quality at less than its usual market value, but what

interest can a collector of very fine pieces have in that sort of deal? Today's expen-

sive pieces are probably tomorrow's best purchases, as the values of fine things rise

in proportion to their rarity. A wise collector, such as
J.

P. Morgan, is not niggardly

about price and can face with equanimity the fact that the seller is making a profit.

Indeed, unless he is willing to do so, the dealer will not even show him his best

pieces.

If young people furnishing on a budget say that a less nice piece will do or will

answer their purpose, it is quite natural. But a collector who wants the best should

never settle for less. If a man has the means to collect, what difference does it

make to him if he pays more than he planned, if he gets the piece he really wants?

If, through his keen business sense, he misses a piece which would give him infinite

pleasure, he may never again find one as fine. The money saved will probably play

no role at all in his position and he has deprived himself needlessly of an enduring

pleasure.

The case of a society woman's deal with Cartier's many years ago has been the

subject of much talk. For a pearl necklace she longed to possess she traded a build-

ing on Fifth Avenue in New York which she did not need nor wish to use. The
fact that the building's value rose, while that of the pearls decreased, has shocked

people. But why must a woman of great means make a profitable deal when satis-

fying a desire for some luxury she craves? And why are jewels and antiques pur-

chased as assets or investments, when no other luxuries in the world are expected

to increase in value?

This lady's attitude was right. She wanted the pearls; she did not want the

house. So she made an exchange which gave her what she wanted at the time she

wanted it. Since man is not immortal, how can one doubt his wisdom in satisfving

an aesthetic craving during his short sojourn on earth?

People are often verv definite about what a piece should cost. How can they

decide that? A good piece is not worth just a little more than a bad, nor is a fine

piece worth just a certain amount more than a good one. Each is in a separate

categorv and must be considered from an entirelv different aspect. It is not simply

a case (to paraphrase Gertrude Stein) of "A table is a table is a table."

MODERN COPY OF LOUIS XV ARMCHAIR

MODERN COPY OF
LOUIS XV CONSOLE TABLE
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An interesting phenomenon is that of a man who has amassed a fortune through

his own efforts and who is presumably a shrewd judge of human character, but

suddenly falls pre}" to flattery and the sales talk of smooth, obviously unreliable

dealers, whose equivocal characters are apparent to all outsiders. What causes this

metamorphosis in a brilliant businessman? Is it that he loves the flattery and is

willing to pav for the fairy tales which he wishes to believe? I wonder how rich a

man must be before he reaches this point and loses his judgment.

A humble approach to a work of art is of great value in developing a flair for

judging, and real knowledge. Too often, after a relatively short experience in col-

lecting, people feel that, armed with a smattering of information gleaned here and

there, they have mastered the situation and understand what thev see. The sincere

student should let the piece in question speak for itself, instead of projecting his

own personality into his manner of observing it.

The fact is that one must develop a sixth sense in judging antiques and, curi-

ously enough, with patience and persistence one does. At first glance a piece is

either convincing or the reverse, and the best advice I can give anyone is: If in

doubt, leave it alone. An instinct or hunch is a gift which must not be ignored.

But it frequently is, because it is human nature to do so when one wants to have

discovered a treasure. This is certainly one way to learn, but an expensive way.
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One ofa pair of Louis XV carved and gilded consoles.



Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; the Cloisters Collection, Purchase 1949-

Fifteenth-century carved oak chest.



Chapter 2

THE RENAISSANCE AND
LOUIS XIV

French furniture, to the average layman, means that of the eighteenth century,

and he conjures up a picture of the furnishings of that period. But the

civilization of a great country like France can be considered to have begun

with the Merovingian kings in the fifth century. There are very few pieces of furni-

ture in existence that antedate the Gothic period, and as these are well docu-

mented in museums, there is no need to dwell on them here.

Life in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was austere and often grim. It was a

time of high religious devotion, and choir stalls and church furniture of that time

show with what great fervor the artists and artisans worked on their imaginative

and magnificently wrought creations. The most fundamental and most prevalent

piece of furniture of the earlv Gothic period was the carved wooden chest which

served as a seat, a storage place for clothing and linen, and as a trunk if the owner

moved. The design of these chests, and of the relatively few cupboards, was in-

spired by the architecture of the day and these pieces were very like the buildings,

on a reduced scale. Until the fifteenth century the covers of chests were flat, but

as stools and chairs became numerous and chests were no longer required as seats

their covers became domed, although this by no means precluded the manufacture

of flat-topped chests. Ironwork reached a state of high perfection and was at times

handled with the delicacy and refinement more often reserved for precious metals.

Wrought iron locks, similar to those on doors were sometimes mounted on red

velvet to set off their workmanship. The genuine pieces of Gothic furniture still in

existence are largely in museums and private collections.

Oddly enough, amidst the somber decorations of the Gothic period, there ap-

peared the most sumptuous, colorful and magnificent textiles, which lifted the

whole scene from one of gloom to great splendor. Cut and uncut silk velvets, real

gold threads in most elaborate patterns, brocatelles and damasks, as well as tapes-

tries and needlework in brilliant hues were used by the affluent. There were hand-

woven linens and laces and all women of high position learned and practiced every

form of fine needlework. In addition to the incomparable stained glass used in the

church windows, there were glass vessels for use in the richer households, and

pewter ones for the less wealthy. Faience, earthenware and wood were also used for

household articles.

The French Renaissance was ushered in with the reign of Francois I, who suc-

S1EGE EPISCOPAL - CHURCH STOOL

LATE 14TH-CENTURY CHOIR STALL.
LINEN-FOLD CARVING

EARLY 16TH-CENTURY CHEST. TRANSITION:
GOTHIC TO RENAISSA.\< 1
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Chdsse or reliquary of the second half of the thirteenth century, of gilded

bronze, gilded copper and rock crystal.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

the Cloisters Collection, Purchase 1947.

Fourteenth-century cuivre dore (gilded copper)

figure holding a reliquary. Decorated with

enamel and glass.

Property of the author.

Fifteenth -century wrought-iron box livre

ci'Heures or Book of Hours, of Paris origin.
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\
' Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum oj Art: Rogers F-und 1907.

Late-hfteenth-centurv oak credence.

ceeded to the throne of Louis XII in 1515, and moved the French court, which

had been established in the Loire region for over a century, to Fontainebleau. The
architects, painters, sculptors, furniture makers, and ornamentalists employed at

Fontainebleau, many of whom were Italian, were grcatlv influenced by Italian art

and borrowed their forms and decorations from the already highlv developed

Italian Renaissance. Their work, in what became known as the "School of Fon-

tainebleau," had a long-range effect on the French art which followed, although

interpretations varied in different sections. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish

furniture of the Francois I period from Italian pieces of the same time, as both

utilized the same leaf motifs, busts, and pilasters decorated with arabesques and

grotesques.

( U'HOARD, FIRST HALF 10TH CFNTIRY
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Rogers Fund 1906.

Sixteenth-century walnut cabinet or armoire a deux corps. School of Ile-de-France in the style of Jean
Goujon.



CARTIBULUM TABLE FROM BURGUNDY,
SECOND HALE 1 6TH CENTURY

Properly of the author.

Sixteenth-century Henri II walnut chair, up-
holstered in wool velvet of the seventeenth

century.

CAQUF.TOIKI HENRI II PERIOD

In the reign of Francois I's son, Henri II, a very definite and beautiful furniture

style evolved at Fontaineblcau. Columns, tapering slightly at the top and bottom,

formed the legs of fine chairs of simple design and were used brilliantly for table

bases. Although apparently simple in line, these pieces of furniture were very subtly

designed, often with inlaid woods and marble insets, and are of exquisite propor-

tions.

Buffets of the early French Renaissance followed the old form of cupboards and

were supported on a base with columns at the corners, decorated with medallions

which often enclosed carved human heads, and with elaborately carbed arabesques in

very low relief. Tables of the Henri II period were higher than those of later date, and

many had two, highly carved console ends, connected by a stretcher near the bot-

tom and an apron supporting a thick walnut extension top. Some of the most

beautiful refectory tables had several column supports and double tops which could

be drawn out and extended at either end. Oak was largely abandoned for walnut

and the armoire a deux corps (cupboard in two parts) came into existence at this

time. The lower half, which formerly had served only as an open ornamental sup-

port for the top, was now utilized as another closed cupboard, usuallv slightly larger

than the upper one.

HENRI II CHAIR

CABINET. LATTER HAM 1(111 CENTURY

Sixteenth-century Henri II walnut table

Property of the author.
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16TH-CENTURY BUFFET. STYLE OF CERCEAU
BY JACQUES ANDROUET (1512-1584)

Jacques Androuet, known as Du Cerceau (1515?—84), was an architect, drafts-

man and ornamentalist who had studied in Italy under Bramante. His ReceuiJ

Grave de Meubles, which was published in 1550, launched a new aesthetic

approach, inspired by the antique, not only in elements of ornamentation, but

also in rules of proportions and of logic in the choice of forms. Du Cerceau was

the originator of the style of using long lateral columns, rising from the bottom of

a cabinet to its top and created buffets and other furniture of unsurpassed beauty.

Another development in France, known as the "School of Burgundv," was

greatly influenced by the art of the Low Countries. The work of Hugues Sambin,

an architect, sculptor and cabinetmaker, who flourished in Dijon between 1549

and 1 572, is typical of this school. Sambin's furniture was characterized bv the use

of bold human figures and by surfaces completely covered with carving.

At the end of the sixteenth century the style of architectural perspective in

furniture was adopted, along with sculpture in low relief and incrustrations of

various types. Regional furniture styles fused and a single formula applied to the

art of the whole of France.

Jean Goujon, born about 1515, was among the important sculptors of the

French Renaissance. He worked for manv vears on the decoration of the Louvre

and in 1550 went to Anet where he embellished the chateau of Diane de Poitiers.

His famous statue of "Diana the Huntress" which was made for the courtyard of

the chateau, is now in the Musee du Louvre, and a street in Paris bears his illus-

trious name.

Very fine enameled copperware was produced in Limoges from about 1530 until

1577 by such great artists as Leonard Limosin, who is known for his portraits;

Suzanne Court, who created fabulously delicate salts; Jean Court, Pierre Courteys,

and Pierre Reymond, who made religious plaques, small caskets and other precious

articles in this medium.

Sixteenth-century

trait of a man
(c. 1505-1576).

Limoges enamel por-

by Leonard Limosin

Courteiy of The Friik Collection.



The first mention of a glass mirror in France was made in the middle of the

thirteenth century, although the} are known to have existed as early as the Roman
era. The mirror belonging to Diane de Poitiers is one of the earliest Renaissance

mirrors to be identified and conserved. The first mirrors were approximately the

size of a saucer and many of the earliest were hand mirrors. These, being precious,

were set into frames of great beauty and of costly materials and workmanship.

The luxuries of Francois I's time were increased and perfected under his son

Henri II, so we find items of greater comfort appearing during his reign. Henri II

was succeeded by his sons Henri III, Henri IV, and finally, by Louis XIII, during

whose reign a new style of furniture came into existence. It was less stiff, more
comfortable, and more informal. Chairs with turned and twisted walnut arms,

stretchers and supports began to appear and panels on cabinets were often simpler

with well-proportioned moldings as their only decorations.

The first real upholstery ot chairs was begun in this period and replaced tne

heavy and very hard pillows which had formerly been used and moved from chair

to chair as required; also, velvet replaced leather for the stretchers of folding,

X-shaped stools. Wool upholstery fabrics were much in use during the reign of

Henri II and were further popularized in the Henri IV and Louis XIII periods.

These fabrics, which in France are called moquetres, were known throughout

Europe as velours d' Utrecht after the Dutch city of Utrecht, which was among the

earliest to manufacture them. While their texture and design differed somewhat

from the French product, they were not unlike it in appearance. The early French

moquette is most often of a small design in many colors; the Dutch frequently in

a single tone, with a larger stamped pattern. Thus chairs and sctees became not

only colorful, through the use of these brilliantly striking materials, but also cozier

and more inviting in the cold and damp climate of northern Europe.

The magnificent tapestries which covered the stone walls of Gothic and Renais-

sance castles were soon supplemented by wool velvets, silk velvets, and brocatelles,

thus giving additional warmth and protection from draughts. Bed curtains, covers,

tablecloths and other fabrics played a most important part in interiors. Henri IV
was so interested in the production of silk that he cultivated silkworms at his

Chateau de Nerac. Later, planting mulberry trees in the Tuileries gardens, he en-

gaged two hundred textile workers and built a verv handsome edifice on a great

square which was a part of his Palais de Tournelles. Over the opposition of his

minister Sully, Henri IV pensioned these workers from his privy purse.

During the reign of Louis XIII, Cardinal Mazarin (1602—61) who was a great

lover and patron of the arts, gave impetus to the advancement of decoration and

his own palace is said to have been the finest in Europe. It was around this time

that family portraits, as well as those of great men and the nobility, became

familiar decoration in the houses of the well-to-do. Candlesticks and chandeliers,

which in the earlier periods had generallv been of wrought iron, bronze or

dinanderie (or bell metal), and perhaps silver in the churches, now appeared in

brass and pewter. Except in the churches and the houses of nobles, chandeliers

were scarce in France until the eighteenth century and people depended on candle-

sticks and wall sconces. Lighting was generally very dim and inadequate, and wax

candles were so exorbitantly expensive that onlv the very rich could afford them.

Others had to make do with malodorous tallow.

While contemplating the splendor of the artistic accomplishments in France,

one might dream nostalgicallv of the beauty and elegance of life in that country

from the Renaissance to the Revolution, and fail to take into account that the

surroundings which delight our senses today were accompanied bv acute discom-

fort and suffering for those living there at the time. The huge mantelpieces of the

LOl IS XIII I IIAIK Will) I'l fill ETTI

LOUIS XIV X STOOl

EARLY 17TH-CENTURY EBONY CABINET

I (.Til-CENTURY D1NANDERII CANDLESTICK



LOUIS XIV SIDE CHAIRS

LOUIS XIV VELVET-COVERED BED
WITH CANOPY

RADIANT SUN.
EMBLEM OF LOUIS XIV

Renaissance, which were devised as an ornamental feature opposite the entrance

door of a great hall, produced more draughts than heat. The rooms were always

filled with smoke, making eyes water and tormenting succeeding generations. No
one seemed able to cope with the problem efficiently and, lacking matches, people

were obliged to keep their fires going throughout the year, even if only to sustain

the glowing embers. According to Henri Havard, a famous nineteenth-century

author, writing on conditions in France in the preceding century, relighting a dead

fire was a major enterprise.

After two centuries of studying the problem of heat and smoke, it was finally

solved to a certain extent in the seventeenth century by Robert de Cotte, nephew
of the architect Jules Hardouin Mansart. De Cotte reduced the size of the flue

and the opening of the fireplace, lowered the whole structure, and was the first to

place a mantelshelf above the opening, allowing for a mantel garniture and a

mirror above it.

The receptions which the kings and queens held in their beds and which seem

to us such a strange way to receive courtiers, were originally an expedient for

keeping warm. Louis XIV, called the "greatest sovereign on earth," suffered cruelly

from the cold and the ills which accompanied it. His mistress, Mme. de Main-

tenon, had a sort of niche made for herself with upholstery fabrics on three sides

to keep out the cold, for she found that even her sudden elevation to so high a

position as the king's mistress, was no guarantee against rheumatism. Princes and

princess, fully dressed, received their friends in bed.

Louis XIV, known as the Roi Soldi or the Sun King, was the personification of

luxury and grandeur. A radiating sun became his symbol and was incorporated into

many designs in bronze and other decorations during his reign. Retaining his

father's (Louis XIII) hunting lodge as the center, he built the Palais de Versailles

around it, adding on both sides. Between the years 1661 and 1668, Louis Le Vau
was his architect. In 1668 further additions were undertaken which were far from

completion when Le Vau died in 1670. These were then carried on by Dorbay

until 1678. But by then the insatiable and indefatigable King again had new plans

for enlarging the already vast chateau. For this third change he enlisted the serv-

ices of Jules Hardouin Mansart who undertook the vast project between 1678

and 1714.

The famous gardens and fountains of Versailles were originally planned by

Le Notre but throughout the entire reign of Louis XIV work was continued unin-

terruptedly by various others. Neither the chateau nor the gardens were ever con-

sidered complete and throughout his reign workmen swarmed over Versailles, to

the great discomfort of the nobles and many courtiers who preferred to endure

almost anything rather than absent themselves from the close proximity to their

sovereign.

The Louis XIV period was, like most moments of great prosperity, full of

rivalry and jealousy. Each wanted to outdo his neighbor in elegance and splendor.

France led the world, and every vain man or woman wanted to lead France. As an

illustration of the atmosphere of the time, I might cite the case of Louis XIV's

Minister of Finance, Nicolas Fouquet, who entertained the whole French court

at his beautiful Chateau de Vaux-le-Vicomte with such ostentatious extravagance

that it aroused suspicion concerning the origin of his great wealth. Upon investiga-

tion it was discovered that he had built and furnished his coveted chateau with the

funds entrusted to him by his sovereign and the state. He was condemned to prison

in Pignerolo (Piedmont), where he died in 1680.

The introduction of foreign furniture into France by the Italian Cardinal Maza-

rin, had been followed by an influx of foreign workmen from Italy and the Low

LOUIS XIV GILDED WOOD
CONSOLE TABLE
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Properly of the author.

Seventeenth-century state chair with original velvet applique on gold lame-

covering for state occasions.
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Property of the author.

Louis XIV-Regence carved and gilded center table with legs in the form of chimeres
or fantastic animals.

DETAIL OF DOOR OF THE
SALON DE VENUS, VERSAILLES



LOUIS XIV DRAPERY

LOUIS XIV SIDE CHAIR

CUPBOARD. STYLE OF
CHARLES ANDRE BOULLE

Countries. Among these were the bronze-makers Cucci, and Caffieri who became

the founder of a long and distinguished line of French craftsmen. By the time the

ill-fated Fouquet had built his chateau of Vaux-le-Vicomte, there was a group of

French workmen who had learned the foreign techniques. Immediately after

Fouquet's arrest in 1659, the king took possession of the tapestry works which the

fallen minister had established at Maincy and to which all the best craftsmen work-

ing at Vaux-le-Vicomte had been attached. Louis XIV moved the Maincy works

to Gobelins on the outskirts of Paris and established there the Manufacture Royale

des Meubles de la Couionne.

The centralization of state-supported artisans for the production of the luxury

arts owed its success in large degree to its first director, Charles LeBrun, in whom
Fouquet had recognized great ability and whom he had appointed director of

works at Vaux. LeBrun's personal achievements were extraordinary. Nothing at

Gobelins was undertaken before 1685 except under his personal supervision, and

during that period he himself provided the major number of designs for tapestry,

furniture, sculpture, and architectural decoration, including goldsmith's work and

conveyances, while also acting as Piemiei Peintre du Roi and director of buildings.

The construction of the famous Gaierie des Glaces at Versailles was begun under

his direction in 1678 and completed in 1683, the year after Louis XIV took up

residence in the palace.

The motive for the establishment of Gobelins was not merely a desire to create

things of unsurpassed beauty, but also an attempt to raise the standard of the

luxury arts in France and to secure her economic and moral ascendancy in Europe.

Due to certain regulations favoring the training of the children of the workmen
of the Gobelin factory, these gradually replaced the foreigners who had been much
in evidence at its inception.

Before the reign of Louis XIV there had been no real court in the sense of that

now gathered at Versailles where the love of luxury and ostentation created a fever-

ish rivalry among the courtiers. The insatiable desire to enlarge, improve, and do

over whatever had been done by a predecessor caused the destruction of many
beautiful interiors and the dispersal of their furnishings. Seen from the vantage

point of the twentieth century, this fury of artistic expression had its great draw-

backs, for it left very few palaces exactly as they had been conceived by the

builders. One is disappointed, more often than not, in visiting chateaux to find

that they have been altered and despoiled of their original treasures. Happily, how-

ever, a great effort is now being made to restore Versailles to its former appearance

and as many pieces of its original furniture as possible are being brought back.

The attitude of the nobles in the Louis XIV period was in some respects very

similar to that of the rich today, in that as soon as a man has more of this world's

LOUIS XIV ARMCHAIR UPHOLSTERED IN LAMPAS
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goods than he requires to keep body and soul together, he begins to surround him
self with beauty, and aspires to do so with more taste and discrimination than Ins

neighbor. What can be more delightful for a successful man of affairs than to see

his artistic acumen justified by the rising value of pieces similar to those he himself

has collected and to know that his patronage has encouraged high artistic standards?

During the reign of Louis XIV, furniture and decorations took on more mag
nificence, and the regal style required by the new splendor blossomed out under

the artistry of such men as the furniture-maker Andre-Charles Boulle and the

bronzicr, Jean-Jacques Cafficri. There are few pieces of furniture extant which

are indisputably by the hand of Boulle, but the style is well known to even the

average layman. Intricate brass designs inlaid in a veneer of tortoise shell or ebony,

rendered even more splendid by the addition of heavy gilded bronze mounts, are

typical of his style.

A sheet of brass and a sheet of tortoise shell were glued together and the design

was cut into both simultaneously, thus producing two identical pieces. The brass

was then imbedded in a background of tortoise shell and the piece of furniture

decorated in this manner was designated as having been made en premiere parti,

whereas the piece on which the tortoise shell was affixed to a brass background, was

known as en contre parti. Thus a pair of objects was made with identical decora-

tions, in reverse. Today very few such pairs exist, but Boulle pieces en premiere

parti are considered far more desirable than those en contre parti for they are more

brilliant and have a richer and more pleasing effect. Such fame and popularity was

attached to the name of Boulle that his style was much imitated in the nineteenth

century and anything with a tortoise shell ground and brass inlay became known
as "Buhl" irrespective of date or place of origin.

LOUIS XIV BOILI.F. (OMMOI)l

Louis XIV period probably by Andre Charles Boulle. Bureau plat or Hat-ton desk

Property of the author.
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LOUIS XIV SIDE CHAIR

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Edmundo Lassaile.

Louis XIV carved walnut and caned fauteuil with original leather

armpads; formerly with a leather pad on seat.

It was in this period that the fauteuil or canape a chassis was devised in which

upholstery fabric covered a wooden framework which slipped into the frame of the

piece. This expedient made it possible to change the decoration of a room accord-

ing to the seasons and in the more sumptuous palaces there were as many as four

changes of upholstery. Heavily embroidered or brocaded fabrics were used in

winter, with lighter colors and materials for spring and summer. The cabriole, or

curved leg, made its appearance around this time, but was less accentuated than it

became later during the reign of Louis XV.
Although the long reign of Louis XIV is known as Le Grand Siecle, or the great

century, the King was involved in very frustrating and expensive wars which, along

with his great extravagance in building, led to a very much embarrassed exchequer.

He was obliged to raise more and more money to pay for the wars, so that in 1689

he resorted to the expedient of melting down much, if not all, of the existing silver

and ornaments. In 1699 he issued another edict ordering the melting of gold

and silver vessels, and in 1709, a third. For this reason there is a great dearth of

seventeenth and early eighteenth-century French silver on the market today. In

1759, during the Seven Years War, silver was again confiscated and melted down,

so that Louis XV silver is also very scarce. Today, seventeenth and eighteenth-

century silver is very highly prized and whatever escaped the melting pot com-

mands an extremely high price.
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The destruction of the silver used by the nobles and great families encouraged

men such as Mcissonnier and Caffieri to rival its beauty with marvels of imagina-

tion in gilded bronze. It created a demond which activated the main faience fac-

tories which sprang up to create substitutes for household articles of winch the

upper classes had been deprived. However, the nobility, not completely satisfied

with the output of the ceramic industry, turned to the enamels of Limoges for the

very elaborate and luxurious pictorial pieces it desired. At Limoges they were pro-

ducing brilliant enameled copper ornaments and table decorations, including

precious "salts." This preference of the French aristocrats for enamels retarded

somewhat the acceptance of faience on the upper levels of French taste.

The floors at Versailles were originally of varicolored marble squares, but around

the Regencc and early Louis XV periods, these were changed to interlaced hard-

wood in a special pattern. This type of floor set the stvle for other princely

chateaux to follow and has come to be known as parquet a h Versailles. Over the

floors, but not quite covering them, was a woven wool rug. Frequently with a black

background and always very elaborate in design, these rugs often bore the emblem

of the king or prince for whom thev were made. In the Louis XIV period the

Savonnerie rug added splendor and warmth to an alreadv magnificent setting. PAROL!KT A LA VBRSAILU 5
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation i9-58.

Seventeenth-century Savonnerie wool carpet representing Fame and Fortitude, with the arms of France at either end,

c. 1673-1681.
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Louis XV bureau en dos d'ane or drop-leaf desk, signed: J. Dubois.
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REGENCE AND LOUIS XV
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AFTER A DESIGN BY 1)1 RAIN

The rectangular wall panels and heavy cornices characteristic of the classical

style of Louis XIV, began to be replaced around 1700 by a new and lighter

style of decoration. The architect Robert de Cotte and the sculptor, en-

graver and designer, Jean Berain, as well as Pierre Lepautre and others, had begun to

introduce humorous and whimsical designs, with delicate arabesque and carvings

of birds and leaves in low relief which often overran the frames of panels. Monkeys

in the roles of human beings were also introduced at this time.

This phase of French art developed into what is known as the Regence style.

Although the Duke of Orleans onlv acted as Regent for the young Louis XV
between 1715 and 1723, the transition in style betwen the Louis XIV and the

Louis XV periods took its name from that short interim. No style begins or ends

abruptly; it is felt years before and carries over into the succeeding reign or period.

Objects in the Louis XIV style continued to be made until about 1720, while the

first stirrings of the Regence style were felt in the late 1600's. Similarly, Louis XV
style furniture began to appear as early as 1725, while the Regence continued to be

made as late as 1730.

Just Aurele Meissonnier (1695—1750), who became "Designer to the King" in

1725, a post formerly held by Jean Berain, was the father of the Rococo style,

which swept across the French border into Germany, Austria, and Italy. His books

of engravings called "Oeuvres" showed boundless imagination in the design of

rocaille forms. In Germany the hard paste porcelain of Meissen and Nymphenburg
lent itself especially to the asymmetrical treatment of his rocaille designs, which

were based on shell, vegetable and animal forms.

After the marriage of Louis XIV to Mme. de Maintenon, there was an easing of

the pomp and protocol at court and a tendency to unbend toward greater ease

and comfort. The sequence of the changes in the spirit of the times is reflected

and can be followed step by step through the development and construction of the

chairs made during the transition. From the straight, rigid, high-backed, formal

chairs of^Louis XIV's time, small differences began to appear. The first of these

was that the arms, always heretofore rising directly over the front legs, were

placed further back, and the legs reduced in height, allowing for greater ease.

Many have attributed the new position of the arms to the style in women's dresses,

but as the pannier only appeared in 1717 and a fauteuiJ with arms considerably

behind the termination of the leg is known as early as 1685, this explanation is

hardly valid.

Besides being lower, the legs were slightly curved and elaborately carved, as was

REGENCE CONSOLE TABLE, AFTER
A DESIGN BY MEISSONNIER

REGENCE CARVED OAK. TABLE

REGENCE GILDED SIDE CHAIR



REGENCE SIDE CHAIR

REGENCE ARMCHAIR WITH STRETCHER

the woodwork of the frame under the seat, which now showed instead of being

covered by upholstery. The shell motif was much in evidence and legs frequently

terminated in small cloven hoofs. Gradually the height of the backs, too, was

reduced and a gentle curve appeared in place of the rectangular lines of the earlier

periods. The next change was that the wood on the back of the chair, which

previously had been covered by upholstery, was now visible. There was an increas-

ing curve in the legs, and feet terminated in scrolls, under which were small bases,

now almost all consumed by wear. The x-shaped stretchers between the legs, which

had been so prevalent during the Louis XIV and early Regence periods, began to

disappear around 1720 to 1725, as chairs became lighter and the need ceased to

exist.

REGENCE CARVED AND GILDED ARMCHAIR

REGENCE CARVED AND GILDED
A DOSSIER PLAT ARMCHAIR

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Stavros S. Niarchos.

One of a pair of Louis XV carved and gilded fauteuils a chassis signed:

Cresson.

REGENCE GILDED WING CHAIR
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REGENCE FAUTEUIL DE BUREAU

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Conslantine Goulandris.

One of a pair of carved and gilded bergeres signed: J. B. Cresson.

Upholstered in crimson velvet of the period.

However, all these changes came gradually and differed according to the cabin-

etmaker's and his clients' ideas and preferences. Most chairs were either painted,

gilded or silvered. The latter type, which reached the height of its popularity

around 1730 to 1740, was soon abandoned in France, as oxidization of the silver

spoiled the intended effect. Around 1740 caning was used extensively for fauteuils

de bureau or desk chairs, and dressing table chairs. Except for these odd chairs,

natural wood finish was used much less frequently in the Louis XV period than

we are led to believe today, seeing as we do, so much furniture that has been strip-

ped of its paint. A great deal of this decapage was undoubtedly necessary after two

centuries of wear and probably even of repainting.

LOUIS XV SIDE CHAIR

LOUIS XV FAUTEUIL A COIFFER

LOUIS XV FAUTEUIL DE BUREAU
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The Louis XV style which evolved is considered more feminine and graceful

than what went before. And while the changed position of the arms of the chairs

is probably not due to the style in women's dresses, it did inspire the creation of a

new form of chair, called a marquise: a broad chair built to accommodate the wide

skirts and panniers of the Louis XV period.

LOUIS XV MARQUISE BY LOUIS DELANOIS

LOUIS XV LIT DE REPOS A CROSSE Property

One of a pair of Louis XV carved and gilded marquises signed: Francois Reuze.
Property of the author.

LOUIS XV CHAISE LONGUE
BY LOUIS DELANOIS

Canapes (or sofas), and Jits de repos (or day-beds) were innovations which fol-

lowed the trend toward greater ease. The importance attached to comfort and the

new role of women increasingly affected styles in decoration and the forms of fur-

niture. Bergeres, which came into existence around 1725, and which are still held

in the highest esteem, are large, deep, closed-arm chairs which embrace the body

in a relaxed postion rather than in the formal posture which etiquette had de-

manded a century before.

LOUIS XV CANAPE A CORBE1LLE

LOUIS XV GILDED CANAPE
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Louis XV carved and gilded canape signed: Pere Gourdin.
Courtesy o\ Airs. Robert Young.

Courtesy of a private collector.

One of the Louis XV armchairs of the set mentioned at right
signed: Tilliard.

Courtesy of j private collector.

One of a set of two carved and gilded Louis XV bergeres and two

matching fauteuils signed: Tilliard.
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Courtesy of a private collector.

A Louis XV bergere and matching fauteuil from a set of two bergeres and two fauteuils signed: Cresson.

Louis XV carved and painted (white) bergere.

Properly oj the author
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Louis XV carved and painted (white) bergere de fillette

(young girl's chair) by Tilliard.

Property of the author.

f*rv*i

One of a set of four Louis XV carved and

gilded fauteuds en cabriolet by Cresson.

Courtesy of Mrs. Bronson Trevor.
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Courtesy of Air. and Mrs. Conslanttne Goulandris. Property ol the author.

One of a pair of carved and gilded One of a set of four Louis XV carved

Louis XV stools. and gilded stools.

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Stavros S. Ntanhos.

One of a set of four carved and gilded

Louis XV stools signed: Francois

Reuze.

LOUIS XV EN DOS D'ANE DESK WITH
MARQUETRY A FLEURS

In the Louis XV period, it was considered a great privilege and sign of high rank

to be permitted to sit on a stool in the presence of the King. This occasioned great

intrigues and jealousies among the nobles 'and resulted in quarrels and scandals.

Stools were always a very important feature of the decoration, and today, when

they are extremely scarce, they are highly prized and lend great charm and style

to a period interior.

The Louis XV period abounded in new forms of furniture and pieces which had

never been imagined before. The bureau plat or table desk, already known in the

Louis XIV period became an important element in a room. Then the bureau en

dos d ane or drop-leaf desk appeared (the French name describes its shape as that

of an ass's back), which led to the upright secretaire with its drop-front and

marquetry decoration, as well as simpler styles. A tall, narrow chest of drawers,

called a semairiier, because of its seven drawers, supposedly one for each day of the

week, also was introduced at this time. Semaniers ranged from very elaborately

decorated marquetry pieces with marble tops, to modest walnut or fruitwood in the

provinces. The type is similar to what has been known in American for generations,

as a chiffonier, although the American product is larger, wider, and has no specific

number of drawers.

/ Property of the author.

LOUIS XV MARQUETRY SEMA1NIER

Louis XV carved and painted ( light green ) fauteuil de bureau,

upholstered in original leather of the period. Signed: Tilliard.
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J. Dubois desk — open.

Louis XV small writing table signed: J. Dubois.
Property of the author.
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Louis XV secretaire signed: N. J. Marchand.
Property o) the author.
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Courtesy of a private collector.

Louis XV black laque de Chine secretaire signed: Ellaume
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Courtesy of Mr. and Airs. Stavros S. Niarchos.

Louis XV red laque de Chine dos d'dne desk signed: BURB (Bernard Van
Riesen Burg).

The same desk open.
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Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Basil Goulandr

Louis XV French lacquer cream color commode with green decoration, signed: Delorme.

Bedside tables called tables de chevet were very similar to those known as en-cas

(in case). Both had drawers under their marble tops and little cupboards below.

The commode, or chest of drawers, which had first been seen at the end of the

reign of Louis XIV, became one of the most characteristic pieces of Louis XV
furniture. The first commodes were made with three drawers, or with two large

and two smaller ones above them. Their bow fronts were ornamented with bronze

escutcheons and drawer pulls and the corners and feet were protected by decora-

tive bronze chutes and sabots. At first these commodes were heavy and their legs

short, so that the lowest drawer was only a few inches from the floor. These are

known today as commodes en torn beaux. The marble tops varied in type according

to the coloring of the woods used but always followed the curved outlines of the

piece. As time went on, commodes grew lighter in appearance and higher on their

legs, with three drawers changing to two. The latter are more suitable in a drawing

room today, while the three drawer variety is more practical in a bedroom.

LOUIS XIV BOULLE COMMODE

REGENCE COMMODE BY CHARLES CRESSENT
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Properly of the author.

Louis XV three-drawer commode en tombeau signed: C. Thibault.

LOUIS XV 2-DRAWER MARQUETRY
COMMODE BY L. BOUDIN

REGENCE COMMODE EN TOMBEAU

LOUIS XV PROVINCIAL COMMODE

LOUIS XV NATURAL WOOD COMMODE

The finest commodes of the Louis XV and Louis XVI periods have no dividing

strip between the upper and lower drawers. .Instead, the front panel is treated as a

single unit with no obvious constructional consideration of its utility. When
closed, it shows no sign of functioning as two separate drawers, while the bronzes

heighten the illusion that the front is one solid panel. The drawer pulls are often

bronze scrolls and form a part of the general design.
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Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Gilbert.

Louis XV two-drawer marquetry commode a fleurs in various colored woods, signed: C. Chevallier.
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Property of the author.

Louis XV black laque de Chine two-drawer commode signed: P. H. Mewesen.

Property of the author.

Louis XV two-drawer commode signed: BURB (Bernard Van Riesen Burg).
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Property of the author.

Louis XV Coromandel lacquer commode with bronzes bearing the crowned C. Signed: M. Criaerd.

Formal dining rooms did not exist, as such, in the Louis XV period. Anterooms

were used for that purpose and tables set up almost anywhere that seemed appro-

priate or convenient at the time. In winter it might have been close to a fire; in

summer on a terrace. When serving many people a wooden plank was placed on

sawhorses and covered with a long tablecloth. No special dining table was made
until the Louis XVI period, so that now when people desire to furnish a dining

room completely in the Louis XV style, they arc obliged to have a tabic made to

order. This rarely turns out well for there seems to be something incongruous in a

Louis XV style table of a size and proportion required in a modern dining room.

Tables a coiffcr or dressing tables were first made at this time. A center sliding

panel enclosed a mirror which had deep wells on either side, with a slide in the center

and a drawer below. The left-hand well was frequentlv equipped with a variety (if

fine porcelain jars for rouge, ointments and toilet preparations considered essential in

an age when water was used most sparinglv. There were also silver-topped perfume

LOUIS XV MARQl'IHRY COIFFEISE BY P. BI'RXARD
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Property of the author.

Louis XV-XVI transition marquetry table a coiffer signed: R.V.L.C. ( Roger Vandercruse Lacroix)

.

Lacroix table a coiffer — open.
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bottles and many oilier items deemed necessary to the achievemenl oi a lady's

charming appearance. Wash basins and ewers of fabulous beauty are still to be

found in soft paste Sevres porcelain, and Marie Antoinette's exquisite rock crystal

set is in the Musee du Louvre in Paris. These' will startle a twentieth centurj

observer as much for their small dimensions as for their extraordinary beauty.

Mme. du Barry was known to have taken a eold dip every morning, much to the

amazement of her contemporaries. Some have suggested that this habit gave her

such unusual freshness that Louis XV was attracted to her as a result.

The enormous vogue for indoor games during the reign of Louis XV created a

demand for tables for that purpose. Some were square, sonic rectangular, some

triangular and later some were round all according to the requirements of the

game for which they were designed. They usually had a drawer or drawers, or a

well for the counters used in the game. They frequently had indented candlestick

holders and many tables folded, forming three-cornered consoles with rounded

corners. The playing surface was usually covered in green baize or needlework.

By the middle of the eighteenth century trictrac (backgammon) tables and

checker-top tables were made for chess and checkers, generally with removable tops.

The servante or rafraichissoii, as it is more frequently called, also appeared at

this time. This was a rectangular tabic on casters, with rounded corners and a

marble top fitted with two silver-plated receptacles in which to chill bottles. There

was a drawer for cutlery and napkins and one or two undershelves. Canabas de-

signed some especially charming rahaichissoirs in solid mahogany: Louis XV is

known to have ordered one for his own use in 1735, for this table freed him from

the constant presence of servants in attendance and perfectly suited his desire for

privacy.

The greatest possible care and imagination were lavished on the production of

little tables, which are still amongst the most highly prized pieces of furniture pro-

duced in the eighteenth century. These tiny tables which play such an important

role in the furnishing of a French room of this period have marquetry or marble

tops; others have Sevres porcelain tops especially made for the purpose. They have

small drawers either in the front or on the sides or pull-out rirettes (extensions).

Some have solid little doors, others have sliding doors; some are like small com-

modes, while others have undershelves. The one thing they all have in common
is that they are finished on all sides and the back so they can stand free in a room

and be seen from all angles. Frequently, despite their diminutive size, they have

compartments in the drawers for inkpots and writing equipment. Little tables of

high quality are increasingly scarce and it is almost true that the smaller they are,

the more thev cost.

One of the great spurs to the art of cabinetmaking in France in the Louis XV
period was the guild, or Corporation des Menuisieis-Ebenistes which protected its

artisans by controls on competition and encouraged them to remain active and to

train their children to succeed them. The maifre-menuisiers and mairre-ebenisies

could practice their painstaking and time-consuming occupations with serenity,

secure in the knowledge that they could not be crushed by the more aggressive or

unscrupulous in the profession, and could allow their creative genius to develop

without the hampering financial worries that normally beset artists of all kinds.

Although there were no guild regulations or laws prohibiting a man from work-

ing in more than one branch of furniture making, thev rarely encroached on each

other's fields. A menuisier was a craftsman who made chairs, beds, chaise longues,

stools and what some call "scat furniture." He also made consoles and the furni-

niturc which was part of the room. He worked in solid wood which was carved and

later stained, painted or gilded.

SMAI I IOI is XV
MARQUETRY TABLE

TRIANGULAR FOLDING CARD TABLE

LOUIS THE XV TRICTRAC OR
BACKGAMMON TABLE

LOUIS XV RAFRAICHISSOIR BY CANABAS

LOCIS XV MARQUETRY L1SEVSE

LOUIS XV SMALL TABLF
WITH UNDERSHELF
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Properly of the author.

One of a pair of Re'gence carved and gilded consoles.

Properly of the author

Rcgence carved and painted ( light green ) square table.
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Property of the author.

Very small Louis XV table with gilded wire basket

on undershelf. Signed: F. Oeben.

Property of the author.

Very small Louis XV table with undershelf, signed:

N. Petit.

Property of the author.

Louis XV marquetry kidney-shaped table

with exterior drawers on side and interior

drawers behind roll front. Probably by

Germain Landrin or Leonard Boudin. Louis XV marquetry kidney-shaped table shown Open.
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LOUIS XV TABLE A OUVRAGE
BY DELORME

An ebeniste on the other hand, was one who made veneered furniture such as

commodes, tables, desks, and bookcases. Still others specialized in clock cases and

very intricate pictorial marquetry and the decoration of boxes and miscellaneous

small pieces.

A high degree of proficienev was maintained bv the, guild and after an appren-

ticeship of many years, each prospective niairrc had to prove his ability by making

an especially fine piece of furniture to be judged by a committee. If Successful, the

applicant was then obliged to pay a very large entrance fee. A maitre was per-

mitted to have several compagnons, or assistants; obliged to have one apprentice

at all times; and had the right to teach his own children or nephews without

restriction; for sons and sons-in-law of a master took precedence over all others,

and their entrance fee was only nominal. Similarly, a workman who married the

widow of a maitre, and even the widow herself, if she was assisted by a capable

craftsman, had the right to maintain the workshop of her deceased husband.

To combat competition from outside the guild, a law was passed in 1741 making

it mandatory for each craftsman to sign his product. The mark was worked in

relief on a bar of lead and a hammer blow imprinted it on the back, underside, or

upright corner of a piece of furniture. Each mark was registered at a central office,

which added a stamp of control formed of three letters, "J.M.E." standing for

/urande or Jure des Menuisieis Ebenistes. Fraudulent use of a mark was severely

punished and all unsigned pieces were automatically considered contraband and

were subject to a fine of twentv livres.

In addition to the members of the guild, the king could create maitres of his

own choosing. These extremely able craftsmen who were known as artisans

privileges or ouvriers de h couronne, were free of guild restrictions, beyond its

jurisdiction and not subject to the usual taxes. They were granted special protec-

tion and given workshops in buildings belonging to the Crown, such as the Louvre,

the Arsenal, parts of the Temple, or the Gobelins. As most of the work of these

artisans was ordered by the Crown, it was unsigned.

Other free artisans who were not members of the guild, sought refuge in places

where medieval rights still existed, such as the Abbey of Saint-Antoine des Champs
and the Temple. French workmen had gone to the small courts of the electoral

princes of Germany during the Louis XIV period and German artisans had learned

furniture making from them. Later many German craftsmen came to France in

the hope of finding greater scope and remuneration for their work, and promptly

found employment with French masters, whose tastes and styles they absorbed

while saving enough money to become independent. They then took advantage of

the privileges of the faubourg Saint-Antoine to establish businesses of their own.

Oeben, Riesener, Weisweiler and Beneman, for example, began in this way.

Not all signatures found today are clear or decipherable, however. Some arc the

remnants of marks placed by the dealer in raw wood and others arc those of the

dealer who sold the piece. Nothing made before the Louis XV period was ever

signed, and much fine furniture made on special order was delivered directly from

shop to client and so never passed through the central office. Furniture for the

Crown was marked only with the initials of the palace and possibly of the room for

which it was intended. In addition, some dealers, jealously guarding the sources of

their finest wares, removed signatures in order to prevent others from contacting

the makers directly.

Not all signatures arc genuine, and it is far more important that a piece be

authentic than for it to be signed. False signatures have often been affixed to

mediocre or poor pieces, as well as to clever forgeries. When the style is in accord

with the signature of the man who is supposed to have made it, one can assume



that the signature is authentic. With practice, the collector becomes familial with

a cabinetmaker's style, and if the piece of furniture is genuinely of the period, the

lack of a signature should not be an obstacle, although it is only natural, when

buying a fine piece, to be pleased to know the maker's name.

In addition to the Corporation des Menuisieis-Ebenistes, there were other guilds

connected with the production of fine furniture. The bronze fondeurs or casters;

the cisehurs, engravers and chasers; and the doreurs or gilders; produced bronze

d'ameublement which included the bronze mounts and hardware for wooden

pieces of furniture, as well as sconces, andirons, clock cases and all the hardware

required on doors and windows. The organization of these guilds was similar to

that of the Menuisier-Ebenisies and these workmen also had to submit a specimen

of their work to the committee for approval before thev could acquire the status

of maitre. In 1 776 these groups joined into a single guild. Some fine pieces of

gilded bronze have a tiny mark in the form of the letter "C" surmounted by a

crown, stamped into the bronze in some inconspicuous spot. For a time it was

thought to be the signature of Cafficri, but this has been proved incorrect. The
most recent theory is that it was either the mark of a specific group of gilders

between the years 1745 and 1749, or possibly a control mark required by law

during that brief period. In any case it is extremely pleasant to find, as it dates the

piece quite accurately.

The light colored walls enhanced by gilding, which the architect Oppenord

created for the Regent early in the eighteenth century, called for a new approach,

and the charming heads and arabesques of Watteau inspired decoration and fur-

niture mounts. The youthful Charles Cresscnt (1685—1768), after working briefly

in the Boulle style, felt the new trend for lighter and more graceful furniture and

became the most representative cabinetmaker of the Regencc and early Louis XV
periods. Serpentine fronts, splayed sides and multicolored woods used in the

marquetry, as well as asymmetrical gilded bronze rocaille mounts were typical

characteristics. The Regence stvlc is considered to have lasted until 1730, after

which the dignity which had been the heritage of the preceding generations gave

way to gaiety and frivolity. Grace and freedom of movement became the new
keynotes, sought in all decorative fields.

As glassmakers acquired the ability to make mirrors of large dimensions, these

became important decorative adjuncts and were incorporated into many designs

for wall paneling. Gilt bronze chandeliers and girandoles were hung with rock

crystal or glass drops cut so that their facets would reflect light and produce a

brilliant effect, despite the feeble light of the candles.

LOUIS XV GILT
HKON/.I (

ft

SET OF LOCIS XV
FIREPLACE TOOLS

8

pari wI^L
LOUIS XV GILT BRONZE ANDIRONS

REGENCE MIRROR

REGENCE MIRROR
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LOUIS XVI CHINESE LACQUER
COMMODE BY J. A. LECLERQ

LOUIS XVI BLACK LACQUER BONHEUR
DU JOUR BY C. C. SAUNIER

LOUIS XV VERN1S MARTIN COMMODE

While gilded furniture remained the ultimate in luxury and was considered the

correct thing for state and formal salons, polychrome decoration of chairs came into

vogue and was extremely popular for all other rooms during the reign of Louis XV.
The strong reds, yellows and sapphire blues of the late Louis XIV period con-

tinued to be used during the early years of his grandson's reign, but little bv little,

colors grew more delicate and were planned to harmonize with the upholstery silks

used with them. Even on gilded chairs, garlands of flowers were painted in natural-

istic colors designed to bring out the carving. Around 1755—1760 white paint

without the addition of any other color was used more and more. Chairs ordered

for the Petit Trianon, although still completely in the Louis XV style, were

painted Mane de pJomb or lead white. This is the same color which, after use, dust

and what is known as the patina of time, became known as gris (gray) Trianon.

Oriental forms and lacquer became extremely fashionable and commodes of this

material were, and still are, considered the height of elegance and beauty. Lacquered

pieces were first made with imported Chinese and Japanese panels, mostlv in the

form of screns, chests or oriental furniture, which, in their original form, did not

find favor in Europe. The eighteenth-century lacquered furniture which has come
down to us is of several different types. The ebenistes of the Louis XV period

generally chose Chinese lacquer with gold and colored decoration, with red pre-

dominating usually on a black ground. Less frequently the background was red.

Other background colors, such as green and ivory, are rarelv seen and arc very likely

French workmanship in imitation of the Chinese. The cabinetmakers of the

Louis XVI period showed a preference for Japanese lacquer which harmonizes

particularly well with the restraint and finesse of the furniture of that style. The
ground is also black, but the decoration is gold and silver, sometimes in relief, with-

out an}' color. The designs are smaller and more delicate and of the finest imag-

inable execution. There is none of the boldness found in what is known as

"Coromandel" lacquer, which was a product of the province of Honan in central

China. This rare and beautiful lacquer used in the Louis XV period is very colorful

and so thick that it can be engraved. The black background, of a reddish tinge,

turns almost brown with age. Some of the Coromandel lacquers used for furniture

date from the Ming period, equivalent to the late sixteenth century in our reckon-

ing. These are extremelv rare and desirable.

Since original oriental panels rarely if ever quite fitted the pieces they were

destined to cover, the French cabinetmakers had to employ the greatest ingenuity

to achieve the desired results. Gilded bronze mounts, designed to frame panels that

were too small, and other expedients were employed to produce masterpieces of

furniture making. Since it was extremely difficult to veneer a commode — espe-

cially a Louis XV bombe, one with swelled and curved front and sides — with a

straight panel, the French craftsmen went to great lengths to learn to imitate the

oriental technique of lacquering. Later, as the demand increased for these pieces,

lacquer panels were ordered in the Orient in the standard sizes required by the

French cabinetmakers. But lacquering is a very slow rocess and these panels, made
on order and in haste, are of an inferior quality. Between 1733 and 1740 the Due
de Bourbon organized a workshop at Chantilly where lacquer in the oriental style

was made with such skill that even connoisseurs were deceived by it.

At this point the Martin brothers became prominent as a result of their mastery

of the technique of lacquer on wood which is now universally known as Venn's

Martin. It was used on furniture as well as for wall panels, sedan chairs, needle-

cases and memorandum tablets. Although the Martin brothers learned their tech-

nique from the oriental models they had seen and studied, their subjects were

purely French, in the spirit of the eighteenth century.
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Property of the author.

One of a pair of Louis XIV gilt bronze
mounted Chinese celadon vases with

covers.

Eighteenth-century laqm du Japon inkstand mounted in

Louis XVI period gilded bronze and decorated with

St. Cloud soft paste flowers.

Property of the author.

Louis XV gilded bronze Chinese cela- Same vase by Duplessis - side view,
don vase mounted by Duplessis.

Property o) the author.

Pair of Louis XV gilt bronze mounted Chinese celadon bride parfums with

dolphin decoration.

Ifc&SS

LOUIS XV GILT BRONZE MOUNTED
CHINESE PORCELAIN FIGURE
WITH VINCENNES PORCELAIN FLOW IRS

One of the most whimsical and delightful practices of this period was the crea-

tion of decorations in the Chinese style, known as chinoiseiie. Frequently very

unlike the real Chinese people and scenes it depicted, chinoisehe was gay and

jolly and full of imagination, as the French genius expressed itself with inimitable

charm and color. In 1708 Watteau was engaged to decorate the Chateau de la

Muette with chinoiseiies based on authentic Chinese drawings, and in 1761 Marie
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LA SOURCE. GROUP IN
VINCENNES BISQUIT

MOUNTED IN GILT BRONZE

LOUIS XV TABLE A TRANSFORMATION
BY MIGEON

Proptrn aj the author.

Chinese Ying Ching Yao vase,

mounted in Louis XV gilded

bronze.

Ying Ching Yao vase — side view.

Leczinska, who was a very skillful amateur painter, had her own chamber redeco-

rated to accommodate the chinoiseiie panels she had painted.

This passion for Chinese art is further illustrated by the tremendous vogue

around the middle of the eighteenth century for Chinese porcelains mounted in

gilded bronze by the best ciseleurs of the time. The day book of a famous jeweler

or marchan dbijoutier, named Lazare-Devaux, lists mounted oriental porcelains

as the source of half his income between the years 1748 and 1749. Duplessis, the

brothers Slodtz, and various other masters were responsible for some of the finest

of these pieces, a few of which can be seen in the great museums today. Some are

now in public and private collections, but they are growing increasingly scarce and

valuable.

As Meissen porcelain of quality was imported into France, gilded bronze mounts

were often made to support groups and single figures. Candlesticks, decorated with

birds and flowers, and many other articles, such as inkstands and clocks were

elaborately mounted in France. Following the French fashion, some mounts were

then made in Meissen itself, but neither the quality nor the design can compete

with the French article.

The word ebenisre or cabinetmaker came into existence when verv fine cabinet

work was carried out in ebony. But after the reign of Louis XIV and when the

great vogue for Boulle furniture was past, the desire for lighter colors and more

varied furniture led the ebenistes to import all available exotic woods from the Far

East and the Americas. Although they had a great variety at their disposal, they

still resorted to tinting various colors not provided for by nature. A technical

description in books of the period of how this was accomplished makes entertain-

ing reading. Some of the lovely colors we so much admire were made with fresh

manure.

Although Louis XV was much interested in architecture and indulged his love

of building to an extent which proved a serious financial embarrassment to the

state, he did not share Louis XIV's passion for decorating royal palaces. The tastes

of Louis XV, dictated by a love of personal comfort and intimate surroundings,

led him to abandon the use of the Grande Chambre de Louis XIV except for the

ceremonies of Je levee and Je coucher, and to have a smaller bedchamber built in

what had been the billiard room of Louis XIV.

The life of Louis XV at Versailles was spent incrcasinglv in the Petits Apparte-

ments, where he could live the life of a private gentleman, entertaining his per-

sonal friends and devoting some of his spare time to scientific research, mechanical

inventions and to his hobbv of lathe turning, which at the time was a popular

pastime.

He created several pieces of mechanical furniture for his personal use and a lift,

LOUIS XV TABLE A TRANSFORMATION - OPEN
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called a chaise volante, which he had installed at Versailles foi Mme. de Chateau-

roux. He also ordered a table volante installed in the Petits Appartements at

Trianon and in other chateaux. These tables sank through the floor to the kitchen

quarters where they could be prepared with food and everything required for a

meal, making it possible for the king to raise them again and enjoy complete

privacy with his friends. Meubles a transformations, as these mechanical pieces

were called, were characteristic of the latter part of the Louis XV period. One
marvels at the ingenuity demonstrated in making what seem to us to be quite

uselessly versatile pieces. But during the reign of Louis XV Versailles became so

tremendously overcrowded with nobles who wanted, at all costs, to be close to

their sovereign, that rooms were at a premium and grew so small that even princes

of the blood were lodged in tiny cell-like bedrooms. It is probably this condition,

together with their taste for mechanical devices, which inspired the cabinetmakers

to produce furniture with two different uses, despite the fact that a piece usually

looks better when it serves onlv one. Some of these pieces are miraculously beau-

tiful, despite their double use, but frequently the lines are spoiled by the inclusion

of a means of transformation.

The Marquis de Vendicres, brother of Mme. de Pompadour (later created the

Marquis de Marignv), was, through her influence, appointed Director of Buildings.

From the end of 1749 until late in 1751 he prepared himself for that very high and

responsible post by journeying through Italy with the architect Soufflot and the

artist Charles Nicolas Cochin the Younger. In 1758 Cochin published his Observa-

tions on the Antiquities of Herculaneum, which helped to spark the beginnings of

the Neoclassic style.

Mme. de Pompadour and the court were slow to evince interest in the new
Greek and antique forms that suddenly made their appearance, and the Marquis

de Marigny himself, showed little enthusiasm for the birth of the Louis XVI style.

However the avant-garde of France's literary and artistic circles was interested in

this return to classical forms. As earlv as 1764, Lalive de Jullv wrote that his house

was furnished with pieces in the Greek taste and Cochin in his memoirs, wrote that

Louis de Lorraine (1713—59) had designed these decorations and was the first to

bring the heavy swags, vases and garlands of the Louis XVI stvle into fashion.

The late Louis XV pieces showed the influence of the nascent Louis XVI style.

Pictorial marquetry of a semi-classical character with bronzes limited to outlines

and functional uses of a piece replaced the earlier elaborate and fantastic mounts on

simpler marquetry bodies.

One of the greatest ebenistes of the Louis XV period, Jean Francois Oeben,

began the famous "Bureau du Roi" in 1760, which he had almost completed when

he died in 1763. It was finished in 1769 by his assistant, Jean Henri Riesener, who
probably executed the elaborate pictorial marquetry from the original Oeben design

and may have added a few details of his own, as the bureau also contains neo-

classic elements. Thus the styles of the Louis XV and XVI periods were being

made simultaneously and many "transition" pieces had some characteristics of both.

LOUIS XV TABLE
WITH GREEK KEY MOTIF

OVAL TABLE.
TRANSITION:
LOUIS XV-XVI

BUREAU DU ROI, THE FAMOUS DESK OF LOUIS XV
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Property of the author.

Louis XV-XVI transition two-drawer marquetry commode with tinted wood inlay. Signed: N. Petit.



Chapter 4

TRANSITION AND TOUIS XVI

The discovery of Herculeaneum and Pompeii in 1748 sparked an interest in

France in classical forms. When the German scholar Johann Joachim

Winckelmann published his writings on Greek and Roman art from 1755

to 1764, his writings aroused tremendous interest in excavation and Paris was swept

with enthusiasm for neoclassic forms.

Marie Antoinette, the daughter of Maria Theresa of Austria, married the

Dauphin of France in the year 1770; four years after their marriage, Louis XV, the

Dauphin's grandfather, died and Louis XVI succeeded to the throne. Because of

the young queen's Austrian origin, many German craftsmen harbored high hopes

of obtaining her favor and making a place for themselves in the French capital. In

this they were not disappointed and a number of them, including Weisweiler and

Beneman, were commissioned to work for the Crown.

By 1785 almost a third of the cabinetmakers in Paris were foreigners and their

products were as desirable as those of the French. These men became a serious

problem for the established members of the Corporation des Menuisier-Ebenistes

which tried to force the newcomers to join the guild as quickly as possible. In order

to abolish what it considered unfair competition, the guild reduced admission dues

and allowed foreigners to pay them in ten installments. Naturalization restrictions

were also relaxed at this time and Protestants, as well as Catholics, were allowed

to become members of the guild. This in turn brought a new influx of young work-

men from German}', who were not yet acclimated when the Revolution began.

Because of their youth and disorientation, these lads, mostly under twenty years

of age, entered enthusiastically into the anarchy which ensued, and about sixty of

them played a conspicuous part in the storming of the Bastille.

Riesencr, who was already established in the late Oeben's workshop, began in

the 1770's to simplify his marquetry and to make it more geometrical in character.

Pictorial panels were generally centered in the front of a piece only and the rest

decorated with a small over-all pattern. Riesener's prominence as a protege of the

queen, placed him in a most enviable position and others followed the trend he

had established.

The conspicuous changes in a Transition commode are the rectangular carcass,

the cut corners or stiles, and the legs which describe a more gentle curve than

those of the Louis XV period; in fact, legs are almost straight on the inside and

show only a very slight curve on the outside. Chairs sometimes had curved

Louis XV backs and arms, but straight, or what is known as "console" legs. In

other words, the chairs are neither Louis XV in design nor pure Louis XVI and

are therefore known as Transition.

TRANSITIONAL TABLE
BY TOPINO

TRANSITIONAL FAUTEUIL WITH
CONSOLE LEG BY G. JACOB

TRANSITIONAL CANED CHAIR
WITH CONSOLE LEG BY G. JACOB



LOUIS XVI BOKHEL'R DU JOUR WITH
PICTORIAL MARQUETRY BY WOLFF

LOUIS XVI MAHOGANY TRICTRAC TABLE,
SHOWN WITHOUT TOP

LOUIS XVI MAHOGANY BOUILLOTTE
TABLE WITHOUT BOUCHON

During that time and in the early Louis XVI period, new pieces of furniture

began to appear.

One of these innovations was a bonheur-du-jour, a small upright desk, often

elaborately inlaid, and supplied with a little cupboard or bookshelf at the back.

Another was a jewel cabinet on high legs, with a drop-front enclosing small drawers

in its interior.

Trictrac (or backgammon) tables, as well as card tables, had existed as early as

the Regence, but there were relatively few compared with the quantities produced

in the Louis XVI period. Usually made of mahogany, these tables are rectangular

and have removable tops, one side of which is covered in leather, the other in

baize. When the top is on, the table serves as a flat-top desk. With the top

removed, the gaming section is exposed, showing a backgammon board in ebony

and ivory and socket for supporting a silver-plated candlestick on each side. Each

player has a small drawer on his right for the discs that are used in the game.

Another popular gametable was the bouiUotte, which is circular and generally

made of mahogany with an openwork brass gallery, brass trim and a marble top.

It was equipped with two small drawers and two little slides fitted into the apron.

Originally these tables had a bouchon or cork to fill the space between the marble

and the top of the gallery. This was slipped in when a level table top was desired

without the interference of a gallerv. Bouchons were also covered in leather on one

side and green baize on the other, but very few of them remain. They were prob-

ably used very little and therefore stored or broken, and eventually lost. Today

bouiUotte tables are very popular items of decoration in French rooms, but with-

out their bouchons, their original multiple use, so dear to the French heart in the

latter part of the eighteenth century, is no longer possible, nor, apparently, desired.

More often than not, a bouiUotte table serves primarily to hold a lamp.

All sorts of mechanical devices and new forms were invented, such as tables a

ouvrage, work tables, Jiseuses (reading tables), and the semainier of the Louis XV
period developed into the chiffonier usually in mahogany of the Louis XVI period.

The drop-leaf desk known as a secretaire a abattant which was already known in

the Louis XV period was produced in far greater number under Louis XVI. Under

the marble top there is a drawer, below which is the drop-leaf section and a cup-

board with two doors under the writing surface.

The bureau a cylindre, roll-top desk, became popular during the Louis XVI
period. Its base is very much like the typical bureau plat (flat-top table desk) of the

Louis XV and Louis XVI periods with the addition of a superstructure fitted with

many little drawers and a top which covers the whole writing surface as well as the

drawers when closed, and which rolls back and disappears into the structure of the

desk itself when opened. Some of these roll-tops are of solid wood, shaped in a

curve; others are of slats, fastened together. Often there are three small drawers

above the roll top, surmounted by a bronze galleried marble top.

LOUIS XVI TRJCOTEUSE BY RIESENER

LOUIS XVI SMALL TABLE

LOUIS XVI ROLL-FRONT DESK BY RIESENER

LOUIS XVI MECHANICAL TABLE
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Jewel cabinet— top.

Courtesy of Air. and Airs. Stavros S. Niarcbos.

Ttansition Louis XV-Louis XVI marquetry

jewel cabinet with varicolored woods. Signed:

G. Kemp.

Property of the author

Transition marquetry oval table on three legs,

with colored woods. Signed: R.V.L.C. (Roger

Vandercruse Lacroix).

^*«*Sfc

Courtesy of Air. and Airs. Charles Allen.

Louis XVI mahogany gueridon with gilt bronze trim and gallery and a tilt

top.

LATE LOUIS XVI BOUILLOTTE LAMP
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LOUIS XVI LADIES
BUREAU PLAT BY RIESENER

LOUIS XVI LIBRARY TABLE FOR VERSAILLES, BY RIESENER

LOUIS XVI COMMODE BY C. TOPINO

LOUIS XVI CHIFFONIER

LOUIS XVI LACQUER SECRETAIRE BY P. GARNIER

0* **< "-^B

llf

Courtesy of a private collector.

Louis XVI mahogany gueridon with ring han-

dles and pieds de bicbe (doe's feet). In the

manner of Canabas.

Properly of the author.

Louis XVI marquetry gueridon with colored

veneer and Bois De Rose used spirally on

legs. With porphyry top. Signed: C. Topino.

LOUIS XVI SECRETAIRE
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Gueridons, round tables, were made in every size from the tiny candle-Stand

type with a ratchet system in the single support of the bronze-galleried marble top,

to oversized bouillotte tables and three tier servantes. Again, most of these were

made in mahogany and the famous ebeniste Weisweiler produced some still larger,

round tables of very high quality with the interwoven stretchers between the legs

which arc characteristic of his models.

The rafraichissoir introduced in the Louis XV period, grew in popularity dur-

ing the Louis XVI period and was made in considerable quantity. In the provinces,

walnut and fruitwood were widely used as well as oak, and the wine bottle holders

in them were made of tolc or of iron.

Around 1772 Ie medallion or oval back appeared on chairs. As mentioned earlier,

chair legs which at first had remained slightly curved, straigthened out and pearls

and ribbons were added to the shell and flower motifs in the carving. Some chairs

had backs in the form of lyres, and lyres were also used for the bases of tables.

j*\
LOl is XVI Gl I ,

4ALLLIERI
BY CIRAKI

LOUIS XVI LYRE-BACK VOYELLE
( COCKFIGHTING CHAIR)

Properly of the author.

Louis XVI painted lyre-back side chair upholstered in

eighteenth-century flowered satin designed by Philippe

de la Salle and woven in Lyon.

The arms of the straight-legged chairs of this period were again brought forward

and rose directly above the front legs as they had before the Regence and Louis XV
period. Although the base of the arms returned to their former position, the arms

themselves often receded and curved between that starting point and their joining

the back. The straight legs were usuallv fluted and terminated in small square

LOUIS XVI SIDE CHAIR MADE IN I"S(,
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blocks decorated with a carved rosette. A spiral leg, which is more unusual than

the fluted leg, is generally a sign of quality and special designing. This is not to say

that some of the finest chairs made by the great Georges Jacob did not have fluted

legs, since most of them did. It merely means that spiral legs are generally con-

sidered interesting and different and seem to be found only on chairs of excellent

quality.

LOUIS XVI GILDED ARMCHAIR
BY FROMAGEAU

LOUIS XVI GILDED CANAPE

Courtesy of Airs. Mario Pansa.

One of a pair of carved and gilded fauteuils in two colors of gold.

Signed: G. Jacob.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Fletcher Fund 19.57.

One of a set of four Louis XVI carved and gilded

fauteuils to match the canape and bergeres seen opposite.

Signed: Louis Delanois.

LOUIS XVI OVAL-BACK ARMCHAIR
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Fletcher Fund 1957.

Pair of Louis XVI carved and gilded bergeres; c. 1770-1775. Signed: Louis Delanois.

..^^^^j^ _.. -...
| 1n | ^n,,,

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Fletcher Fund 1957.

Louis XVI carved and gilded canape signed: Sulpice Brizard, c. 1770-1775.
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LOUIS XVI MARQUISE

Property of the author.

One of a set of four carved and gilded fauteuils signed: J. B. Sene.

LOUIS XVI CHAUFFEUSE

LOUIS XVI SIDE CHAIR
WITH SPIRAL LEGS BY DUPAIN

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs^ Charles Allen.

Louis XVI carved and painted bergere, covered in Louis

XVI lampas of the period.

LOUIS XVI OTTOMAN
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Property of the author.

Louis XVI carved and gilded small settee with back surmounted with a ducal crown. Signed:

G. Jacob.

. .

Property of the author.

Pair of Louis XVI carved and gilded fauteuils with a tag under the seat of one with the inscription: "Chambre a coucher

de la Princesse," indicating its place in the palace for which it was made. Signed: G. Jacob.
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Pair of bergeres matching the canape below.

Property of the author.

Property of the author.

Louis XVI carved and painted canape with its original white paint; part of a set which includes a

pair of bergeres and a pair of chaff'ernes. Signed: J. Pothier. Covered in its original needlework
designed by Salembier; made for Malmaison.
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Pair of chauffeuses matching canape and bergeres seen opposite.
Properly of the author.

This treatment of legs in furniture brings me to a discussion of the first dining

tables to be made in eighteenth-century France. They were first seen during the

Louis XVI period and made bv such maitre ebenistes as Canabas and his followers.

Of solid mahogany, they are almost round when the drop-leaves are in position.

The center splits in half and reveals a mechanism with two extra legs to support

additional leaves. When closed there is an iron hook and screw eye under the top

to prevent it from opening when used without leaves. Its legs are cut in eight flat

surfaces rather than turned, and thev are finished with brass feet terminating in

casters, for greater mobility.

As these tables are extremelv scarce, the small French dealers have struck on a

way of producing somewhat similar tables from nineteenth-century ones which

came into the world with heavy bulbous legs. These heavy legs are shaved down

and turned, but since the areas between the great bulges are very slender, the

newly shaved legs cannot be any heavier than were those thinnest sections. Thus,

not only are they altered and faked, but the proportions are wrong and as a result

they look ridiculous. Of course, they are relatively inexpensive and for those who
do not apprecaite the difference, they fill a great need.

A serving table known as a consoJe-servante with a marble top and shelves below

was very much in vogue and another type with a drawer in the apron, under the

galleried marble top and a wooden undcrshclf, known as a desseitc was equally

popular. With the advent of a dining table, other consolc-dcsscites or cowmodc-
desscrtcs were created to accompanv it and offer greater comfort and convenience

for dinine.

LOUIS XVI MAHOGANY DINING TABLE

LOUIS XVI MAHOGANY SERVANTE



LOUIS XVI TABLE MADE
FOR MARIE ANTOINETTE
AT ST. CLOUD

LOUIS XVI MAHOGANY DESSERTE WITH MARBLE TOP
LOUIS XVI TABLE
WITH BRONZES MADE
BY GOUTHIERE IN 1781

LOUIS XVI C01FFEUSE

Precious woods, straighter forms, and marquetry with the attributes of country

life were some of the characteristics of the new Louis XVI style. Handles were

fashioned in the form of rings with beaded edges, and rams' heads and hoofs were

much in evidence. Mahogany which had already been used during the Louis XV
period, especially in such seaport towns as Bordeaux and Nantes which had access

to it when it first arrived from the Indies, became a favorite wood in Paris and

was most meticulously worked and enriched with very handsome and, frequently,

exquisitely chiseled bronzes.

LOUIS XVI DEMI-LUNE COMMODE
WITH SIDE CABINETS

LOUIS XVI TABLE

Louis XVI mahogany desserte richly ornamented with gilt bronze mounts

and a white marble top. Signed: G. Beneman.
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Louis XVI marquetry table a ecrire with various colored veneer, gilded

bronze trim and gallery, and rectangular legs. Signed: Joseph Schmitz.

Louis XVI citronnier table inlaid with ebony lines and

richly ornamented with gilt bronze. Signed: Adam
Weisweiler.

Louis XVI marquetry a la Reine writing table with varicolored

veneers. Signed: C. C. Saunier.
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Louis XVI large mouchte mahogany bureau plat or flat-top desk with tirettes (pull-out slides) at each end
to enlarge the surface. Signed: D. L. Ancellet.

T
' vui l

Courtesy of Mr. Frederick W. Richmond.
Louis XVI mahogany desk inlaid with satinwood in a diamond pattern. With tirettes at each
end. Signed: F. Bury.
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Louis XV-XVI transition gilt bronze table with tinted tortoise-

shell imitating lapis lazuli and green-tinted ivory leaves.

Very finely chiseled Louis XVI gilded bronze gueridon

or round table with malachite top.

In the late Louis XVI period the use of plain surfaces of wood, usually mahog-

any of a very fine quality known as acajou mouchte, which shows markings of

waves and darker spots in the grain, gave furniture a new appearance, especially

when mounted with the newly conceived bronze plaque striee, striped plaque,

which was used on aprons of tables and commodes, and on their legs. At the

corners of some pieces there appeared carvatids and women's busts which emerged

from long sheaths supported by bare feet. Usually associated with the Empire

period, this treatment of Egyptian inspiration was already used by such cabinet-

makers as Beneman, Weisweiler and Molitor at the end of the Louis XVI reign.

Sphinxes also appeared at this time, inspired by the art of Greece rather than that

of Egypt. Egyptian sphinxes are masculine, without wings, while Greek sphinxes

are feminine and have eagle's wings. It is clearly the latter type which was adapted

in France from the Louis XVI period on.

The famous caryatids of the Erechteum in Athens inspired the draped women's

figures supporting tall baskets on their heads, which became one of the most

characteristic forms at the end of the eighteenth century. The palmette design

also appeared at this time, and small flowers in bronze at the tops of legs which

were now square.

LOUIS XVI MAHOGANY BOOKCASE
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LOUIS XVI LISEUSE WITH
INSETS OF SEVRES PLAQUES

LOUIS XVI LACQUER TABLE
MADE FOR MARIE ANTOINETTE
BY A. WEISWEILER

Inset porcelain plaques, already used as early as the Louis XV period became

more popular as cabinetmakers devised ways to show them to greater advantage.

Another innovation was furniture entirely of metal, some in gilded bronze, in green

bronze, in wrought iron and some even in steel, usually with marble tops. These

were used most successfully for round tables and other odd pieces, sometimes com-

bining the use of metal with porcelain plaques or Japanese lacquer. Chairs and

beds were painted Trianon gray or white, sometimes with touches of green or blue,

and sometimes they were gilded. Paneling was also painted, often relieved with

touches of gold or color.

LOUIS XVI GREEN BRONZE TABLE
WITH GRANITE TOP

Courtesy of Mme Consuelo V . Balsan.

Louis XVI gilt bronze and steel table with granite top.
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Louis XVI delicately carved console, painted white with gilded

details. Signed: J. B. Sene.

Louis XVI painted (original white) lit de repos or daybcd. Signed: Sulpice Brizard
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One of a pair of Louis XVI gilded stools

signed: J. B. Sene.

Louis XVI carved and painted round

footstool with Louis XVI period silk

upholstery.

Louis XVI painted (original white) footstool with gilded details.

Courtesy of Air. and Mrs. Alexander Goulandris,

Louis XVI painted and gilded long stool with original Beauvais tapestry upholstery depicting

animals of the hunt. By Georges Jacob.
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LOUIS XVI PANELING FROM AVIGNON

It was the day of the boudoir or intimate room and color prints decorated the

walls, depicting the more relaxed life of the period. People enjoyed pictures which

told a story or showed an interior containing elegant figures. Painters such as

Greuze, Hubert Robert, Mesdames Vigee Le Brim and Vallayer Coster were very

popular. Color prints by Janinct, Debucourt and Lavreince, for example, and

Mallet's gouaches, give one a good idea of the interiors of the period.

Window draperies were full and made of luxurious satins, Iampas, and dau-

phines. Alcoves were built for beds and canapes and for Iits de repos or day-beds.

Canopies with sculptured doves, arrows and similar symbols of love and tenderness

were very much in vogue, and pearls and ribbon designs abounded in all materials,

whether marble, wood, bronze, porcelain or silks.

LOUIS XVI GILT BRONZE APPL1QIFS
SCONCES FROM FONTAINBLEAU
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One of a pair of Louis XVI marquises, painted (white) and gilded. Signed: C. Sene.

A new form of upholstery was devised called en tableau. A sharp ridge accen-

tuating the straight lines was outlined in gimp or elaborate passementerie, and

gave a very elegant and sumptuous look. This type of upholstery requires great

skill and relatively few upholsterers in the world are able to handle it successfully,

but it adds great style when well done.

One of the great cabinetmakers who started his career during the reign of

Louis XV but went on into the Transition period was Roger Vandercruse LaCroix.

Another was Claude Charles Saunier who began to work in the Louis XV style

and suddenly plunged into the Louis XVI style for the rest of his life. Typically

Louis XVI in character was the work of the great Jean Henri Riesener, Jean

Francois Leleu, Martin Carlin, Adam Wcisweilcr, and Beneman among others.

LOUIS XVI ROCK CRYSTAL CHANDELIER
FROM FONTAINEBLEAU

LOUIS VI GILT BRONZE CANDELABRA
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A separate chapter, devoted to sonic of flic outstanding furniture makers of the

eighteenth century, will supply additional information to those who arc interested.

It is a surprising fact that a great percentage of the furniture made during the reigns

of Louis XV and Louis XVI is still intact, either in museums or in private collec-

tions, while that of the Louis XIV period has all hut disappeared. After the French

Revolution, the English bought conspicuously at the great sale of furnishings of

the Palais de Versailles. Whole shiploads of furniture and works of art were trans

ported across the Channel and thus were happily conserved for posterity.

Jill «"— ^ »'.'*'.

LATE LOUIS XVI SECRETAIRE BY PAFFRAT



Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of Captain and Mrs. W. G. Fitch 1910 in memory of Clyde Fitch.

Consulate period desk chair of painted and gilded wood, c. 1803-



Chapter 5

THE NAPOLEONIC ERA AND
BOURBON RESTORATION

DIRECTOIRE

Historically the brief Dircctoire period lasted only the four years between

1795 and 1799, but the Directoire style came into being with the Revolu-

tion and can be said to have begun as early as 1792. It is actually the

transition between the Greek style of the late Louis XVI period and the Egyptian

style of the Empire. Directoire followed the basic Louis XVI shapes and designs

with minor changes and added such decorative elements as griffins, sphinxes,

tripods, palmettes, fasces, cocades and other emblems of the Revolution. The clas-

sical influence of the painter David is apparent in all the work of this period.

Mahogany supplanted marquetry for solid pieces, or "case furniture" while those

pieces which were painted often had touches of gilding. Arms again rose straight

upward from the legs of chairs and canapes, while the legs themselves were

turned and smooth, tapering toward the feet where they often terminated in

lions' claws and similar devices. Square blocks where legs joined the scat of a

chair were carved with flat rosettes, and swans, sphinxes and griffins were frequently

incorporated into the arms. Another change was that the tops of chairs curled

backward, some with carved openwork in the form of vases, lyres and Greek keys.

Seen for the first time, was a sofa called a meridienne, on which one was able to

recline only halfway.

Horsehair was widely used and striped silk upholstery became very fashionable

in this period. The often multicolored stripes were narrower than in the Louis XVI
period, more closelv spaced and no longer interspersed with flowers. Pastel shades

were replaced by bottle green, bright yellow, mulberry and aubergine or eggplant.

Papiers peints or wallpaper came into widespread use, with designs after Huet and

similar to those of textiles.

In the decorative arts, the bronzier Gouthicre often surpassed the high standards

of earlier artisans in this field. The Greek motif gained further popularity as the

jardinieres and briile parfums (incense burners) then in vogue, copied the shapes

and models of ancient Athens.

DETAIL OF DIRECTOIRE BED

DIRECTOIRE ARMCHAIR

MME. RECAMIERS LIT DE REPOS

DIRECTOIRE MAHOGANY OFFICERS
CHAIR BY H. JACOB



CONSULATE MIRROR, EGYPTIAN INFLUENCE

EMPIRE ARMCHAIR WITH SWAN DESIGN

CONSULATE PAINTED SIDE CHAIR BY BERNARD

CONSULATE PAINTED ARMCHAIR BY BERNARD

CONSULATE
During the brief Consulate Period (1799—1804) Egyptian forms were developed

which were the forerunners of the Empire style. Mahogany was still the chief wood
employed, but lemonwood also became very popular. Its light color was a novelty

and contrasted most effectively with the dark woods in which the new designs

were inlaid. The changes that crept in after the Directoire were very slight indeed

but are nonetheless apparent in the forms and shapes of ornaments and of bronzes.

For example, ring handles gave way to rectangular drawer pulls.

EMPIRE
When Napoleon Bonaparte ascended the throne of his newly created Empire in

1804, the style known as Empire was born. His craving to dazzle the world moti-

vated the decoration of the day in which the greatest luxury and richness were the

keynotes. Massive mahogany was embellished with elaborate gilt bronzes with

geometric lines and in order to glorify and remind the public of his Egyptian

exploits, sphinxes, winged lions and other Egyptian subjects were incorporated into

the impressive decorations.

The solid mahogany, pedestal-base round table was a conspicuous new feature

of the time and the massive mahogany bed in the form of a sleigh was also typical.

Many other new forms of furniture appeared, including a shield-shaped dressing

table mirror equipped with bronze candle-holders and supported by a stand with a

drawer; a tall, standing pier-mirror known as a Grand Miroir a h Psyche, also with

bronze candle-holders; wash basins in the so-called Athenian style; and dressing

tables with hexagonal mirrors and lyre legs. Mahogany bookcases with glass doors

in the upper half, large round tables with their three legs representing winged

sphinxes or griffins and the weird combination of a winged Egyptian human bust

terminating in a lion's leg were other innovations.

The use of caryatids which had been introduced into the decoration of furni-

ture at the end of the eighteenth century, became a formula in the Empire period.

Caryatids rise from each side of a commode, a table, or even an armchair, bearing

the weight of the marble tops on their heads and wearing Egyptian head cloths the

two ends of which hang to their shoulders and frame their faces.

Many motifs came into use, including the wreath of oak leaves tied with

floating ribbons and garlands of vine leaves, pine cones, myrtle, clover and poppies

as secondarv decorative accessories. More frequent and important were palm leaves,

amphorae, tripods and horns of plenty, as well as mythological monsters, sirens

and marine horses.

Animal forms were borrowed from eagles, swans, bees, butterflies and lion

snouts. The human figure appeared as "Victory," bearing palms or blowing a

trumpet and also as a dancer, while masks of Bacchus, Gorgon heads wreathed in

serpents, heads of Hermes, winged torches and stars were much in evidence. All

EMPIRE ARMCHAIR. SWAN DESIGN,
LAMPAS UPHOLSTERY
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EMPIRE BRONZE GUER1D0K

EMPIRE BRONZE
CANDELABRA

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum oj Art; Fletcher Fund 1924-

Empire period Psyche mirror or chevel glass. Veneered amboyna wood with

ormolu mounts.

EMPIRE GILT BRONZE
AND MARBLE GUERIDON

EMPIRE SIDE CHAIR

EMPIRE MERIDIENNE
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EMPIRE MAHOGANY SEMAINIER
(BY G. JACOB) TRIMMED
WITH CITR0NN1ER AND EBONY

EMPIRE GILDED STOOL

EMPIRE BRONZE DESK BY JACOB

these were effectively mounted in relief on mahogany furniture. The bases of gilded

tabourets, stools, were designed to resemble crossed swords. Carved wood or gilt

bronze fasces and draperies decorated solid furniture, chairs and walls alike. Attri-

butes of war and antiquity were ever present reminders of the new Emperor's

military might.

The architects Charles Percier and Pierre Francois Leonard Fontaine were the

most famous designers of the period and many of their projects were carried out bv

their pupils, Georges and Francois Honore Jacob, sons of the great mcmiisicr

Georges Jacob.

Upon the earlv death of the older brother, Francois Honorc worked with enor-

mous success under the name of Jacob-Desmalter & Cie, throughout the Empire

period. But the end of the Napoleonic reign brought on a crisis in the entire

national economv and Jacob-Desmalter retired from active business and devoted

the rest of his life to architecture and drawing. Later, however, his son Alphonse

Jacob-Desmalter continued the long family tradition by working for the Crown
during the second part of the Restoration.

A great bronzier and gilder, Pierre-Philippe Thomire, was the artist responsible

for the finest gilt-bronzes of the Empire period. Exquisite execution and a great

majesty of conception marked his work, which still impresses the fastidious art

connoisseur of today. Clocks intended for the Emperor's use were ordered directly

from Thomire and Ravrio, who frequently signed their cases before they were

fitted with clock movements. The subjects of these usually large and elaborate

clocks were mythological. Whereas white statuary marble had been the favorite

during the Louis XVI and Directoire periods, the taste changed to colored marble

under the First Empire. Heavv satins in gold and green, or gold and red, decorated

with bees and stars were favorite fabrics for hangings and upholstery. Heavy Aubus-

son carpets with green backgrounds covered the floors.

The great luxury and ostentation which had prevailed under the monarchy was

temporarily abandoned as the bourgeoisie gained supremacy after the Revolution.

However the abolition of professional guilds had an even more disastrous effect on

fine cabinetmaking than the disappearance of the clients who had encouraged and

supported the profession. Relieved of all controls and catering to a society without

culture, manv cabinetmakers produced poorlv and hastilv-made pieces completely

lacking in artistic merit. In 1810, when Napoleon banned the use of mahogany

for Imperial furniture and its importation, cabinetmakers turned to the local oak,

beech, olive and boxwood and Cevlonese lemonwood. In addition to the poorer

wood, cabinetmakers depended on strong glue to hold their furniture together

instead of the time-honored system of doweling. With the exception of a very few

self-respecting craftsmen such as the Jacob brothers, and the cabinetmakers Heckel

and Pabst, the production of French furniture dropped to a very low level.

EMPIRE 3-DRAWER COMMODE

EMPIRE ARMCHAIR
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Restoration and Charles X

Louis XVII was born in Versailles on March 27, 1785, and became the

dauphin in 1789. He was imprisoned in 1792 and proclaimed King by the emigre's

after the execution of his father, Louis XVI, in 1793. However, this poor lad never

left his prison alive, as he died in the Temple two years after he had become the

titular King of France. The younger brother of Louis XVI assumed the title of

King upon the death of the unfortunate Louis XVII, but he remained in exile, and

not until the fall of Napoleon in 1814 did he ascend the throne as Louis XVIII.

This period, during which the Bourbons were restored to their hereditary estates,

is known as the Restauration or Restoration.

Meanwhile the styles in furniture and decoration had undergone some changes.

Mahogany, so much in vogue during the previous periods, became scarce in France,

and woods of lighter color came into fashion. Pear, cherry, maple, lemonwood

and others were now found to be the best contrast to the dark brown inlay inspired

by Dutch furniture.

Chairs acquired fan-shaped backs, alabaster was used for vases and pastel

opaline glass especially in lavender and blue, became the fashion. Horsehair and

satin were still in vogue for upholsterv and there were modified lyre-ends for tables

with turned and bulbous legs and cross stretchers. Meridiennes were made with

asymmetrical backs and the back supports of chairs curved backward more mark-

edly than before. Boat-shaped beds in light-colored wood with sharply contrasting

marquetrv had solid heavy bases. Stools carried the arms motif in their decoration,

and the X stool with slightly curved seat was also characteristic of the time.

Materials used for hangings and upholsterv were not unlike those of the Fmpire

period, but the bees and stars were things of the past. Odd, sharp colors such as

electric blue came into use, while the more delicate opalines of earlier times grew

strong and opaque, with shapes following the heavier lines of the furniture. Wall-

paper designs simulated draperies, borders and festoons, with palmettes, braids

and garlands of flowers in contrasting colors. Panoramic designs, called tableau

tentuies, which used several shades of one color en camaieu, were also popular.

Charles X succeeded his older brother, Louis XVIII, to become King in 1824.

The changes in style between the Restoration and Charles X are so slight and

RESTORATION SECRETAIRE

SECOND EMPIRE BUFFET

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum ol Art:

gift of James Hazen Hyde 1948.

Restoration Sevres with medallion profile of Charles

X King of France 1824-1830.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

bequest of James Alexander Scrymser 1926.

Restoration gilt bronze and mahogany veneer

clock. Dial signed: Delauncy Her. Eleve de

Breguet; c. 1825.

gradual that, except for some items of historical significance, it is almost impossible

to pinpoint the dividing line. When Charles X was deposed in 1830, Louis

Philippe was elected by the deputies and peers to succeed him, but by 1848 he too

was deposed and fled to England, where he died in 1850.

While the lovers of French art of the eighteenth century regard the middle of

the nineteenth as a period too depressingly tasteless to contemplate, we have, never-

theless, reaped a certain advantage from their passion for painting eighteenth-

century chairs black. With infinite patience this black paint has, in many cases,

been successfully removed, disclosing the original gilding, lovely white, or poly-

chrome paint of earlier times. The paint has acted as a protective film, which

though extremely difficult to chip off without the use of acids or abrasives, has

nonetheless saved some splendid finishes that would normally have been ruined

over the years.

LOUIS PHILIPPE
SIDE CHAIR
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1909-

Eighteenth-century decorative painting on wood, of the Louis XV period in the manner of Jean Baptiste Oudry.



Courtesy oj the Metropolitan Museum of An, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.

"The Bathing Pool,'' oil on canvas by Hubert Robert 1733-1808.



Chapter 6

PAINTINGS AND DRAWING

In France the art of painting originated in the Church and over the centuries gradually became
secular and decorative. The stone walls of medieval chateaux were hung with tapestries for warmth
and the lively scenes they depicted also satisfied the need for decoration, but in the sixteenth

century Francois I ordered paintings for the new, wood-paneled rooms of the chateaux at Fontaine-

bleau, then being built by Italian artists, whose style developed into what is known as the "School

of Fontainebleau."

During the reign of Louis XIV large paintings exalting the greatness and grandeur of the king and

showing the courtiers in all their splendor, covered the walls of roval buildings. Landscapes with con-

temporary applications of mythological themes were carried up to and continued onto the ceilings.

Small easel portraits and religious paintings also came into vogue.

In the Regence and Louis XV period the frames of wall panels were elaborately carved and

decorated, leaving less space for pictures, which became correspondingly smaller. The art of painting

came into its own in the eighteenth century and was exemplified in the work of artists such as Watteau,

Boucher and Fragonard. The sophisticated elegance and refinement of taste, coupled with great

sensuality, which typified the age, were apparent in paintings as well as all other forms of French art.

In the Louis XVI period there was somewhat greater restraint, and a return to classic lines gave the

appearance of greater simplicity, although luxury and finesse were not diminished.

The Revolution which abolished the elegance of the Court had a simplifying effect on painting.

Classicism was the pervading approach and portraits placed greater emphasis on the individuality of the

sitter than on his surroundings.

In the Gothic period French ecclesiastical art was on the very highest level. Altar pieces, such as

the great Pieta painted in Avignon around 1460 and now in the Musee du Louvre, are masterpieces

of spiritual, as well as artistic quality. Livres d'Heures, or Books of Hours, reached a pinnacle of perfec-

tion at this time. These richly illuminated fifteenth century prayer books with miniature paintings

on parchment depicting scenes from the Life of the Virgin, the Crucifixion and allied subjects, are

jewels of the art of painting.

lean Fouquet who was born around 1416 and died about 1480, was attached to the service of

Charles VII and Louis XI in the middle of the fifteenth century. His influence on the art which fol-

lowed was very marked although little surviving work is indisputably by his hand. His departure from

purely ecclesiastical art to portraiture and historical scenes awakened a new conception of painting and

an interest in secular subjects.

In the sixteenth century Francis Clouet (1522—72) and Corneille de Lyon (approximately 1530—60)

were portrait painters of rare ability and their superb little oils, as well as pencil portraits heightened in

sanguine (red chalk) are of the most exquisite finesse, and were undoubtedly extraordinary likenesses.

Their sensitive portrayal of character caused their subjects to come alive.
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Courtesy of the Spencer Collection of the New York Public Library.

Page from a fourteenth-century livre d'Heures, Book of Hours from Avignon; southern France

c. 1375. Manuscript on Vellum.

^
Courtesy of the Spencer Collection of the New York Public Library.

rage from a fifteenth-century Paris or Ile-de-France livre d'Heures, c. 1450. Manuscript on vellum.
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Original portrait drawing of Lajaille by

Francois Clouet, 1522-1572.

Courtesy of The Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Giambattista Rosso (1496—1541), an Italian architect and painter, who was called to Fontainebleau

by Francois I in 1531, undertook the building of the Great Gallery. Francesco Primaticcio of Bologna

(1504—70) was commissioned by the King to fetch antique sculpture from Italy or to have copies made
there for the decoration of the chateau. These two men greatly influenced the trend of French painting

and architecture during the sixteenth century. When Rosso died in 1541, Primaticcio became the sole

master of the work at Fontainebleau, where he was able to complete his greatest achievement: the

decoration of the "Gallery of Ulysses" and the ballroom of Henri II.

During the first half of the seventeenth century such painters of note as Georges De La Tour

(1593—1662) and Eustache Le Sueur (1617—55) were influenced by the Flemish School of painting.

Of interest too, are the little known A. Baugin (circa 1630) and Jacques Linard (1600—50), both of

whom painted still life and flowers in a strong and delightful manner, reminiscent of the work of early

Dutch flower painters, but essentially French in character.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Rogers Fund I960
Oil painting on canvas, The Fortune Teller, by Georges de La Tour, 1593-1652.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest of Edwin tie T. Bechtel 1957'.

Original drawing for Capricci by Jacques Callot.

Franca Trippa.

Print by Jacques Callot, Balli di Sfessania.

Both prints courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Dick Fund 1928.

Print by Jacques Callot, Balli di Sfessania.

In the graphic arts the uniquely gifted and highly original Jacques Callot (1592—1635) produced

etchings of landscapes and had a genius for caricature and the grotesque. His series of etchings depict-

ing the atrocities of the Thirty Years' War, Les Miseres de /a Guerre, later inspired the English

Hogarth and Goya in Spain.

Very different from the work of his contemporary, Callot, are the strong, somber paintings of

Louis LeNain (1593—1648), which depict the peasants of his time in their daily surroundings and

convey a sense of resignation to the deep tragedy of their lives. LeNain's paintings have a haunting,

human quality which fills one with an emotional awareness of the lives and moods of the common
people of his period. Mathieu LeNain (1607—77) also painted homely scenes of daily life with a great

sense of architectural composition and with the formality which is typical of his time.

In the seventeenth century Nicolas Poussin (1594—1665), with biblical and mythological subjects

in vast landscapes, emerges as a giant of his period. Poussin was appointed Court Painter to Louis XIII

at the instigation of Cardinal Richelieu. He returned to Rome after the latter's death in 1642 and

spent the rest of his life in Italy painting scenes of antiquity with which he was so imbued that he

strove to evoke the mood in his own works. His broad and noble landscapes which were enhanced by

classic architecture were carefully planned according to the nature of his subjects and were the

result of profound scholarship and reflection. A mystic quality guided him in the production of a

timeless art. His paintings ranged from pagan scenes with nymphs and satrys to a Crucifixion.
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Claude Gellee, known as Claude Lorrain (1600—82), painted biblical and allegorical figures in

romantic landscapes, with a unique mastery of the moods created by effects of light and air. Claude's

inimitable landscapes are not exact copies of nature, for he soars above precise representation into the

realms of poetry and enchantment, and was the master of magic sunsets, sunrises and the sheer beauty

of misty atmosphere. As a very young man he left home and went to Italy where he was employed in

the household of a marine painter, Agostino Tassi. It is said that he worked there as a pastry cook and

his duties included preparation of the artist's colors. After timid, inept attempts to copy Tassi's paint-

ings Claude finally acquired the ability which enabled him to become independent.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Fletcher Fund 1955.

Oil painting on canvas by Claude Lorrain (1600-1682). The

Trojan Women Setting Fire to the Grecian Fleet.

It must be pointed out that both Nicolas Poussin and Claude Lorrain spent most of their lives

in Italy and that Claude and the incomparable Callot were both natives of Lorraine, not, at that

period, under the jurisdiction of the King of France. Thus none was typically French and they had

relatively little influence on French art of their time. It was over a half-century later that their influence

made itself felt and they were generallv accepted as belonging to the French school.

Under Henri IV the admirable tradition of pencil and sanguine portraits started by Clouet was

carried on by Quesnet, Benjamin Foullon and the Dumonstier family of which two generations succeeded

each other at Court. The most able, Daniel Dumonstier', was born in 1574 and died in 1646. These

artists lacked the taste and linear precision of their predecessors, but nonetheless gave their work a

very lifelike character. Very honest in their observation, they were never in the least flattering to their

sitters.

The Flemish artist Pourbus the Younger who worked in France from 1606 until his death in 16^2

modified this style of portraiture and painted formal, official likenesses of standing subjects. Heavy
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draperies, architectural backgrounds with furniture and other objects, augment the effect of majesty

and elegance in his paintings. Philippe de Champaigne (1602—74), whose official portraits were the most

important part of his life-work, continued the formula of a standing subject with an elaborate back-

ground, but through his keen observation of faces and remarkable technique, his paintings are far

superior to those of Pourbus. His portrait of Cardinal Richelieu and that of "Louis XIII Crowned

by Victory" are splendid examples of his art.

Robert Nanteuil (1623/30—1678) became known for his very fine pencil portraits and was appointed

designer and engraver to the royal cabinet by Louis XIV. In 1660 due to Nanteuil's influence, the

King proclaimed the art of engraving free and distinct from the mechanical arts, and engravers became

entitled to the privileges of other artists. Such revolutionary strides were being made in the art of

engraving at this time, that Nanteuil was able to express his unique talent and attain perfection in his

portrait engravings.

Charles LeBrun (1619—90) had studied under Poussin and in 1661 as his first royal commission,

he painted a series of subjects from the life of Alexander. Louis XIV, who considered himself a second

Alexander, was greatly flattered and LeBrun subsequently became Court Painter and head of the

French Academy. His paintings demonstrated talent but had little emotional quality and LeBrun's

greatest ability lay in the field of decoration.

Nicolas (1606—68) and Pierre Mignard (1612—95) were also portrait painters. Pierre, who was

very popular at Court, opposed the authority of LeBrun and was therefore denied large public com-

missions. In consequence he concentrated on portraiture and painted all the beauties and important

people of his day. Thanks to his longevity, Pierre Mignard enjoyed the great satisfaction of succeeding

his enemy LeBrun as "First Painter to the King."

In the late seventeenth century the position of women improved and one sees more female por-

traits than before. Hyacinthe Rigaud (1659—1743) however is best known for his portraits of noblemen

in full regalia. His portrait of Louis XV as a child combines the pomp and formality of his royal subject

with the very appealing face of the boy. In his youth Rigaud was under the guidance of Charles LeBrun;

in 1702 he was elected to the Academy and in 1733 became its Director.

Nicolas Largilliere (1656—1746), a historical painter and portraitist, was received at the Royal

Academy in 1686 and finally became its Director and Chancellor in 1743. He was an expert in depict-

ing feminine beauty and composed collective portraits with great dexterity.

Francois Hubert Drouais (1727—75) was a fashionable portraitist and miniaturist of the Louis XV
period, who was favored by women because he showed them to such advantage. Madame de Pompa-

dour sat for him in the latter years of her life. His painting of Madame du Barry as a vestal virgin in

transparent draperies created a scandal at the Salon of 1771. He also painted a charming official

portrait of the "Royal Children of France" against a pastoral background. Drouais' depiction of inti-

mate family groups in their private rooms was a pleasing departure from the usual studied poses.

In the early eighteenth century pastel became a popular medium. Maurice Quentin de La Tour

(1704—88) and Jean Baptiste Perroneau (1715—83) were two rival pastel portraitists of unusual ability

and charm. Their expressive and lifelike portraits, especially in the case of La Tour and the enchantingly

soft colors and elegance of Perroneau's work evoke our admiration.

The love of spectacles and the theatre was great in France as early as the seventeenth century, and

troupes of traveling Italian actors enjoved tremendous popularity at Court. Richelieu is known to have

loved the theatre and Henri IV and Louis XIII enjoved the farces of the Italian Comedy enormously.

While the latter did not actuallv act, he did participate enthusiasticallv in the entertainments such as

masquerades, ballets and other fetes at Court. There was little or no scenery, and until 1634 when a

piece by Corneille was performed at the Galerie du Palais, there were no female roles. In 1637 a perma-

nent theatre was established in Paris and in 1643 Moliere added another. In the Italian Comedy the

characters, such as Harlequin, Scaramouche, Pierrot, and later, when women were included, Violette,

were fixed, and each had his traditional, fantastic costume. When performances became more regular

and comedies and tragedies were presented, this changed, but it was a verv slow evolution and mean-

while Italian Comedy figures were svnonvmous with the theatre.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase fj60; Mary W'etmorc Shively Bequest, in memory of her husband, Henry L. Shively.

Portrait of Louis XV as a child by Hyacinthe Rigaud ( 1659-1743).
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase 1922, Joseph Pulitzer Bequest.

One of a series of decorative paintings on panel representing the Zodiacal months of the year; this one

depicts Leo and Virgo.
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The Italian Comedy, oil painting on canvas

by Claude Gillot (1673-1722).
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With such amusements in vogue, French painters of the late seventeenth and earlv eighteenth

centuries painted stage scenes with harlequins and ladies. The influence of Jacques Callot, who had

been dead for over fifty vears, is apparent in the painting of Claude Gillot (1673— 1721 ) one of the most

noted painters of theatrical and grotesque scenes of his time. As he was the master of Antoine Watteau

(1684—1721) the same theme appears again in Watteau's paintings, as well as in those of his many
imitators. The object was to evoke memories of romance and mvsterv and to recapture delightful and

illusive, enchanted moments.

Trade with the East India Company fired the imagination of all French artists and Watteau

painted panels in the Chinese manner, depicted scenes in park settings, and romantic fetes galantes,

enjoyed by elegantly appareled ladies, serenaded by handsome cavaliers.

Watteau, whose parents were too poor to help him cultivate his genius, left Valenciennes in 1702

and attached himself to a scene painter with whom he travelled to Paris and whom he assisted in paint-

ing theatrical decorations. Later, abandoned by his companion he was fortunate in meeting Claude

Gillot who recognized his great talent and taught him all he knew. Watteau's style was the perfect

expression of the spirit of the early eighteenth century at its best, with all the grace and charm of that

delightful period. His wonderful sanguine and pencil drawings show him to have been a superb drafts-

man as well and even the slightest of his sketches is an important adjunct to any art collection.

Nicolas Lancret (1690—1743) and Jean Baptiste Joseph Pater (1695—1736), imitated Watteau's style,

incorporating into their scenes of an imaginary, glamorous world, Negro servants, Turks, sultans,

peasants, shepherdesses and Indian subjects. "Singeries" in which monkeys filled the roles of men were

added by Desportes, Van Loo and Boucher. Francois Desportes (1661—1740), a famous still life painter,

depicted silverware, rich materials and trophies of the hunt, complete with game. He also painted the

dogs of Louis XIV and Louis XV. Charles Amedee Philippe Van Loo (1705—65), who came of a family

of Dutch origin, painted portraits of individuals and of groups in a charming if somewhat stilted man-

ner. He was called to Prussia by Frederick II where he assisted in the decoration of the palace of

"Sans Souci" in Potsdam.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bequest of William K. Vanderbilt 1920.

The Toilet of Venus, oil on canvas by Francois Boucher ( 1703-1770).

Francois Boucher (1703—70), the most admired painter of the latter half of the eighteenth century,

was a pupil of Francois Le Moyne and in 1727 went to Rome with the painter Charles Van Loo.

Attracting the attention of Madame de Pompadour he became "First Painter to the King" and later

Director of the Academy and Designer of the Beauvais factory. His compositions were rich and volup-

tuous and his great technical skill and exquisite coloring are especially apparent in his painting of

nudes. He painted women in their boudoirs, dressing or reclining, and Venus and cupids against

pastoral backgrounds. The flesh tints painted with unprecedented charm produced a fairytale atmos-

phere. Further evidence of his ability as an artist are his pencil drawings in which the perfection of

line is augmented by the perfect balance of his compositions.

Toward the end of the century mythological and Biblical scenes were treated in a light vein and

used mainly as a vehicle for amorous themes. Then this expedient was abandoned in favor of a franker

approach. Idealized Court scenes in rustic settings became the vogue and with them came an awaken-

ing to the beauties of nature. Portraits became less stiff and showed people in more natural positions.

Some were reading, others writing, and some playing with pets.

Jean Marc Nattier (1685—1766), portrait painter to the Queen Marie Leczinska and the daughters

of Louis XV, made flattering canvases of glamorous ladies with pink and white cheeks, usually cun-

ningly accentuated by a blue gown trimmed with lace and ribbons.

One of the most remarkable painters of this period was Jean-Baptiste-Simeon Chardin (1699—1779)

who painted still life and simple scenes of daily family life in modest surroundings with such consum-

mate art that they touch the heart in a very moving manner and leave a deep emotional impression.

In 1728 he was admitted to the Academv and became its Treasurer in 1755.

Jean Baptiste Greuze (1725—1805) painted family scenes with sentimental charm and an excellent

sense of color. Many of his pictures tell a story and are very sweet and appealing. His heads of young
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Courtesy of Mr. Rene Fribourg.

Still life, oil on canvas by Jean Baptiste Simeon Chardin ( 1699-1779).

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bequest of William K. Vandcrhilt 1920.

Les Oeufs Casses, oil on canvas by Jean Baptiste Greuze ( 1725-1805 ).
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Courtesy of Mr. Wniter C. Baker.

The Young Artists, drawing in red chalk by Hubert
Robert (1733-1808).

Courtesy of the Frick Museum.
The Lovers Crowned, oil on canvas by Honore Fragonard (1732-1806).
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girls are among the best and most pleasing of his works. Hubert Robert (
1"^— 1808), who spent much

of his life in Italy, is known chiefly for his idealized paintings of Roman ruins and parks which he did

in a masterly fashion, lending charm and lightness to scenes which were generally handled in an

academic maimer. A portrait of an intellectual woman seated at her desk was a departure from his

characteristic dreamlike landscapes with figures and illustrated the new concept of women in France.

Claude-Joseph Vernet (1714—89), another painter who spent years in Italy, Specialized in marine and

port scenes and painted a scries of "The Seaports of France" for Louis XVI.

Jean Honore Fragonard (1732—1806), a pupil of Chardin and of Boucher, like Hubert Robert spent

a good deal of time in Italy, where he developed a light touch and freshness of color which he utilized

in his enchanting paintings for the decorations of panels of complete rooms. lie was the master of the

ethereal painting and in his fine drawings proved himself to be a magnificent draftsman.

Madame Vigee Le Brun's (1755—1842) portraits arc unusually prcttv and painted with great skill

and grace. She left France at the beginning of the Revolution and enjoyed great success in all of the

many countries in which she lived.

In the eighteenth century easel paintings supplanted the huge canvases of earlier periods and

were fitted into the panels of boiserics. When paintings bv the masters were beyond the reach of the

householder, obscure but not untalentcd painters did murals and panels in Chinese lacquer, verm's

Martin or gouache. By the end of the eighteenth century wallpapers, usually depicting scenes with

people and animals, were on the open market. Later, there were floral designs as well and the great

need for paintings as wall decorations diminished. During the nineteenth century pictures were painted

more as an expression of an inner urge of the artist than for the purpose of covering a blank wall.

Decorative panel painted on canvas. Flowers with chinoiserie dec-

oration of the Louis XV period by Jean Pillement (1728-1808).
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J Pierpotit Morgan 1906
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Wolfe Fund 1918.

Madame Leblanc. Oil portrait on canvas by Jean August Dominique Ingres ( 1780-1867).

Jacques Louis David (1748—1825) who had been a pupil of Boucher and also spent the early years

of his life in Rome, was the first to return to antiquity, and was a forerunner of classicism, although he

retained realism and charm in his portraits. An active participant in the Revolution, he subsequently

attracted the attention of Napoleon, who named him "First Painter to the Crown." David's huge

formal paintings glorifying the Emperor and the Empire seem over-literary by our standards and are

probably less appreciated todav than his really extraordinary portraits. David's pupil, Baron Jean-Antoine

Gros (1771— 1833) became attached to Napoleon from the time of his campaign into Italy and was

the historic painter of the Napoleonic period.

Another of David's pupils, Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres (1780—1867) demonstrated an amazing

technique which included a purity and clarity of line combined with perfect control of his medium.

I lis portraits and nudes arc unique, his charcoals extraordinary and his pencil drawings, using the finest

lead point, arc masterpieces of perfection.
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Pierre Paul Prud'hon (1758—1823) never abandoned the grace of the eighteenth center and was

a draftsman of exceptional quality with masterly ability in the portrayal of nude figures. His style

bridged the gap between the eighteenth century and the romanticism which followed.

Rebellions against the dogmatic rules of classicism laid down b\ David, Theodore Gericault fl
_
''l

1824) painted death and human misery in a highly dramatic fashion. 'The salon of 1S12 exhibited his

"Cavalry Officer on Horseback" and his reputation was established immediately. His "Raft of tin

Meduse" exhibited in the Salon in 1819 precipitated the struggle between the Classic and Roman tit

Schools.

Seven years Gericault's junior, Eugene Ferdinand Victor Delacroix (1798—1863) opposed the aca-

demic theories of painting which had been followed in France for over two hundred years and led the

attack against the classical trend. He was an innovator in his treatment of color and its relation to light

and chose classical, historical and literary subjects as vehicles for the expression of strong emotion. He
is considered one of the first painters of the Romantic School.

From time to time fine paintings of the French masters become available through the dissolution

of an estate; the finest are extremely valuable, whereas lesser works are sometimes within the reach of

a private collector. Very fine drawings are difficult to come by, although some pleasant examples of the

lesser masters are still available. Some collectors prefer them to paintings because their spontaneity

brings one closer to the artist's creative spirit. Drawings have a special interest and charm for the

knowledgeable and scholarly collector.

N'ayez pas peur, ma bonne amle. Engraving by Helman, after

Jean Michel Moreau the Younger.

Courtesy of the Melropolu.in Museum of Art: Dick Fund 1933.



Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bequest of Michael Dreicer, 1921.

A Prophet. French sculpture twelfth-century limestone sculpture, school of Chartres.



Chapter 7

SCULPTURE

Sculpture in France began with the building, in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, of the great cathedrals of Chartres, Sainte-Chapel and Notre

Dame. During the Gothic period while the Court was established in the

Loire region, the art of sculpture, which was closely connected with architecture,

developed on very sober lines. The churches were decorated with limestone statues

of saints and gargoyles and on secular buildings there were statues of kings.

Charles VIII visited Naples in 1495 and was so enchanted by its climate and

beauty that he brought Italian artists back to France with him. Among these were

two sculptors and two workers in alabaster, who in the service of the King, worked

on the construction of the Chateau d'Amboise, the first royal residence of the

period, and started the movement which developed into the Renaissance. With
the building of the chateau at Fontainebleau during the reign of Francois I the

style of the "School of Fontainebleau" was created. The greatest sculptors, working

in France in this period, were the Italian, Francesco Primaticcio and the native artists

Jean Goujon, Pierre Bontemps, Jean Cousin and Philibert Delorme the Elder. Their

original works compared favorably with Italian art of the time. Philibert Delorme

and his brother Jean were implicated in a dramatic murder case after the death of

Henri II, but about four years later (1564) Catherine de Medici commissioned

them to construct the Tuileries, which they did with unique and vigorous

imagination.

Jean Goujon and Pierre Bontemps were Huguenots, who fled to Italy in 1562,

after the massacre of Wassy. Delorme and Primaticcio died in 1 570.

In 1560 Germain Pilon received his first royal commission and made a group,

called "The Three Graces," in the form of a cassolette reproducing a type made for

Francois I by Raphael. This piece is typical of the elegance of the pure style of

Fontainebleau without any of the dryness of previous works. Pilon received many

commissions for royal busts, effigies for tombs, coins and medals and before he

died in 1 590, developed a style far removed from that of Fontainebleau. His keen

observation and execution of portraits showing the psychological character of his

sitters made him the first French sculptor to free himself from the medieval tra-

ditions and Italian mannerisms.

During the Renaissance sculpture was the art of kings. Henri IV built the Place

des Vosges and joined the Louvre to the Tuileries. In the Louis XIV period the

king was glorified as the hero of allegorical subjects and the decoration of royal

chateaux and parks, public buildings, monuments and tombs afforded sculptors

frequent opportunities for practicing their art.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gill of ]. Pierpont Morgan 1916.

St. Mary Magdalen. Gothic-Renaissance trans-

ition limestone figure, School of Troyes, c.

1520.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of Mr. and Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. 1926.

Virgin and Child. Polychrome and gilt stone sculpture of

thirteenth- fourteenth century.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Bust of Louis de France, Grand Dauphin (1661-1711) by Antoine Coysevox

(1640-1720).

During his long reign, Louis XIV employed many sculptors in the decoration

of the various roval chateaux he was building. Versailles was the most impor-

tant of these and the great halls abounded in sculpture. Portrait statues of the

"Great Men of France" including princes, admirals, marshals and celebrated

soldiers decorated the Salon de Ja Guerre. Statues of Richelieu and other famous

men occupied the courtyard, along with a bronze equestrian statue of Louis XIV.

Large allegorical groups filled each intersection of the garden paths, which were

planned bv Le Notre so that the vista could be enjoved from many angles.

Throughout the reign of Louis XIV work went on without interruption but never

reached completion. Nevertheless Versailles is the supreme expression of the

grandeur of France during "Le Grand Siccle."

Charles Antoine Coysevox (1640—1720) who became the official sculptor to the

King in 1666, was the author of manv great portrait busts and much of the decora-

tion at Versailles, which he executed in a formal and restrained style. Later, around

1700, when the aging Louis XIV commissioned sculpture for his chateau at Marly,

Coysevox's style changed toward greater freedom and vigor and showed the first

signs of the rising tide of the Rococo.

The nephews and pupils of Covsevox, Nicolas Coustou (1658—1733) and his

brother Guillaume (1677—1746) continued this freer stvle. Nicolas Coustou under-
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TERRACOTTA FIGURE OF CHILD

PLAYING WITH DOVE

took a great deal of carving for the Crown and worked at the Trianon, Versailles,

and Marly as well as Les Invalides and Notre Dame in Paris. Guillaume produced

a masterpiece known as Les Chevaux de Afarlv for the chateau there; an equestrian

statue of Louis XVI; and a splendid bust of Marie Leczinska, which is one of the

best portraits of the queen.

With the death of Louis XIV in 1715, the feverish building which had kept so

many sculptors emploved was greatlv curtailed. Louis XV did not share his grand-

father's passion for impressive roval palaces, but preferred intimate chateaux and

smaller rooms. In addition, great changes took place in sculpture as private patrons

wanting portrait busts and small, decorative pieces for their hotels parrfculiers, or

private houses, entered the market. Portrait sculptors attempted to approach nature

more closely and to produce real likenesses, instead of hiding the defects of their

sitters. The new interest in nature led awav from pomp and formalitv and had a

softening influence on art in all its branches. Decorative sculpture became less

solemn, and rocai/Je and asymmetrical decorations eclipsed the old forms.

Sculpture d'editfon which consisted of small groups or busts which could be

readilv reproduced first appeared at this time. For these the artists chose bronze,

terra cotta and even plaster, instead of the traditional marble. Most of the great

sculptors of the eighteenth century also made models for the Sevres porcelain

works and designed biscuit figures and groups.

Portrait bust in ivory by David Le Marchand (1674-1726).
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Portrait of Mile. Genevieve Francois Randon tie

Malbossiere in white marble by Jean Baptiste Lemoyne
(1704-1778).

Jean Baptiste Lemoyne (1704—78) who enjoyed the favor of Louis XV and was

commissioned to work for the Crown, was responsible for many of the official

statues of the leading political and professional figures of the period. He exercised

great skill in an effort to make his sitters look realistic and to catch a fleeting ex-

pression. This was often achieved by a slight smile on their faces. Some of his

sitters were dressed in clothes of the period; others in antique classical draperies,

depending on their preference.

The capital works of Jean Baptiste Pigalle (1714—85) were a monument to

Louis XV at Reims — his famous Mercure, Mercury, and allegorical figures on

buildings and tombs. A full-sized white marble portrait showed Mine, de Pompa-

dour as UAmitie, Friendship. A most welcome and delightful departure from his

usual work are small groups of nude children. These are so true to life and utterly

charming that one marvels at this sculptor's versatility. He was not a specialist in

busts, although he made about thirty in his whole career, among which were ones

of Voltaire, Diderot and a self-portrait. Place Pigalle in Paris was named after this

great artist.

Pair of sculptured groups in white marble of playing children, by Jean Baptiste Pigalle

(1714-1785).
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THE BATHER BY FALCONET

In contrast to Pigalle's work, Etienne-Maurice Falconet (1716—81) idealized his

subjects, with the result that his models resemble actors playing a role. Mme. de

Pompadour, for instance, was portrayed as "Music." Between 1757 and 1766

Falconet directed the modeling room of the Sevres factory, during which period he

created about a hundred porcelain figures. These were sometimes taken from

Boucher designs and sometimes his own inventions. The "Falconet Children" as

they are called, are shown engaging in various occupations in the city and in the

country. When Falconet left, Pigalle came to work at Sevres and made the

"Pigalle children" which enjoyed an equal success.

August Pajou (1730—1809) who was the favorite sculptor of Madame du Barry

later became the official sculptor of King Louis XVI and was then commissioned

to make busts of the "Great Men of France" of his period. These life-sized por-

traits were the exception to the popular small sculpture then in vogue. Pajou made
at least a dozen portraits of Mme. du Barry and many busts of more humble sub-

jects, such as his parents, and friends.

Jean-Jacques Caffieri (1725—92) supplied the series of "Great Men of France"

with a life-sized bust of Moliere, and all of his work is rnarked by great liveliness

and vigor, especially suited to some of his models who were actors and actresses of

the Comedie Franchise.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest of George Blumenthal.

Portrait in terra cotta of Pierre Francois Basan, signed and dated

1777 by Augustin Pajou (1730-1809).

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Fletcher Fund 1929-

Marble portrait bust of Marechal du Muy (1711-1775) by Jean-

Jacques Caffieri (1725-1792).
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Marble portrait bust of Louise Bongniart by

Jean Antoine Houdon (1741-1828).

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

bequest of Benjamin Altman 1913.

With Jean Antoine Houdon (1741—1828) the art of portrait sculpture reached

its pinnacle. His portraits of Voltaire, Diderot, Rousseau, and Bouffon, as well as

Benjamin Franklin and George Washington, are masterpieces which show the true

character of the sitter with great sensitivity. His women's portraits and those of

children are touchinglv beautiful and seen through gentle, kindly eyes. Nonethe-

less they are imbued with the same strength, harmony and serenity which per-

vades all his work whether done in marble, terra cotta, bronze or in plaster.

The so-called drawing room sculpture on a small scale was admirably suited to

the work of Claude Michel Clodion (1738—1814) who was the master of modeling

nymphs and satyrs, bacchants, cupids and other figures of pagan origin, inspired by

antiquity. Clodion's style greatlv influenced furniture design, especially that of

torcheres, candelabra, vases and furniture mounts, often executed bv the great

bronzier Gouthicre. Clodion's art expressed veiled sensuality in a very delicate form

and is the most tvpical expression of French taste at the end of the eighteenth

century.

The art of sculpture suffered a greater setback during and after the Revolution

than anv other in France and little of note was produced until after the middle of

the nineteenth centurv.



I Savonnerie wool tapestry panel for a screen,

first half of the eighteenth century. Woven in Paris.

Courteiy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1906.
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TAPESTRY

In Europe the art of tapestry weaving was practiced originally for the purpose of covering stone

walls in a pleasing and interesting manner and for keeping out the cold. Tapestries were also used

to cover furniture, screens and, beginning with the Louis XIV period, floors. However, tapestry

weaving had been known to the ancient Egyptians over three thousand years ago. A fragment of poly-

chrome weaving was found in the tomb of Thutmose IV (app. 1400 B. C.) and is now in the museum
at Cairo. Tapestries were also woven in Tyre and Sidon and introduced into Greece by Alexander;

Babylon and Nineveh excelled in tapestry which was much admired bv the Greeks and equally appre-

ciated by the Romans. Phidias is known to have decorated the Parthenon with tapestry and references

were made to weaving in both The Iliad and The Odyssey. The art flourished in Europe from the

fourteenth century until the eighteenth, when it gradually declined as new methods of wall paneling

were developed. However, tapestry weaving has never ceased to be practiced, and even in the twentieth

century they are being produced after designs of contemporary artists.

Tapestries were woven on looms by one of two methods. The most widely used was that of haute

lice (high warp) in which the warp is attached to a wooden frame with roller top and bottom fixed

between two heavy uprights at cither end and held taut at all times with screws. There was also a basse

lice (low warp) system similar to that used in weaving other fabrics, in which the threads of the warp

were moved by pedals. The warp of antique tapestries was of twisted wool with some linen threads to

give a better grip.

Through the sixteenth century, tapestry weavers wandered from place to place and settled tempo-

rarily wherever they had a commission to furnish tapestries for the chateau of a great noble, or for

churches and monasteries. French weavers did not become organized professionally until the beginning

of the fourteenth century, when they were known as haute Jiciers, or workers in high warp. During the

Gothic period the Franco-Flemish tapestries and those made within the French boundaries resembled

each other so closely that they are considered to be of the same school. Likewise, those produced at

Arras and Tournai, which was French at the time, were almost indistinguishable.

Tapestry designs were copied from drawings or paintings called "cartoons" and the industry was

always dependent upon artists, who frequentlv served as directors of various factories. As early as 1350

designs featured fleur-de-lys and coats of arms; soon after 1 360 birds and small animals began to appear

and were soon followed by human figures, religious scenes and others of contemporary daily life.

Usually the names of the characters depicted were woven into the design. These tapestries were

typically medieval in character, with scenes superimposed on each other, figures and gestures stiff and

the folds of the draperies sharply defined in the Gothic manner.

Silk was used in tapestry weaving at an early date to execute delicate details, for backgrounds of

sky, to heighten the luminous touches in draperies, and for ornaments and flowers. It was also used for

hair, but never for flesh or faces. Gilded silver thread, called his de Chypre, was prepared in Genoa,
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Italy. The silver was beaten with hammer blows to strengthen it sufficiently to be wound around the

silk thread which it covered completely.

Nicolas Bataille, who died in 1400, is the first name to stand out as a weaver and dealer in tapestries.

Although most of his remarkable undertakings were destroyed, his principal work known as the "Apoco-

lypse of Angers" still exists in part.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; the Cloisters Collection, Purchase 1932.

Detail of wool tapestry of the end of the fourteenth century. Nicholas Bataille, Paris, known as Christian Heroes and repre-

senting King Arthur.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of An; bequest of George Blur

Wool tapestry fragment of the second half of the fifteenth century — A Noble Company.
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is one shows T£<? Unicorn in Captivity.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum oj Art; Rogers Fund 1915.

Early sixteenth-century wool tapestry depicting a hunting scene, c. 1500-1510.

During the late fifteenth century France produced some of the finest tapestries the world has ever

known. These Gothic tapestries with dark blue or red backgrounds strewn with flowers and tiny animals

realistically represented, are known as mille Hems. Among the most famous examples of these fabu-

lously beautiful wall hangings are the "Unicorn Series" at the Cloisters of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art of New York, and the famous set on a red ground in the Musee de Cluny in Paris.

Outstanding among verdure tapestries, a name given because of the predominance of trees, bushes,

flowering green plants and meadows, which in one form or another have been made through the cen-

turies, is a variety produced around 1 500, known as fleurs-de-choux. With great green leaves and yellow

flowering shoots, these remarkable tapestries have enormous appeal and beautv, and are strangelv

lacking in monotony despite their repetitious and almost over-all design. During the opening years of

the sixteenth century other fine tapestries were made showing many figures and elaborate scenes inter-

woven with gold thread; still Gothic in style.

The influence of the Italian Renaissance began to make itself felt at this time, however, and the

attempt of tapestry weavers to copy the subtle paintings of the Italian masters occasioned a drastic

change in the industry. In 1519 a set of tapestries known as the "Acts of the Apostles" made by a

Brussels workshop after cartoons by Raphael, was exhibited in the Sistine Chapel in Rome. Raphael's

paintings had a depth and complexity which had never before been reproduced in tapestry and the

innovation was widely imitated, although seldom successfullv. French tapestries were outmoded over-

night and this, after a long series of political and economic disasters, which had included the pestilence

of 1418 as well as the hardships of the English occupation, caused a decline from which the French

tapestry industry did not recover for more than a century.

An attempt was made to follow the new vogue, however. "The Histoire de Saint Saturnin," dated

1527 and made for the Cathedral of Angers, breaks with the old forms so radically that it is believed

the set was woven after the cartoon of an Italian artist. But this attempt to modernize the style of

French tapestry had no future as not even the Crown showed any sign of encouraging its efforts. On the

contrary, Francois I ordered tapestries in the Low Countries in 1532, 1534 and again in 1538, and

gave an order to a Brussels dealer for tapestries in the Italian manner, enriched with gold, silver and

silk threads.
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In the middle of the sixteenth century the King decided to have the wall panels of his new gallery

in Fontainebleau covered with tapestry and to that end set up a workshop on the premises. One
tapestry is dated 1 547, but Francois I died before the set was completed. During the reign of his son

Henri II a group of four fine tapestries, representing grotesque subjects, was woven at Fontainebleau.

These are especially interesting because of their elaborate borders and the incorporation of the mono-

grams of Henri II and Diane de Poitiers.

Under the patronage of Henri II a school for orphans was established in 1551, at which the pupils

were taught the art of tapestry weaving in an attempt to resuscitate the art. Unfortunately, soon after

the first students had matriculated and the school began to be fruitful, civil war broke out and ruined

whatever remained of the tapestry industry in France.

In the seventeenth century Louis XIV's great Minister of Finance, Colbert, whose political ambi-

tions for France included financial and artistic supremacy over her neighbors, reorganized and revital-

ized a number of her industries. Not the least of these were the tapestry factories which had languished

during previous reigns. As Colbert's aim was to compete with the Flemish factories, he lured a number
of able and experienced workers from their native land by offering them attractive privileges and in-

stalling them in the faubourg Saint-Marcel, the location of the Gobelins' dye works, as well as in the

Great Gallery of the Louvre. These were joined by workmen trained in the earlier factories established

by Henri II and Louis XIII. Under Colbert's new directives the Gobelin workshop was firmly organized

on a very high plane in 1662. However, as it worked exclusively for the Crown it could obviously not

satisfy all the minister's economic ambitions. He therefore encouraged the establishment of Beauvais

in 1664. The latter also produced for the Crown, but accepted orders from other sources as well.

The court painter Charles LeBrun was named director of the Gobelin factory in 1662 and remained

in that post for five years. During that period he was responsible not only for subject matter and com-

position, but also for the execution of the tapestries. Insisting on perfection, he submitted meticulously

finished paintings to be reproduced on the looms and demanded the greatest accuracy, rather than

simply supplying cartoons and allowing the artisans some freedom in the selection and disposition of

colors, as had previously been done. During this period all subjects were chosen to exalt the majesty of

the King, as a military hero, a great builder of royal palaces, or in some other flattering role.

After LeBrun left Gobelins to become Head of Buildings, and the tapestry industry was relieved

of his severe ideas and discipline, the factory changed its entire approach. It began to work in basse lice

and from paintings in a much lighter vein. Gobelins products reached the height of beauty in the

grotesque tapestries on a yellow ground, designed by Jean-Baptistc Monnoyer after paintings by Berain.

Because the State Treasury had been exhausted by the wars, Gobelins was obliged to close its doors

from 1694 until 1699. After the factory reopened, it was for a time directed by the architect, Jules

Hardouin-Mansart who was followed by two relatives of the Marquise de Pompadour and then by

seven other architects, until the painter Jean-Baptiste Oudry took over in 1773. Oudry was followed by

Francois Boucher from 1577 until 1770.

After its founding in 1664, the Beauvais factory was mismanaged and the replacement of Jacques

Duplessis by Jean-Baptiste Oudry in 1726 snatched it from impending ruin. His cartoons gave the

factory new life. Unlike Gobelins, BeauVais was a private enterprise, obliged to please and keep its

clientele. Oudry understood the new demands, which were the result of an increased use of wall panel-

ing. After rather timid beginnings, Beauvais, in the Louis XV period, began to make splendid tapestry

furniture coverings as well as wall hangings.

Tapestries of the eighteenth century were treated as woven pictures and a carved and gilded frame

was frequently woven as a border. In 1730 Oudry produced a set of tapestries called "Les Amusements

Champetres" and in 1732 a set showing scenes from Moliere. After a number of similar designs he

returned to more typical subjects and in 1736 made verdures fines (fine woodsy scenes). Not satisfied

with the resources of his own imagination Oudry utilized cartoons by the best painters. He called

upon Charles Natoire for cartoons relating the story of Don Quixote and on Francois Boucher, who

within twenty years produced forty-five compositions — models for six entire sets of tapestries for

Beauvais — all of which were of superb quality. Boucher succeeded Oudry as director of Beauvais, as

well as of the Gobelin factory.
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Courtesy oj the Metropolitan Museum of Art: gilt uj Mrs. dn Fairfax dry 1950.

Grotesque, early eighteenth-century silk and wool tapestry made at Beauvais c. 1700 in the atelier of Philippe Bahagle. after

a design of Jean Berain.
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An outgrowth of the workshops which Henri IV had established in the galleries of the Louvre

became known, during the reign of Louis XIV, as La Savonnerie de Chaillot. Savonnerie was the first

French workshop to produce tapestry carpets and specialized in a unique rich, velvety type with

knotted stitches for closer weave and strength. Furniture coverings and panels for screens were made
in the same technique and designs were a profusion of garlands, foliage, floral motifs and birds, in

strict symmetry, with the taste and style of LeBrun much in evidence. In 1712 Louis XIV granted

Savonnerie the same privileges which had been accorded to the Gobelin factory.

The exact circumstances of the establishment of tapestrv weaving in the Aubusson section are

unknown, but in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries privately-owned factories in the towns of

Aubusson and Felletin strove to imitate the work done at Gobelins, Beauvais and Savonnerie. The
king accorded Aubusson his protection in 1665, but the mark standing for the Manufacture royaJJc

D'Aubusson, which was to have been woven in the selvage of each piece, was frequently omitted. In

1789 Aubusson obtained authorization to make carpets in the manner of Savonnerie, but used no

knots and made its carpets exactlv as they made wall hangings. Beauvais supplied Aubusson with

cartoons for many of their tapestries, but the Aubusson techniques were somewhat less refined and

their weave coarser. After the Revolution the Aubusson factories functioned sporadically until 1819,

when operations ceased altogether.

Wool and
cartoon of

silk tapestry

Jean Baptiste

of the late

Huet ( 17

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Irwin Untermyer 1955-

eighteenth-century (c. 1790) made at Beauvais under the direction of de Menou, after a

15-181 1 ) called Pastorales a Draperies Bleues et Arabesques.
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In the eighteenth century the demand for tapestry hangings declined as other methods of wall

decoration were devised. Smaller tapestries were made to fit into the wood paneling and these in time

were replaced by paintings and wallpaper. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

there was a great vogue for antique tapestries. Those of the sevententh and eighteenth centuries, par-

ticulariy seat covers, were reproduced in great quantity. An experienced eye can easily detect the

difference between these and the originals, however, for their weave appears tight and mechanical, while

the original harsh colors of the reproductions are now faded to dreary tones of tan. They look life-

less, appear to have been painted, and are much thinner than those made in the earlier periods which

they copied.

Seventeenth and eighteenth century Aubusson, Bcauvais and Savonnerie carpets arc in very great

demand today, but almost impossible to find in practical dimensions, for those woven for the great

chateaux were generally square and vcrv large. After centuries of use, such tapestry carpets as are still

obtainable are extremely delicate and need expert repair as well as great earc. Wall tapestries arc less

in demand now because of a lack of space and the insufficient height allowed by modern architecture.

Museums, however, are still keen buyers of an extraordinary piece, as arc collectors who have the room

to hang them.
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Silk brocbee woven at Lyon in the second half of the eighteenth century, after a design of Philippe de la Salle ( 1723-1805).



Chapter 9

TEXTILES

Paintings and tapestries of the fifteenth century depict the heavy and sumptuous boucle, velvets,

and brocades which France imported from Italy, Spain and the Orient for its use at that time.

In 1450 Charles VII granted the citv of Lyon a monopoly for the weaving of silk and Francois I

in 1520 brought silkworms from Milan to be reared in the Rhone valley. At the end of the century

Henri IV established a silk weaving factory in his own Palais de Tournelle, where they began making

velvets, brocades and brocatelles. Progress was slow, however, and not until the seventeenth centurv,

with the energetic support of Louis XIV's minister, Colbert, did the weaving of silk become an impor-

tant industry. It then brought prosperity to the cities of Tours, Nimes, Paris, and above all, to Lyon,

which became the center of the industry.

Claude Dangon developed new methods and technical improvements at the Lyon factorv during

the reign of Louis XIV, and Marcellin Charlier, founder and director of the royal factory at Saint-Maur,

was able to produce velvets, and gold and silver brocades which have never been equalled in magnifi-

cence. These were described in the contemporary inventory of "Furnishings of the Crown," but today

have completely disappeared.

From the seventeenth century on, the quality and designs of French textiles reached such perfec-

tion that they surpassed those they had been imitating. The designers' fertility of imagination created

marvelous new patterns with great branches, foliage, bouquets of flowers, architectural elements, ruins,

columns, gardens with trellises, orange trees, and a wealth of other ideas. An extremely heavy and

lustrous brocaded satin known as Jampas became fashionable in France in the Louis XVI period and in

the late eighteenth century printed cotton became popular and was produced in quantity.

During the reign of Louis XIV nothing was too rich for the decoration of roval palaces or for the

clothing and houses of the affluent. Despite embargoes on the use of precious metals, the King made
concessions to allow princes of the blod the use of gold and silver for richly embroidered clothing and

furniture. Fabulous furniture coverings for the King's use were embroidered at a Gobelin workshop

directed directed by Philbert Balland (active between 1670—87) and also bv professional workmen at

Saint-Cyr. At the convent of Les Filles de Saint Joseph, where Mine, de Montespan had founded a

school for impecunious girls of noble birth, much very fine embroiderv was also done.

Embroideries of almost barbarous splendor were made for les Grands Appartements de Versailles

and remained in use long after the death of Louis XIV. The faces and flesh of human figures were

made in chased, solid silver plaques. Designs of trophies, columns, capitals, branches, gold flowers with

colored silks and chenille, and at times even pearls and precious stones were embroidered in such pro-

fusion and high relief as to give the impression of sculpture. During the winter season these were used

in the throne room of Versailles on Les AfeuWes des Suites de la Paix. This was the period in which the

custom of changing upholstery fabrics and hangings for each of the four seasons was inaugurated.
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Seventeenth-century (Louis XIII) multicolored wool moquette or "velour d'Utrecht" with a chateau and

hunting scene.

It was in the seventeenth century that France perfected the production of wool velvet or moquette,

also called Velour d'Uhecht because it was a specialty of that city in Holland. Much of it was woven
in a single color with a stamped floral design, usually large in scale. The French also developed a type

woven in many colors, depicting human beings, animals, chateaux, hunting scenes, draperies, tents and

flowers on a much smaller scale. These materials were used as wall coverings instead of tapestries, and

as upholstery fabrics in place of leather, damasks, and needlework which was usually in a large poppy

design. Gilt-headed nails served as a finish where fabric was tacked to the chair.

Little by little the pomp and profusion were simplified and textile designs became less over-

whelming. Smaller patterns on light grounds replaced the earlier elaborate types and floral motifs which

closely resembled real flowers were skillfully entwined with branches and foliage. This change began

to be felt around the year 1700 when Jean Revel, a pupil of LeBrun, began working at the Lyon factory.

He achieved effects of light and shade, and made his subjects stand out in relief.

The greatest name in the production of silks in the Louis XV and Louis XVI periods is that of

Philippe de la Salle (1723—1805), whose designs completely expressed the spirit of his time. Having

studied in the school of design founded by Frangois Boucher, Philippe de la Salle acquired the ability

to express his ideas with the utmost charm. He combined chenille in his rich broches and dauphines,

and his designs with animals, birds, flowers, ribbons, laces, palm trees, pagodas, landscapes and Chinese

figures are compositions of unequaled lightness and beauty; never boring, always original and of unsur-

passed brilliance of color. Philippe de la Salle's fame extended beyond the borders of his native France

and he was commissioned to design silks for the courts of Russia and Spain.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Rogers Fund 1933.

Late seventeenth or early eighteenth-century figured brochee woven in Lyon after a design attrib-

uted to Jean Revel (1684-1751).
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of the United Piece Dye Works 1936.

Eighteenth-century brocaded silk with a Louis XV chinoiserie pattern.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Rogers Fund 1909.

Louis XV flowered silk.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of the United Piece Dye Works 1936.

Eighteenth-century flowered silk of the Louis XV period.



Textile ,

Jean Baptiste Pillement (1713—89) also deserves special mention for in addition to being a painter

of note, he was one of the greatest decorative designers of his time. T lis beguiling textile compositions

are justly famous. Other painters such as Lallie, Huet and Lajoue also designed silks, but as a rule the

local Lvon designers were responsible for their own product. Although Lyon has remained the chief

silk weaving center of France to the present day, there was always a certain amount of competition

from other factories. Those of Soulas and Tour imitated Lyon silks and also made moire silk, the

secret of which had been learned in England, where this fabric originated. Silks woven in most of the

factories in France were only nineteen inches wide, whereas those woven in Lyon were t\\ en t\ -one-

and-a-half inches wide. Handloomed silks are still made in the same width in Lyon today.

In the eighteenth century trade with the East brought many things to Europe, including printed

Indian and Persian cottons, which enjoyed a great vogue in both England and France, where they

inspired many reproductions. The designs of the first European cotton prints were produced from

wood blocks, but in 1760 Oberkampf introduced a method of evlindcr printing from copper plates,

which greatly facilitated production. He established his famous factory near Versailles, in the valley of

Jouy-en-Josas, where he found the chemical properties of the water to be especially favorable. Mono-
chrome prints on a white or tan ground were made mostly in red, purple and brown. The toile of the

eighteenth century with a blue design was of English origin. While Oberkampf used Boucher and

Pillement designs for cotton prints, Jean' Baptiste Huet (1745—1811) was the factory's chief draftsman,

and his designs included "Les Plaisiers de h Campagne," "'he Marriage de Figaro," "L'escarpolct,"

(the swing) and "Travaux de h Manufacture" showing how toile was made. Others depicted the

fables of La Fontaine, "The Four Parts of the Globe" and popular events such as balloon ascensions.

Excellent toile was also made by Dollfuss and the Koechlins at Mulhouse. At the turn of the cen-

tury factories employing hundreds of workers were established at Bourges, Montpellier and Nantes,

where printed cottons imitated those from the East and whatever Lvon designs could be adopted.

Charming and unpretentious Toile de Jouy was admirablv suited to the decoration of country houses

in the Louis XVI period and those which followed. It is still popular for informal rooms today.

:*£- fir M^v
Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of William Sloane Coffin 1926.

Late eighteenth-century toile de Jouy (c. 1785) known as "Pleasures of the Four Seasons." Copper plate print in

red on a white ground, designed by J. B. Huet and produced by Oberkampf.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund 1938.

Empire brocaded satin ordered at Lyon from Seguin et Cie by Napoleon Bonaparte

for the wall hangings of a salon at Fontainebleau.

A more formal fabric of the Louis XVI period was iampas, a heavy satin of wonderful quality

woven with designs of classical inspiration. Red, yellow, green and toward the end of the reign, light

blue backgrounds were used, with scenes woven in ivory, with darker tones to give the effect of light

and shade and to bring out the design as if it were in relief. The scenes, which were extremely varied,

had architectural frameworks enclosing mythological figures, nymphs, satvrs, temples of love, cupids

with their bows and arrows, love birds, flowers and all the motifs which were typical of the classic

revival of the period.

Fine Iampas of the Louis XVI period resembles a Clodion terra cotta group, transposed into

luxurious and luminous silk. Used on furniture and for wall coverings and draperies it set off the

straight lines of the period to perfection, and relieved them of severity and monotony. There are

reproductions of Louis XVI Iampas on the market today but designs have been altered and the repeats

shortened to reduce costs, while the silk itself is too thin and flimsy to produce the right effect. One
can still have Iampas made to order, however, if one is prepared to pay a fabulous price and willing to

wait two years or more for delivery.

The striped and flowered silks of the Louis XVI period are enchantingly light and brilliant in

color. Often on a white or very light ground, small bouquets of flowers are strewn with carefully

studied abandon in just the right position and number. Stripes frequently in sky blue, pink or other

pastel shades are exactly the right width and distance from each other to give the most pleasing effect.

Embroidered silk, done in point de chainette generally known in America as point de Beauvais was

used on some of the finest palace furniture. Extremely delicate, it was only suitable for rooms which

did not receive hard wear. Marie Antoinette had furniture covered in this lovely embroidery with her

monogram worked into the design on the backs of the chairs. Hangings and bed canopies, too, were

embroidered in this fashion on a white satin ground.

New velvets with very small, all-over geometric patterns were seen for the first time in the

Louis XVI period and were used for furniture and decoration. A very special type which had tiny

scenes and figures woven into the fabric, was developed for clothing, especially men's vests. This was

the time of elaborately embroidered vests which were far lighter and daintier than those of the

Louis XV period which had ben heavy with gold and silver. Nosegays of bright flowers were not

unusual on light satin grounds, often enhanced by spangles.

During the Directoire, silks were light in weight and similar to those of the Louis XVI period

but more subdued in coloring; the stripes were narrower and used without flowers. The Empire period

produced new designs with bees, stars and laurel wreaths as reminders of Napoleon's victories and

might. Emerald green with a gold-colored pattern, and crimson with gold were the favorites, which

harmonized best with the mahogany furniture ornamented in bronze.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Aluseum of Art; Rogers Fund 1938.

Portrait of Louis XVIII from a painting by Gerard, woven in silk velvet by Gregoire,

early nineteenth century.

One great textile genius emerged during Napoleon's reign to create pictures in velvet, a feat which

had never been done before or accomplished since. In addition to portraits of Napoleon and prominent

men of the period, Gaspard Gregoire (1751—1846) also made small pictures after Greuzc, religious

scenes after Raphael, flowers and still life. For many years it was believed that Gregoire's process was a

secret. Actually his method is known, but nobody has ever had the infinite patience and skill to

duplicate it. By painting the threads of the warp he achieved an effect of transparency without any

distortion of the original painting. Gregoire's velvets are very scarce and most of them are in the textile

museums and a few private collections.

Joseph Marie Jacquard (1752—1834), the son of a Lyon textile manufacturer, invented the first wide

loom, making a fifty-inch fabric and a technique for the mechanical weaving of very elaborate silks. His

invention, completed in 1801, was not used until 1815 when it gave tremendous impetus to the textile

industry by increasing production and reaching a much wider public.

During the reign of Louis XVIII eagles, bees and crowned "N"s were replaced by fleurs-de-lys

and flowers, and the designs were heavier than during the Empire period. Under Charles X there was

a movement toward the past and an attempt to reproduce the rocaille and floral motifs of the Louis XV
period in a nineteenth-century style. These silks were of high quality but their most attractive attribute

is a freshness of color and quaintness.

Some antique textiles are still obtainable, but seldom in large quantity, and they are growing

increasingly scarce. Reproductions of antique designs generally tend to omit some details and can

seldom equal the splendor of the originals. But todav French silk manufacturers, especially at Lyon,

are again making some beautiful silks based on their collections of ancient documents.



Louis XV gilt bronze cartel au chinois with crowned C. stamp on the bronze and dial signed:

Pierre Le Roy de la Societe des Arts
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CLOCKS, BRONZES, GOLD
AND SILVER

In the tenth century mechanical clocks which functioned by a system of

weights and counterweights replaced the use of hydraulic power in time-

pieces. In the fourteenth century there were a number of such mechanical

clocks in existence in France. When in Niimberg around the end of the fifteenth

century Peter Henlein invented the mainspring, the whole approach to clock-

making was changed and it became possible to produce small timepieces. The first

small highly decorated cuivre dore (gilded copper) table clocks, in the form of a

hexagonal box with a horizontal dial, originated in Germany in the sixteenth

century. A few exquisite hexagonal watches were made in France around this time,

but there were only seven clockmakers in Paris by 1550.

In the Louis XIII period, in an attempt to imitate the German models, France

produced some rather clumsy table clocks with heavy movements embedded in

square blocks of ebony. Others were rectangular with the perpendicular dial in the

front and a perforated dome which contained the striking movement.

In the seventeenth centurv the first wall clocks were made with tortoise-shell

cases inlaid with brass and finished at the top with a gilt bronze figure. These

clocks were supported by a matching bracket made for the purpose. During the

reign of Louis XIV, Andre-Charles Boulle housed fine clock movements in highly

decorated tall cases, known as regu/ateurs.

By the beginning of the eighteenth century gilt bronze cartels (wall clocks),

with and without the supporting bracket, made their appearance. Some were made

in brilliantly tinted gren or red horn, trimmed with gilt bronze. Others were

lacquered, with floral decoration in the vernis Martin style.

In 1753 Louis XV commissioned Jacques Cafficri to make an all-bronze case for

an astronomic movement by Passement, which is still to be seen at Versailles.

Other tall clock cases were made in marquetry by the great French cabinetmakers

of the eighteenth century.

Saint-Germain, one of the most famous workers in bronze during the Louis XV
period made mantel clocks with an animal such as an elephant, rhinoceros, lion or

other exotic beast in dark bronze against a background and base of brilliant gilded

bronze. Gallien is also known to have produced similar clocks. Other shapes and

forms were developed to place on the mantel shelves, which were lower than in the

Louis XIV period and required decoration. These were then flanked by candle-

sticks, candelabra, or vases of porcelain or marble, mounted in gilded bronze.

H-CENTURY TABLE CL(

L7TH-CENTURY
LOUIS XIV BOULLE
REGULATEUR

LOUIS XV BRACKET ( HH K
WITH ( OLOR] D HORN
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LOUIS XVI WATCH
SET WITH GOLD,
ENAMEL, DIAMONDS,
BY MUSSON

LOUIS XVI WATCH
IN THE FORM
OF A MANDOLIN

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Rock crystal hexagonal watch of the second

half of the sixteenth century. By Nicolas

Bernard.

Watches in the Louis XV period were inclined to be round and thick, usually

with double cases, and supplied with a gold key for winding. In the Louis XVI
period they grew daintier and thinner, acquiring fancy shapes such as lyres, violins

and mandolins. They were usually enameled and often jeweled. Watches devel-

oped along similar lines throughout the nineteenth century, but deteriorated in

taste and beauty.

Renaissance silver followed the general style of the architecture and was elabo-

rately decorated. In the Louis XIII period candlesticks imitated square-based

columns, and beakers were large, sometimes with spiral decorations. Throughout

the Renaissance and the Louis XIV period ewers remained helmet-shaped.

Very little antique French silver has come down to us and what remains is

highly prized by museums and collectors. Gold and silver were scarce and succes-

sive laws banning their use caused existing pieces to be destroyed. The great gold-

smiths of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were silversmiths as well and

some were also bronziers.

Lacking gold in the reign of Louis XIV, a throne of silver was made for

Versailles. Many dressing tables and similarly fabulous silver furniture was known
to have been made but was melted down during the crisis of 1689. Small silver

pieces of this time were rather restrained in line, but often had rich chasing or

engraving from designs in the de Cotte or Berain style; with trellises, shells, scrolls,

lambrequins and interlacing motifs; and frequentlv resting on a gadrooned foot.

Tureens, wine coolers, sauce boats, candlesticks, covered dishes, plates and platters

were among the more important household appointments made in silver, but cruet

stands, mustard pots, beakers, egg cups, saltcellars and spice boxes also abounded.

One reads of the wonderful pieces made in the seventeenth century by the

Villiers brothers; Thomas Merlin and Pierre Germain, who worked for the Louvre;

and Alexis Loir, who published numerous designs for objects in gold, silver and

other metals; but alas, during the crisis of 1689 most of these magnificent pieces

ended in the melting pot and only their descriptions remain. Dominico Cucci

(7—1705) an Italian cabinetmaker and sculptor who assumed French nationality,

executed numerous pieces of furniture for the Court of Louis XIV and collabo-

rated on ebony cabinets with bronze mounts, incrusted with stones and miniatures.
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Louis XV gilt bronze mantel clock with dark bronze lion. Dial

signed:
J.

Baptiste Baillon

Pair of Louis XV gilt bronze chinoiserie andirons by Francois Thomas Germain, said to have been made for the Chateau de

Bellevue.
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Louis XV gilded bronze inkstand after a

Meissen porcelain model by Kaendler.

One of a pair of Louis XV gilt bronze three-branched sconces.

Pair of Louis XV period gilded bronze andirons representing figures of The Italian Comedy, with crowned C mark stamped

in the bronze (c. 1745-1749).
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Pair of Chinese K'ang Hsi aubergine porcelain jardinieres mounted in early Louis XV
French gilt bronze. Filled with eighteenth-century Meissen flowers.

In China, when a precious porcelain had been broken, it was repaired with gold,

without any attempt to disguise the repair. This Oriental idea spread to the West
and was first employed as an expedient to salvage some fine porcelains which had

been broken. As this was so skillfully done that the piece was enhanced rather than

the reyerse, the practice of mounting soon included porcelains and marbles which

were still intact. Some silyer and a few gold mounts were made, but because of

recurrent scarcities of these materials, French metal workers deyeloped the art of

mounting precious pieces in gilded bronze known as ormolu. The vogue took

Europe by storm and every conceivable transformation was made. Oriental and

European porcelains were mounted and transformed into ewers, potpourris and

fantastic decorative ornaments; and bronziers made elaborate andirons, candelabra,

sconces, vases, clock cases and furniture mounts.

LOUIS XVI MOUNTED ORNAMENT

One of a pair of Louis XVI gilt bronze mounted

"Korean" porcelain saki bottles.
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The Stag and the Wild Boar. Pair of Louis XV gilt bronze andirons believed to have been made for Madame du Barry by

Gouthiere for the Chateau de Louveciennes.

Bronze, which is an amalgam, or alloy, of tin, copper and zinc, is very malleable,

yet extremely strong. It is also exceptionally close-grained, and consequently takes

a very high finish when polished. As a rule, a sculptor would make a wooden model

from which the fondeur would cast a bronze in one of the various methods then

practiced. One was a mold in clay or terra cotta; the other is known as cire perdue,

or lost wax. The latter produced a finer finish, but as the wax was literally lost, it

was necessary to have a wooden model from which to make future castings.

When the casting was completed, the rough bronze was refined and re-worked

by the ciseleur, whose individual artistry was expressed at this stage. Next, the

bronze was either cleaned in acid and lacquered, or gilded. In the eighteenth cen-

tury mercury gilding produced wonderful results, but the process was so injurious

to the health of the artisan that it is now against the law. In this method, mercury

was mixed with pure powdered gold and spread on the bronze. It was then heated

to a high temperature, which caused the ephemeral mercury fumes to rise, leaving

behind a heavy coating of pure gold. The finished piece was known as ormolu,

which is derived from the fact that the gold, or, was ground, rnouJu, to a powder

to permit it to be thoroughly and smoothly mixed with the mercury. In the

eighteenth century, the patina which bronzes acquire through exposure to air and

dirt was not considered desirable and if such wear and dullness became apparent,

the owners had the pieces re-lacquered or re-gilded. Bronzes were very rarely

signed, but the famous bronziers had definite and recognizable characteristics

which are of great assistance to an expert.
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Courtesy of Air. and Mrs. Benwn Ford.

One of a pair of early eighteenth-century gilt bronze and rock crystal chandeliers.

One of a pair of early eighteenth-century gilt bronze and

rock crystal girandoles.
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Jacques Caffieri (1678—1755) was the outstanding bronzier of the Louis XV
period and produced most skillful and faultless rocaille forms. He worked almost

exclusively for the Crown and made a great variety of bronze objects including

mounts for furniture. Most of his work is unsigned but we do know that he made
the decorations for a mantelpiece for the Dauphin and also two chandeliers, now
in the Wallace Collection. He signed a number of bronze busts as well.

Pair of Louis XV gilt bronze candlesticks with polychrome soft paste porcelain flowers.

Hallmarks on French silver usually indicate the name of the city or the locality

in which a piece was made, and the control marks of a Fermier General indicate

the year of production. Some pieces also bear the maker's personal stamp which

indicates his name, but unfortunately not all pieces have sufficient hallmarks to tell

so complete a story.

In the Louis XV period as the prosperous business and professional class fur-

nished their private houses, the use of silver became more widespread. Following

the style in other fields, rocaille and asymmetrical shapes replaced those of the

earlier periods, and decorations were molded in relief rather than being engraved.

Silver of this period was melted down during the Seven Years' War, so it too is

scarce. However, one superb work which is still intact is the Necessaire made by

the Parisian silversmith Henri Nicolas Cousinet (1710—88), in vermeil, for Queen

Marie Leczinska on the occasion of the birth of the Dauphin in 1729. The set is

composed of a teapot, chocolate pot with spirit lamp, candlestick, spoons, sugar
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Chinese Blanc de Chine bowl and cover mounted in

silver with a Paris hallmark for the year 1730.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Dick Fund 1938.

Pair of early eighteenth-century silver sugar casters by Nicolas Besnier. Paris,

c. 1728-1729.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

bequest of Catherine D. Wentuorth 1948.

Early eighteenth-century silver spice box by Nicolas Mahon, c.

1724.
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tongs, creamer, tea caddy, tea strainer, sugar bowl, snuffbox and a wooden chocolate

mixer. The two chocolate cups are of white Chinese porcelain fbJanc de Chine);

while the sugar bowl and the teapot are of Japanese porcelain with colored decora-

tion, and two teacups are Meissen imitations of the Japanese. It is very likely that

the latter were replacements made during the eighteenth century. This unique

example of French craftsmanship was acquired a few years ago by the Musee

du Louvre, where it is now on exhibition.

Another masterpiece bv Cousinet for the Portuguese Court in 1757 is a table-

ornament set of eight pairs of vermeil statuettes, representing the principal coun-

tries of the world in pairs of men and women in their national costumes. The
countries considered at that time to be of greatest importance were England,

France, Germany, Italy, Hungary, Poland, Spain and China. It is amusing to

reflect that Portugal, which ordered the table decoration, was not represented!

>

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest of Catherine D. Wentworth 1948.

Pair of eighteenth-century silver candelabra by Jean Baptiste Cheret, master in 1759; still listed up to 1791.

In the Louis XV period coffee and chocolate pots were made for the first time

and the first teapot appeared in 1750. Wine tasters, ladles and all the types of flat-

ware and cutlery we use today were devised at this time, including spoons and the

four-tined fork.
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Group of silver gouts de vin and gouts de ciclre (wine and cider tasters) dating

from 1750 to 1780.

i A

Louis XV side-handled silver chocolate pot with hallmark of Lille

1763.

One of a pair of Louis XV silver chauffe plats or plate warmers. Lille

1760.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase 1933; Joseph Pulitzer Bequest.

Louis XV period silver tureen in the Louis XVI style by Jacques Nicolas Roettiers, born 1736,
master in 1765, retired in 1777. Tureen dates from 1770-1771.

V

3

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest of Catherine D. Wentworth 1948.
Louis XV period silver tureen with the arms of the Duke of Orleans by Edme Pierre Balzac, master in 1739 — living in

1781. Tureen dates from c. 1758.
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Louis XV silver huilier or oil and vinegar cruet stand by F. Vaucombert, Paris 1769.

Claude Ballin II (1661—1754) nephew of a goldsmith by the same name, sup-

plied all the courts of Europe with silver in the Louis XIV style even when rocaille

forms were already in vogue. On the other hand Francois Thomas Germain (1726—

91) reveled in the asymmetric forms and launched the new rococo style. His

designs for silver and bronzes dominated the taste of the Louis XV period. Juste

-

Aurele Meissonnier (1693—1750) who like Germain was a bronzfer as well as a

silversmith and ornamentalist, showed the most fertile imagination in his designs.

In 1726 he was given the title of Dessinateui (or designer) de h Chambre du Roi.

A pair of candelabra in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris and a pair of candle-

sticks in the Wallace Collection in London, attest to his extraordinary artistry.

LOUIS XV PLATES AND PLATTERS,
ONE BY T. GERMAIN

Pair of Louis XV gilded bronze candlesticks, attributed to

Meissonnier.
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Very beautiful gilt bronzes are attributed to Jean-Joseph Saint-Germain, a fondeur-

cisehiu who was active during the third quarter of the eighteenth century. His

work was of exquisite quality though considered a little heavy by some authorities.

His stamp is found on three clocks in the Louvre, which represent onlv a part of

his activity since he produced all forms of bronze objects. Three sculptors, known
as the Brothers Slodtz, who were active in the Louis XV period are responsible for

gilt bronze candlesticks, and mounts for porcelain and furniture which equalled in

quality and beauty the best work of their contemporaries. Examples of their work

are conserved in the Wallace Collection.

Nicolas Besnier (7—1754), Orfevre du Roi, lodged in the Louvre, received many
honorific titles and was ennobled. Earlv in his career he made a great deal of silver for

Louis XV and later became a co-director of the painter Oudry in the management

of the Beauvais tapestry factory.

Jean-Claude Chamberlano, called Duplessis (7—1774), was a great sculptor and gold-

smith attached to the Vincennes-Sevres factorv as a modeler. He designed porce-

lains and also made the bronze mounts for them. Appointed Orfevre du Roi in

1758, he made the models for the mounts of the famous Bureau du Roi by Oeben

and Riesener. Examples of his extraordinary work may be seen in the Wallace

Collection in London, in Munich and the Petit Trianon, where a large Chinese

vase mounted in gilded bronze is on the mantel shelf in the dining room.

Jacques Roettier (1707—84), a son-in-law of the conservative Ballin, was also an

outstanding goldsmith and worked in the Louis XV stvle from about 1750 until

his retirement in 1772. His son, Jacques Nicolas Roettier, worked for the Russian

Court in the Louis XVI style from 1770 on. Other great eighteenth century gold-

smiths deserving special mention are Pierre Ayme, and Francois Joubert who made

a pair of sauce boats for Madame de Pompadour which are now in the Musee des

Arts Decoratifs. His style fluctuated between very rocaille pieces and others which

were almost Empire. Eloi Guerin, Jean-Nicolas Saget, J. T. Outrebon, C. P. Balzac,

F. Vaucombert, Guillaume Loir, Filassier and Spire all worked in silver with great dis-

tinction during the Louis XV period, some continuing into that of Louis XVI.

Robert-Joseph Auguste (1723—app. 1795), had acquired such a great reputation

while working for Louis XV that Mine, dc Pompadour entrusted him to execute

Falconet's design for her gold salt cellars. He later became official goldsmith to

Louis XVI.

Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Benson Ford.

Pair of Louis XVI andirons of dark bronze dog and cat mounted on gilt bronze. Model

made for Marie Antoinette.
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Pair of Louis XVI gilt bronze mounted rock crystal ewers with

mermaid handles.

W
Louis XVI gilt bronze cartel with dial signed:

Valliant a Paris

Pair of Louis XVI gilt bronze candlesticks with dark bronze

dolphins.
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Courtesy of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

Pair of Louis XVI gilt bronze mounted rock

crystal ewers.
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Louis XVI gilded bronze and statuary marble clock. Dial signed: Julian Le Roy

Louis XVI silver followed the fashionable classic influence of Delafosse and

Gouthiere and repeated motifs which were used in furniture, bronzes, and every

other form of decoration. Publication of the notebooks on decoration by the archi-

tect and ornamentalist Jean Charles Delafosse (1734—89) exercised considerable

influence on the development of the Louis XVI stvle. Delafosse's designs for gold,

silver and bronze decorations combine rocaille motifs with those of antiquity.

Pierre Joseph Gouthiere (1740—?) was the greatest bronzier of the late eighteenth

century. His stvle is easily recognized bv his perfection of detail and superb work-

manship. Gouthiere specialized in decorations derived from vegetation, and other

motifs included ram's heads, hoofs, and urns, sometimes topped with flames. A
bronze mantel clock, pendule d'Avignon, presented by the town of Avignon to

Le Marquis de Rochechouart, whose crest is at the top, is the only known work

which bears his sginature. Contemporaries copied Gouthiere's style but never

achieved his success.

Pierre Philippe Thomire (1751—1843) studied under Gouthiere, who taught him
the secret of matte gilding. Known primarily for his classical designs in the Empire

period, Thomire made monumental table ornaments, candelabra and similar ob-

jects; the details of which were accented by brilliantly burnished highlights. He
also made bronze furniture mounts for Jacob Desmalter. Vermeil was much in

vogue in the Empire period and the elaborate table ornaments of Martin Guillaume

Biennais (1764—1843) vied with Thomire's regal works in gilded bronze.

u
LOUIS XVI CLOCK WITH CUPIDS
GOUTHIERE MODEL

LOUIS XVI VERMEIL Tl'REEN AND COVER
BY LOUIS JOSEPH LENHENDRK K
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Louis XVI gilded bronze vase-shaped clock with circular revolving dial on statuary

marble base trimmed with gilded bronze.

The classical forms decreed by Percier and Fontaine, the arbiters of fashion in

architecture and furniture, were translated into silver and bronze during the

Empire period as Napoleon Bonaparte sought to re-create the pomp and splendor

of Je grand siecle but the coldness of the prevailing forms militated against suc-

cess. The abolition of all guilds left the industrv without artistic control and the

production of fine silver was seriously hampered. During the Restoration all rules

were abandoned and silver and bronze followed the tasteless innovations of the

time; large silver figures were decorated with enamel and stones and parts of the
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silver were oxidized in order to accentuate details. During the fifteen years between

1815 and 1830 silver became thick and heavy with compact groups of flowers.

Palmettes were replaced by acanthus leaves and heavy gadrooning at the edges of

plates and handles became characteristic of the period.

It is interesting to reflect how great a debt of gratitude we owe to the various

ambassadors to the Court of France for their dec]) interest in her artistic achieve-

ments, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Were it not for their

appreciation of France's silver, gold, textiles, bronzes, furniture, and other artistic

wares, many more of these treasures would have been lost to posteritv, but by being

sent abroad thev were saved from destruction.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

Rogers Fund 1954-

Early nineteenth-century vermeil (silver gilt)

coffee pot by Martin Guillaume Biennais

(1764-1843). Made in Paris between 1797
and 1809.



Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest ol Catherine D. Wentworth 1948.

Louis XV gold and diamond scent bottle c. 1760.
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SNUFFBOXES AND OTHER
BIBELOTS

The nineteenth-century author Henri Havard writes that we must forgive our

ancestors the habit of taking snuff since its main purpose was to kill the

sensitivity of the olfactory nerves and thus spare its user the full impact of

the many dreadful odors surrounding him. Not only must we forgive our ancestors,

as we hope future generations will forgive the present cigarette habit (which has a

less valid excuse), but we should be very grateful to them for leaving us the won-

derful little boxes, the beauty and charm of which are well known to everyone

interested in the decorative arts.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art: bequest of Catherine D. Wentuorth 1948.

Louis XVI period gold and enamel snuffbox by Joseph
Etienne Blerzy, Paris 1789-

In addition to snuffboxes, there were gold necessakes or utility boxes, some of

which contained writing materials, sewing equipment or manicure sets, and others

perfume bottles with gold or silver tops. These, as well as lovelv little patch boxes,

called boites a mouches, which were similar to, but smaller than snuffboxes, bore

inscriptions of endearment, usually in enamel on the gold mounts. Materials of

every sort were employed for these, ranging from wood, to gold in several colors,

with insets of precious stones. Modest, but exquisitely beautiful boxes, covers of

memorandum pads and earners de bal, all of which often bore inscriptions, were

made of incredibly fine beadwork called sable.

LOUIS XV
AND LOUIS XVI
GOLD NEEDLH CASES

LOUIS XVI GOLD AND ENAMELED KECESSAIRE
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Sixteenth-century red velvet and silver embroidered

dragee box used for confections offered at weddings,

baptisms, etc.

LOUIS XV GOLD SNUFFBOX

LOUIS XV GOLD AND
MOTHER-OF-PEARL SNUFFBOX
BY JEAN FREMIN, PARIS 1756

Eighteenth-century Louis XV period carved box-

wood snuffbox.

Boxes of the Louis XIV period made of semiprecious stones such as bloodstone

or agate mounted in gold, silver or silver-gilt were generally of German or English

origin although the French were using these materials by 1750 if not before. Most
snuffboxes of the Louis XV period were rectangular with rocaille decorations,

whereas oval and round boxes were favored in the Louis XVI period.

Even boxes of inexpensive materials were designed and worked with great skill

and taste. In the Louis XV period boxwood was a favorite material for less preten-

tious pieces and this extremely hard wood was marvelously carved in arabesques,

flowers and an imitation basket weave which required infinite patience and skill.

The close fit of the lids of these boxes is remarkable.

During the Louis XV and Louis XVI periods gold boxes had to be stamped by

the government controller, so the date of production is definitely established, even

when the name of the maker is not available. But in many cases a maker's mark

enables one to know that of the goldsmith as well. Four outstanding goldsmiths

active between 1735 and 1760 were Cousinet, Ducrolay, J. F. Breton and Etienne Lenoir.

Some silver boxes inlaid with gold were made by the goldsmiths Le Bastier and

Robert, and are of exquisite design and precision.
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Seventeenth-century (Louis

XIII) cut steel over green

velvet small box, lined in straw.

- -

<ir> T»'

•

Courtesy oj the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

bequest of Catherine D. Wentworth 1948.

Eighteenth-century early Louis XV period gold snuffbox set with

diamonds by Daniel Govaers, c. 1735.

Louis XV period oval snuffbox in two colors of gold bearing the

Paris date mark for 1762.

£7A$ .

-
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Louis XV engraved silver snuffbox incrusted in gold by

M. O. (Maitre Orfeve) Claude Alexis Robert, c. 1760.

Courtesy 0/ the Metropolitan Museum oj Art; bequest 0/ Catherine D. Wentworth IS

Louis XV gold and enamel snuffbox by Jean Moynat, Paris, c. 1749-
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Early eighteenth-century engraved mother-of-pearl snuff-

box mounted in gold and incrusted with rubies, emeralds

and diamonds, c. 1740. Possibly English.

Early eighteenth-century Chantilly soft paste snuffbox

with chinoiserie decoration mounted in finely engraved

silver, c. 1730.

MID- 18TH-CENTURY
MENNECY SNUFFBOX

LOUIS XV SEVRES
SOFT PASTE SNUFFBOX
MOUNTED IN GOLD,
WITH DIAMONDS

Less costly, yet very effective boxes were made in pomponne or gilded copper,

the name for which is derived from the Hotel Pomponne, where it was first pro-

duced. Engraved mother-of-pearl boxes mounted in silver, and vernis Martin, boxes

with gallant scenes and elaborate gold mounts are among the most charming.

Tortoise shell in various forms was used most effectively, sometimes pique,

inlaid in gold, sometimes powdered and mixed with color to form a hard paste of

brilliant hue which was then inlaid and mounted in gold. This material is known
as poudre d'ecaiiJe or powdered tortoise shell. The use of three colors of gold was

already in vogue in the Louis XV period but used more extensively in the reign

of Louis XVI. Soft paste porcelain lent itself especially well to articles of

small dimensions and boxes were made at Chantilly, Mennecy and Saint-Cloud, in

odd shapes of shepherds, shepherdesses, commodes. Chinamen, animals, and a

similar variety of forms. Other boxes were simplv rectangular, but enchantingly

decorated with flowers, often on a ground of cross-hatching in the porcelain itself.

Most of these were mounted in silver and bear a Paris hallmark.

Early eighteenth-century Chantilly soft paste snuffbox with a

figure of a recumbent Chinaman, mounted in silver.

Eighteenth-century gilt bronze box with eglomise top showing
the monogram of the Due de Rohan.
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Louis XV Vernis Martin wig box and toilet set incrusted with gold, silver and mother-of-pearl.

Three mid-eighteenth-century Mennecy soft paste snuffboxes mounted in Paris silver of the period.
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Louis XV white enamel snuffbox with gold decoration and Vieux Paris silver mounts, Louis XV white enamel snuffbox with

red, green and gold decoration showing animals of the fables of La Fontaine and mounted in Vieux Paris silver of the period.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1942.

Early eighteenth-century St. Cloud

soft paste porcelain rouge jar and

cover with gold and colored decora-

tion.

LOUIS XVI GOLD
AND ENAMELED BOX

Boxes of white enamel on copper, embossed in gold and sometimes with colored

decoration, were probably made at Saint-Cloud as they closely resemble the very

rare pieces of that factory's porcelain which appear to be jewel-incrusted, so bril-

liant and clear are their colors. These are mounted in silver with a Paris hallmark.

Some French boxes with enameled bodies mounted in cuivre dore, are very attrac-

tive, but almost undistinguishable from those made in Meissen, since the subjects

were often borrowed from each other and the enamel was quite similar in quality.

A technique perfected in the sixteenth centurv for painting enamel on gold,

became especially popular during the reign of Louis XVI, when it was widely used

for the decoration of snuffboxes. In this period workmanship reached its height of

perfection and gold boxes with the most intricate patterns were frequently further

enhanced by the use of three colors of gold. Round and oval boxes were much in

vogue and portraits, cupids and flowers adorned their lids.

LOUIS XV GOLD
AND ENAMEL SNUFFBOX
BY JEAN GEORGE, C. 1755

LOUIS XIII ENAMELED BOX

Louis XV red poudre d'ecaille snuffbox mounted in gold,

by Maitre Orfeve Charles Le Bastier, Paris 1762



Louis XV period Vernis Martin snuffbox mounted in

gold with the Paris hallmark of 1754. Probably by

Alexis Gregoire.

Courtesy "I the Metropolitan Museum of Art

bequest ol Catherine P Wentworth 1948.

Late Louis XV period gold and heliotrope

enamel snuffbox by Claude Hericourt, Paris,

c. 1770.

An artist of Flemish origin, Louis-Nicholas Van Blarenberghe, painted a series of

gouache miniatures which were mounted in gold to form the top, bottom and

sides of snuffboxes. Perhaps the most famous, is one he painted in 1770 for the

Due de Choiseul showing him surrounded bv his paintings and art treasures in his

palace. This is done with such accuracy that one is able to identify the individual

pieces, which are now in museums and famous private collections. The work of

other great artists, Lioux de Savignac, Jean Joseph Barriere and Paul-Nicolas Meniere

resembles that of Van Blarenberghe.

Toward the end of the Louis XVI period tortoise-shell boxes with bands of gold

decoration were plentiful and still later the tortoise-shell was replaced bv amboyna

wood with a central motif of gilded bronze. These boxes were frequently lined

with tortoise shell.

After the Revolution nobles who had escaped the guillotine tried to hide their

rank by dressing unostentatiously and carrying less costly snuffboxes of simple

materials such as wood, ivory, marquetry de paille (straw marquetry), and tortoise

shell. However, the Empire created a new demand for elaborate boxes, which were

often decorated with Napoleon's portrait or monogram and studded with dia-

monds. Costly gold boxes continued to be the traditional diplomatic gift. During

the Restoration some small boxes were made of opaline and plain glass decorated

with exquisitely worked paper cut-outs, demonstrating the French ability — appar-

ent throughout her history — to do something charming with the most modest

materials whenever she was deprived of more sumptuous ones. Fine French snuff-

boxes and bibelots are very scarce today and in great demand bv many collectors.

Early eighteenth-century tortoise-shell

and gold pique box



Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 7 950, in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Eighteenth-century Pont-au-Choux factory terre de pipe tureen, cover and stand, c. 1750.



Chapter 12

CERAMICS

The first ceramics made in France are known as faience (or pottery). The
word "faience" became a part of the French language after the introduc-

tion of the popular white wares from Faenza, Italy in the late sixteenth

and early seventeenth century. While working with faience the French potters

experimented indefatigably to make "true porcelain" but succeeded only after the

middle of the eighteenth century.

Faience was made of rather thick beige or pinkish clay and given a tin glaze

composed of fine sand (silica), tin oxides and lead, and an alkali, such as marine

salt, potash or soda. Due to the infinitesimal particles of tin oxide, the glaze was

white and opaque. Since tin glaze did not run when fired, the decoration could be

painted directly on the pottery without danger of being absorbed into the clay and

smudged.

Painted tin-glaze pottery was made in Mesopotamia as early as the ninth cen-

tury A.D.; and in the tenth, by Islamic potters on the southern shores of the

Mediterranean, whence it found its wav into Spain. When the papal court, estab-

lished in Avignon in the fourteenth centurv, employed artists from Italy and Spain,

the French artisans learned the "potter's secret" of tin glaze. At that early date

floor tiles 'were being made in green, purple and yellow. Around 1 500, Italian

potters established themselves in Valencia and Antwerp, introducing the Italian

technique of pottery making into Northern Europe. Some of these men migrated

to France around 1530, when, under the direction of Masseot Abaquesne the Rouen

factory was established and made tiles for the floors of churches and chateaux.

By 1545 this factory was making apothecary jars in the Italian style. Upon the

death of Abaquesne there was a period of inactivity until the tradition of making

apothecary jars was revived by Antoine Sigalon.

In time, the Rouen district became a leading center of faience production and

remained so throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Blue, and a

brownish red, were its most characteristic colors and typical Rouen designs con-

sisted of medallions, spirals and scrolls in concentric patterns.

All early French faience was fired at a high temperature known as grand feu, but

since only a few colors can resist such great heat, the potters were confined to

green, blue, purple, vellow and orange. A few factories were able to produce an

additional brick red, derived from a special clav or bole, but thev were rare excep-

tions. After firing, the pottery was dipped into a solution of glaze and water and

then dried. With the grand feu method, the decorations were painted at this stage.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art:

gift of J. PierpOtU Morgan.

Fourteenth - century glazed

pottery tile from the Haute

Loire district.

EARLY 18TH-CENTURY
ROUEN CACHE POT
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Sixteenth-century Rouen faience albarello or

pharmacy jar in the Italian form by Masseot

Abaquesne.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

Samuel D. Lee Fund 1941-

Sixteenth-century faience "pilgrim" bottle dated 1581. Made
at Nimes by Antoine Sigalon ( 1524-1590).

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917

Early eighteenth-century Rouen faience tray.
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on the "raw glaze," the surface of which was still porous. A second firing incited

the colors into the glaze and fused it onto the surface of the piece.

The desire for a wider range of color led the potters to experiment with other

methods, and around 1750 they were finally able to fire their wares completelj

before painting them. The colors were then mixed with powdered glass and affixed

to the surface of the glaze by a second firing at a much lower temperature, known

as petit feu. This method made several new shades possible: red and pink, as well

as gold leaf.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of ]. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Sixteenth-century faience wall lights by Bernard Palissy ( 1510-1590).

As early as 1539, Bernard Pallisy, who spent years of heartbreaking trial and error

in a futile attempt to make porcelain, reached unsurpassed heights in the field of

faience. His highly colored pieces with fruit, flowers, animals and sometimes

human figures in relief were extremely realistic. He developed the most extraordi-

nary enamel and his glaze was so transparent that it left the modeling of his pieces

as sharply defined as they had been before it was applied. After working many years

at Saintes, Palissy's work attracted royal attention and in 1563, under the protec-

tion of the queen mother, Catherine de Medici, he started a potterv factory near

the Louvre.

For a brief period, between 1524 and 1563, a factory at Saint-Porchaire made
delicate and intricate structures which were miniature replicas of the architecture

of the period. These pieces usually on a cream or beige ground with designs pri-

marily in black or brown, are astonishing feats of skill. At the summit of some of
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Sixteenth-century Saint-Porchaire saltcellar made between 1524 and 1563.

their elaborate edifices there is a slight depression for the dramatic and worthy

presentation of the highly prized commodity — salt.

Around 1570 a reaction set in against the over-decorated pieces then in vogue

and a new form of tableware, called bfanchi di Faenza or in French, faience

hhnche, was introduced. When Henri III visited Lvon in 1582 and 1584, the new
white faience was used at banquets arranged for his entertainment. The new ware,

which was almost all white with perhaps a crest in blue, yellow and orange on the

rim or center of each piece, was quickly accepted in France. The Nevers factory,

founded in 1602 under the direction of an Italian potter, Augustin Conrade,

specialized in this type of household ware. A light, cobalt blue ground with white

or colored decoration was another product of the factory.

17TH-CENTURY NEVERS
FAIENCE VASE. C. 1650
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Seventeenth-century Rouen soft paste vase

made between 1673 and 1687.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of ]. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Seventeenth-century Nevers faience ewer made between 1640 and

1700.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;
gift of ]. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Seventeenth-century Nevers plate c. 1644.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917.

Early seventeenth-century faience group from

Avon, near Fontainebleau, by Claude
Barthelemy.
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum oj Art; gift oj J. Pierpont Morgan

Early eighteenth-century Moustier tray with decoration in the Berain style.

k.
Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950, in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Pair of mid-eighteenth-century Marseilles pot-pourri vases from the Veuve Perrin factory between

1750 and 1770.



1HTH (.ENTl'RY MARSEILLES PLATE
BY VEUVE PERRIN, C. 1760

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950,

in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Eighteenth-century Marseilles tureen from the Veuve Perrin fac-

tory between 1750 and 1770.

18TH-CENTURY MARSEILLES TUREEN
BY VEUVE PERRIN. C. 1760

At Moustiers in 1679, Pierre Clerissv directed a faience factory which utilized de-

signs by such eminent artists as Andre-Charles Boulle and Jean Berain. The latter's

graceful arabesques and grotesques were often surrounded by a border of conven-

tional scrolls. Soft greens and yellows characteristic of some of the Moustiers

products are a refreshing change from the all-too-frequent blue and white.

A brother, Joseph Clerissv, founded a factory at Marseilles where the Berain style

was also followed for a time by Joseph Fauchier. From 1748 until 1793 this fac-

tory was conducted bv the widow of Claude Perrin, who signed her work "V.P."

(Veuve Perrin). She borrowed some designs from Jean Pillement and was assisted

by her business partners, Honore Saw and Joseph Gaspard Robert. However, it

was her taste which dominated the factory's work and she was responsible for

some of the most beautiful pieces ever produced. Her fruits and flowers were

painted with delightful freedom, extraordinary balance and a very light touch. The
ground of most of her pieces was white, but the rare examples with a yellow

ground are ravishinglv beautiful.

One of the most important faience factories was Strasbourg, founded by the

Hannong family in 1721. Charmingly rocaille tableware, decorated with vivaciously

painted flowers, often in a purplish red, bright green, light blue and yellow was

produced there. The Strasbourg faience greatly influenced the style of pottery in

Germany, Sweden and Hungary, as well as in France. The factory, so successful

during two generations, eventually fell into debt, was mismanaged in the third and

came to an end in 1780. Paul Hannong marked much of the best of his work

with his well-known initials: "P.H." between 1739 and 1760. His son Joseph Han-

nong used "I.H." between 1762 and 1780.

Sinceny which was established in 1738, made decorations in blue after engrav-

ings, and used a border of polychrome foliage. Its charming and extremely

popular chinoiserie pieces are often confused with those of Rouen if the factory's

mark of an "S" is not found.

Sceaux was founded in 1735, but produced little of note until after 1750. It fol-

lowed the best work of other factories, especially the porcelain shapes of

Sevres. The painting in various shades of crimson "purple of Cassius," green, a

vivid blue and gold, was of high quality and the Sceaux products are as fine as any

of those made at Niderviller or Strasbourg.

STRASBOURG WALL
CISTERN AND BASIN,
BY PAUL HANNONG,
1749-1760

STRASBOURG PLATE
WITH I. H. MARK.
1760-1780

SINCENY COVERED DISH,
POLYCHROME DECORATION,
C 1750

SCEAUX FLOWER POT. C. 1770
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Courtesy of R. Thornton Wilson.

Eighteenth-century Tournai

soft paste portrait bust of Louis XV
on gilt bronze base

of the period,

c. 1760.

Eighteenth-century St. Clement faience bust of Antoine-

Martin Chaumont, Marquis de la Galaiziere (1697-1787),

c. 1763.

LUNEVILLE PLATTER,
C. 1760

Luneville, in Lorraine, was in operation as early as 1723 and its earliest wares con-

sisted of grand feu busts and recumbent lions for garden ornaments. Later pieces

attributed to Luneville were in the Strasbourg Rococo style. The colored flowers

in relief and the yellowish tint of the glaze point to this factory but might well

have been made at Saint Clement which was situated only eight miles away, and was

founded in 1758 by Jacques Chambrette of Luneville, with which it maintained

close ties for some time. Later, Saint Clement specialized in almost all-white

faience with gilding as its only decoration. These factories as well as Les Islettes

where Luneville potters introduced the petit feu technique around 1785, continued

well into the first quarter of the nineteenth century. During the Empire period

Les Islettes specialized in popular themes such as scenes from the wars, gallant

soldiers with their sweethearts, landscapes, flowers and chinoisene.

In the sixteenth century as trade with the Orient developed, hard paste porcelain

from China and Japan began to appear on the European market. Its pure white

translucence was far superior to even the best faience and European potters tried

many methods of making "true porcelain." One attempt led to the use of terre

de pipe or pipe clay, called terre de Lorraine, in that eastern part of France. It was

similar to the clay used for English salt glaze and cream-colored ware. Eighteenth-

century French faience, while imitating porcelain, achieved a special charm and

beauty through the wide range of colors which the petit feu method of firing has

made possible. The soft tin glaze gave it warmth and the exquisite painting of very

high artistic quality more than compensated for the clumsier material which they

had learned to handle so expertly.
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Nidervillcr terre de Lorraine covered dish by

Paul Louis Cyftle with unglazed exterior and

glazed interior, representing the continent of Asia.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 79/7.

Eighteenth-century Niderviller faience tray c. 1773.

Niderviller, founded in 1754, made unusual pieces of terre de Lorraine under the

direction of Paul Louis CvfHe. The Niderviller factory specialized in charming

flower painting and figures in the Watteau and Boucher styles, frequently in crim-

son or iron-red monochrome. These were known as faiences fines. The painter

Deutch, working there from 1773 until 1778, used trompe J'oeiJ prints fastened

with a nail on a wooden background, as the decoration of plates and platters.

The Pont au Choux factory, which was established in Paris in 1743, used pipe

clay to make its beautiful roeaille models for silver tureens, sauceboats, salt cellars,

mustard pots and other table appointments. Also in Paris, Bourg-la-Reine, founded

in 1773 and Aprey in 1780, produced very fine wares. The Creil factory, which

dates from 1780 used a light clay similar to that of Pont au Choux and developed

a technique of printing under the glaze. This was done in brown, black and red

and subjects were borrowed from mythology, religion, contemporary history, rural

and urban scenes. The pieces with a yellow ground dating from around 1825 are

very attractive.

MID- 18TH-CENTURY
NIDERVILLER FIGURINE

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1930,
in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wihnn

Eighteenth-century Aprey faience ecuelle ( covered bowl and
dish), c. 1770-1780.
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Louis XV period small Meil-

lonas faience creamer.

In 1786 France and Britain signed a commercial treaty which permitted English

pottery to enter France with only a nominal duty. This distressed the faienciers so

much that they formed a corporation to protest the ruling, which would close

some two-hundred-and-forty factories and create about thirty-two-thousand unem-

ployed. The protest was not heeded by the government and a deluge of English

salt glaze, Queen's Ware and Leeds cream-colored ware crossed the channel. As

these were less expensive than faience, lighter to transport and less liable to chip

or crack under heat, they greatly appealed to the less affluent. English potters

joined the Pont au Choux factory in Paris and what the imported wares failed to

do to ruin the faience industry in France was completed bv the home product. Bv
1800 there were very few household faience factories left.

Faience reached its highest development in France between 1709 and 1780, and

by 1850 the industry was practically extinct. However, because of the charm of the

old designs and coloring there is still a certain demand for table services and orna-

ments, and some factories, including Rouen, Montpellier, Luneville and Moustiers

are now making reproductions of their former products.

Before "true porcelain" could be made in Europe, the French developed a soft

paste which was creamy-white, vitreous and translucent. There is a difference of

opinion as to the date this was first discovered, but it appears to have been near the

end of the seventeenth century. Some authorities state that pate tendre was in-

vented around 1672 at Rouen, probably by Louis Poterat; it is also known to have

been produced by Pierre Chicanneau at Saint-Cloud shortly after that. At first the

formula was a closely guarded secret and production tremendously hampered

thereby, but as workmen moved from one factory to another, the knowledge

gradually spread. Soft paste is extraordinarily beautiful and lends itself to the most

exquisite decoration and to colors which seem to melt right into the paste — an

effect never produced in any other ware. However, soft paste was difficult to handle

and larger pieces frequently became lopsided in firing. It was also very expensive

to make and therefore was mainly used for small pieces, ornamental objects and

for deluxe tea and coffee services.

Hard paste porcelain did not become possible in Europe until 1709 when, by a

fortunate accident, Johann Friedrich Boettger discovered the indispensable in-

gredient, kaolin, in Meissen, Saxony. It was not found in France until 1769 when
it was discovered at Saint Yrieix, near Limoges. After the Germans had succeeded,

the French potters continued to experiment in making hard paste porcelain. It

was this ambition which brought financial difficulties to many factories and bank-

ruptcy to Strasbourg in 1780.

The Saint-Cloud factory was started around 1678 by Pierre Chicanneau, who
began to work with soft paste porcelain around 1695. Between 1702 and 1715,

Saint-Cloud was under the patronage of Louis XIV and the earliest marked pieces

bear his emblem, a radiant sun. At the death of Chicanneau, his widow married

Trou, who continued the production of soft paste, marking his wares with an

incised "St.C." above the letter "T."

LATE 17TH-CENTURY
ST. CLOUD JUG
PAINTED IN BLUE

Early eighteenth-century St. Cloud soft

paste spice box and cover ( 1700-1725).

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift oj,R. Thornton Wilson 1950,
in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.
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One of a pair of eighteenth-century St. Cloud soft paste cache

pots.c. 1722-1730.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950,
in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Louis XV period Strasbourg faience tureen in the form of a pigeon, c. 1750.

Pair of early eighteenth-century St. Cloud soft paste pommade pots and covers with mark of Trou, c. 1722-1735, mounted in

silver. A smaller pair, of the same period, with a hallmark of 1735.
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CHANTILLY KAKIEMON
DESIGN TEAPOT,
C. 1735

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950,
in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Eighteenth-century Chantilly soft paste vase with Kakiemon decora-

tion made between 1730 and 1740.

CHANTILLY KAKIEMON
TOILET JAR
MOUNTED IN SILVER,
C. 1740

Chantilly, established in 1725, under the protection of Louis-Henri de Bourbon,

Prince de Conde, made, among other designs, soft paste copies of Japanese, so-

called Korean designs, in the Kakiemon style. Ciquaire Cirou directed Chantilly

at its founding and continued as its head until his death in 1751, after which the

factory passed through many hands until it went out of business at the end of the

century. The smooth, beautiful, milky-white glaze of Chantilly is unique in soft

paste porcelain, but little of artistic value was produced after 1780. A red hunting

horn is the mark found on pieces made during the best period. At the end of the

century the same mark appears in blue.

In 1734 the factory known as Mennecy was established by Louis-Francois de

Neufville, Due de Villeroy on the rue de Charonne. This was the first faience and

porcelain factorv in Paris. In 1748 it moved to Mennecy and in 1773 was trans-

ferred to Bourg-la-Reine, both in the environs of Paris. The mark, "D.V.," standing

for Due de Villeroy is sometimes found in red or blue, but is more often incised

in the paste on the underside of the piece. The initials "D.G.P." are also found

occasionally. The first manager of this factory was Francois Barbin, who was later

joined by his son, Jean-Baptiste. After their death the factory was directed by

Joseph Jullien and Symphorion Jacques in conjunction with one at Sceaux.

Late eighteenth-century Sceaux faience

jardiniere Louis XVI period, c. 1785-1790.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art:

gift of J. Pierpont Morgan 1917-
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950,
in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Eighteenth-century Mennecy soft paste small fountain and cover with metal

spigot, c. 1750. 1 HTHCENTURY MENNECY
FIGURINE MOUNTED AS
CANDELABRUM WITH
SOFT PASTE FLOWERS

Although in a sense imitative of the work done at Saint-Cloud and Chantilly,

Mennecy soft paste acquired a character distinctly its own. The paste at its best

was milky-white with a brilliant and often slightly wavy glaze. Flowers and Kakie-

mon decorations were painted in very soft, but lively colors with pinks and blues

predominating and the edges of plates and other pieces were often rose pink or

even a brilliant blue. Fruit with a branch and a few leaves formed knobs and

handles. Figures were beautifully molded, sometimes after Boucher, or of oriental

inspiration and are among the finest ever made. Biscuit was made at Mennecy, as

well as at Sevres, and in some cases the Mennecy biscuit was subsequently glazed

at Bourg-la-Reine. The best Mennecy porcelain was produced during the reign of

Louis XV; later pieces, sometimes equally well executed, lack the interest and

charm of the earlier period.

MENNECY COSMETICS TAR.
C 1765
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18TH-CENTURY VINCENNES
SOFT PASTE BOWL

18TH-CENTURY CHANDELIER
WITH VINCENNES
SOFT PASTE FLOWERS

The Vincennes factory is said to have come into existence in 1738 when Giles

and Robert Dubois, who had left Chantilly, declared that they possessed the secrets

of porcelain making. They were engaged by Orry de Fulvy, a nobleman and an

amateur of ceramics, who housed them in the disused roval chateau of Vincennes,

near Paris. In 1741 the Dubois brothers, who were heavy drinkers, were discharged

and Francois Gravant, who had also come from Chantilly, replaced them. Garvant

claimed to have learned all the Dubois' secrets while thev were under the influence

of liquor.

The factory's first outstanding accomplishment was the modeling and decora-

tion of exquisite porcelain flowers which were handled with such delicacy and

taste as to be far superior to those made at Meissen. These were used in conjunc-

tion with gilded bronze mounts on clocks, sconces, inkstands and girandoles. They
were also used in relief on vases of the same porcelain.

In 1745 a stock company was formed in which Louis XV took a great interest,

buying up shares until he finally owned the whole enterprise himself. The chemist

Jean Hellot, the goldsmith and sculptor Duplessis, and the enameler Mathieu

were engaged to supervise composition, modeling and decoration, while Hulst

was made adviser on style. The production of paste and glaze were under the

direction of Francois Gravant until his death in 1765, when he was succeeded by

his son, Louis-Francois. The factory was allowed to use the royal monogram of two

interlaced "Ls" accompanied by little flowers or dots. When Vincennes became

Manufacture RoyaJe de Porcehine in 1753, this became the official factory mark

and letters were added to indicate the year. Thus an "A" stood for 1753, "B" for

1754, and so on. Other marks indicated the painter, the originator of decoration,

and sometimes the modeler or gilder. In 1756 the factory moved to Sevres and its

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950, in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Pair of eighteenth-century Vincennes soft paste figures of a boy and girl modeled after Boucher by Blondeau, 1752.
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Conrtesyof the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950, in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Louis XV period Vincennes soft paste soup tureen and cover with green ground. Probably after a model

by Duplessis, c. 1753-

wares became known bv this name. After the discovery of kaolin in France in 1769

Sevres began to make hard paste porcelain and the interlaced "L" mark of this

period was surmounted by a crown.

In 1753 tremendous restrictions had been placed on all rival organizations, to

the point of forbidding the manufacture anvwhere in France, not only of porcelain,

but even of white faience, decorated in color. Other factories were forbidden to

use gilding, or any color other than blue for decorations, or to make glazed or bis-

cuit statuettes or ornaments. As some factories were under the protection of power-

ful nobles, these rulings could not always be enforced, but the royal factory of

Sevres always dominated the porcelain field in France.

The Louis XV stvle was abandoned at Sevres in 1774 in favor of neoclassic

designs and much of its charm was lost. In this period, soft paste, hard paste and

unglazed biscuit, as well as terra cotta figures were made at the same time. The
magnificent Sevres products were alwavs extremelv expensive to produce and even

with the King's financing, the factorv had great financial difficulties.

During the Revolution Sevres molds were methodically destroyed and on one

occasion seven people spent four hours savagely smashing all the souvenirs of

I'ancien regime they could lay hands on. At the height of the fury in 1793, and

again between 1800 and 1813 great quantities of unfinished and imperfect soft

paste pieces were sent to England where they were elaboratelv decorated by inde-

pendent enamelers and marked with appropriate date symbols. These half-forgeries

flooded the market and continue to be a source of great confusion to collectors.

Napoleon ordered manv pieces of Sevres glorifying his Empire, and under the

direction of Brongniart, hard paste was technically perfected. However, the later

products were often cold and metallic and less pleasing to the eye than the delicate

soft paste.

SEVRES SOFT PASTE COVERED
URN PAINTED BY SIOUX,
176^, AFTER BOUCHER

lSTH-CENTfRY SOFT PASTE
SEVRES JARDINIERE
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of R. Thornton Wilson 1950, in memory of Florence Ellsworth Wilson.

Set of three eighteenth-century Sevres soft paste vases with rose du Barry ground, made between 1757 and 1763-

Pair of eighteenth-century Sevres soft paste vases by J. Henrion.

Date letter 1773.
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The Strasbourg factory had been experimenting with porcelain as early as 1726,

but did not begin manufacturing it until much later. Paul Hannong, son of the

founder, began to make hard paste in l"4 t

5, but was forced by the director of

Vincennes to desist. He thereupon accepted an imitation from Archduke Carl

Theodore and moved to Frankenthal where he established a hard paste factory.

His son, Joseph Adam Hannong, rc-cngaged in hard paste manufacture in France

in 1766 and made tea and coffee sets, dinner services and statuettes with designs

similar to those used on the factory's faience. Joseph Hannong concentrated on

commercial wares which did not conflict with those of Sevres and the factory

survived until 1780.

After the discovery of kaolin on French soil, several porcelain factories were

established within the city limits of Paris. The comprehensive term Vieux Paris

covers their work, all of which was produced after 1770. Manv employed former

Sevres workmen and all followed neoclassic Sevres models and decoration, so that

it is difficult to attribute unmarked pieces to t specific factory. Pierre Antoine

Hannong of Strasbourg founded a factorv in the faubourg Saint Denis in 1771

which eventually secured the patronage of the Comte d'Artois, brother of Louis XVI.

In 1787 this factorv finallv received official ermission to make porcelain, although

it had been doing so for some time.

Locre and Russinger at La Courtille (rue Fontaine-au-Roy) and Clignancourt

were also begun in 1771; factories at rue Thiroux in 1775 and rue de Bondy in

1780 followed, all of which were under the patronage of roval personages. Vieux

Paris factories continued to produce through the Empire period and more of their

wares are available than porcelains of earlier date. Porcelains in mint condition are

extremely difficult to find but, because of their beauty and rarity, defects do not

deter collectors from acquiring them.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest of Mary Martin 1938.

Early nineteenth-century porcelain urns showing scenes of New York; Merchant's Exchange and

lower Broadway showing St. Paul's chapel, respectively.



Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; The Cloisters Collection, Purchase 1937.

Thirteenth-century stained-glass window depicting the Virgin with a Monk, said to have come from a church in Troyes.
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GLASS

Glass is composed of various ingredients, chief among which is sand or

silica. This can be fused alone at a very high temperature, but early

glassmakers found that by mixing silica with other ingredients, fusion

could be achieved with less heat. As glass cooled after firing, it was molded into

the desired shapes. However, the cooling process had to be retarded by a second

firing to prevent the glass from crystalizing and losing its transparency, and if the

cooling were too rapid the glass would break from tension.

Glass was known in ancient Egvpt, several thousand vears before the Christian

era; the first known piece having been made between 1551 and 1527 B.C., during

the reign of Amenhotep. The earliest specimens were small perfume bottles,

amulets, beads and other forms of colored glass jewelry. These were made around a

solid nut which was destroyed after it had been coated with the glass. It was not

until the Christian era, when the blowpipe was invented, probablv by the Phoeni-

cians, that establishment of the glass industry became possible, and colorless glass

was produced for the first time.

Glass, imported from the East, was in common use in France in the early Chris-

tian era. Glass vessels have been found in Merovingian tombs, but experts cannot

differentiate between it and glass of the Carolingians. Oriental workshops estab-

lished in France were eventually taken over bv native Frenchmen and glass has

been produced uninterruptedly ever since the Gallo-Roman period. The first center

of the industry was in the Rhone vallev and it later moved to the region of Lyon

and north to Amiens, Rheims and into Belgium and Germanv.

Colored glass imitations of precious stones, sometimes called cabochons, were

made so perfectly as to fool even an experienced eye and were used side by side

with semiprecious stones. Metal altarpieces in churches and all forms of ecclesias-

tical appurtenances such as chalices, monstrances, reliquaries, crosses, alms plates,

and even priests' robes were incrusted with tiny glass cubes affixed with mortar.

Imitation stones incrusted in gold were also made for buttons, belt buckles, sword

hilts, clasps and other articles of adornment. The Church was the best customer

of the early French glassmakers and it is not surprising that before long some

monasteries absorbed the trade and became manufacturers themeslves.

Flat glass in brilliant colors was made for the windows of churches at a very early

date. It was regarded as a French specialtv and in the year 675 Bishop James

Wilfred of England requested French glassmakers to make windows for the

Cathedral of York. A single, monumental figure was used in the earliest windows,
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GLASS ON FOOT,
C. 1390

but around the middle of the twelfth century small medallions began to appear.

The medallions were interspersed with squares, lozenges and quatrefoils held

within an iron framework which itself was a part of the design. The round or rose

window was also introduced at this time, and the west front of the cathedral of

Chartres which was built at the end of the twelfth century, is the best surviving

example.

French glass factories were originallv established in forests where the necessary

ingredients and fuel could be found. The best sand for glassmaking was found at

Fontainebleau, where there were also many ferns. Ferns played a very important

role in French glassmaking since they absorbed the potash in sand and produced

a very light, greenish glass known as verre de fougere, or fern glass.

During the thirteenth century glassmaking in France reached great artistic

heights and many windows were made for chapels, halls and rooms of the well-

to-do. These were frequently elaborately painted and gilded with scenes depicting

episodes in legends, by a technique which later came to be known as eglomise.

From contemporary pictures and an occasional mention in ancient books, we have

ample proof that glass was in general use, especially for tableware. Various styles

of stemmed fern glasses were used by all classes, but only a single drinking glass of

the period, conserved at the Musee des Antiquites at Rouen, has survived.

In Lorraine, in the forest of Darney, the manufacture of window glass was

monopolized by four families who had emigrated from Bohemia in the fourteenth

century. The original document according them special privileges had been burned,

but new ones issued in 1469 and 1526, proclaimed the families to be "nobles of

the race" in the Duchy of Lorraine. Thev paid only nominal taxes, had the right

to hunt and fish, and to circulate their products without restriction; and were

ennobled, despite the fact that they actually worked at their trade. Their exact rank

has been much debated and is subject to different interpretations, but the glass-

making gentlemen wore swords and embroidered hats and formed a special social

caste. Even their assistants were treated as gentlemen rather than ordinary work-

men.

In Normandy four other families, originally from Picardy, held a monopoly for

the production of bottles, drinking glasses and other small and medium-sized

pieces. The process of making window glass in discs, which were later cut into

squares, was apparently introduced there prior to 1302 by Philippe Caquerel, a

member of one of the families. The almost complete disappearance of gold due to

continuous war and the resultant misery, stimulated the production of glass and
pewter at a rapid pace.

Glass played an important role in the economic life of the country, and one

gauge of a man's wealth was the amount of glass he possessed. The inventory of

the Due d'Anjou's effects in 1360 includes many glass stones which were studded

in crowns, figures of saints, reliquaries, receptacles and boxes. Charles VI in 1399

wore a crown of gold which had an imitation emerald in every floral device of

its design.

New manufacturing techniques were added in the fifteenth century and factories

cropped up rapidly in all forests where the supply of fern and wood was prolific.

During the second half of the fifteenth century window glass was of several

different shades. Varieties of blue, purple, crimson and, less frequently, green and
yellow, were achieved by superimposing different layers of color; and uncolored

glass was much closer to white than had heretofore been possible. Although a long

time elapsed before people of modest means could afford glass for windows, its use

was already widespread among the affluent. Windows remained very narrow until

the sixteenth century, when Francois I had those of the Louvre enlarged for a

HEAVY GLASS JUG
OF THE 15TH CENTLIRY
FROM LANGUEDOC
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art: bequest of George D. Pratt 1936.

Mid-fifteenth-century stained-glass panel of the Annunciation. From Burgundy.
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16TH-CENTURY glass
DEPICTING ADOLESCENCE.
MATURITY AND OLD AGE
IN FRANCOIS II COSTUME

POLYCHROME ENAMEL CUP,
EARLY 16TH CENTURY;
BELONGED TO DOCTOR
OF CHARLES VII

GILDED AND ENAMELED
16TH CENTURY GLASS

16TH-CENTURY
- BELONGED TO COUNCILOR
OF HENRI II

VENETIAN-STYLE COUPE

reception of Charles V of Spain.

The stemless glass or goblet was introduced in the fifteenth century. It was some-

times fluted or spiral and gradually became taller, until toward the end of the

century it became a beaker which, in various qualities, was used by all classes of

society. These glasses were sometimes fluted or spiral in shape. Two or three people

drank from one glass, which was not left on the table, but removed to a sideboard

where it was refilled. A book on etiquette advised people to hold a glass in one

hand only and not to talk while holding it. It also suggested that the glass should

not be too large to be drained in one draft, so as not to be unpleasant for the next

person using it. For the same reason it was etiquette to wipe one's mouth very care-

fully on the tablecloth or a napkin before drinking. It was also good form to hold

the flat base of the glass with three fingers, two under and the thumb on top, a

custom which continued until the end of the eighteenth century. Bottles and

glasses of strange shapes were made at this time, as well as lamps, coupes, platters,

goblets, mugs, pitchers and basins, and all manner of household articles, some of

which were occasionally mounted in gold or silver. Glass imitating opal, jasper and

agate appeared in 1416; vellow, and painted or enameled glasses were made after

1425.

The nobility imported fine glassware from Venice and a white glass of great bril-

liance, which they called Je ciistaUin, or crystal, appeared at this time. As soon as

the necessary ingredients could be found, the French imitated it. Henri II estab-

lished a deluxe glass factory at Saint-Germain-en-Laye in 1551, in which the Queen,

Catherine de' Medici, was tremendously interested, and he proudly announced that

the factory was producing wares of the same beauty and excellence as those which

the Court was importing from Venice. The industry expanded rapidly and there

were more than two thousand workshops by the end of the century. Those of Lyon

and Nevers were outstanding, and in Lorraine and Normandy flat glass was being

made in increasing quantities. In 1597 Henri IV expressed his satisfaction that the

glass industry was able to supply the whole realm; a great deal of it from Lyon and

Nevers.

In the east of France the desire to establish glass factories in Macon had met

with severe opposition from the citizens, who argued that the tax-exempt glass-

makers increased their own burdens and were a menace to the town by consuming

quantities of wood and depriving the inhabitants of necessary fuel. They also ob-

jected to contamination of the air with smoke from the furnaces which invited con-

tagious diseases and the pestilence. This opinion was not shared by the King's

representative and the glass factories obtained the necessary authorization to

proceed.

Mazarin supported Italian glassmakers, who held monopolies in Nevers, Poitiers

and all the cities adjacent to the Loire, for the production of glass and crystal in

the Venetian manner. They refused to employ or instruct Frenchmen in their

methods and even went to the extent of locking themselves in when blowing glass.

Sixteenth-century vase of colorless glass

with blue thread decoration and mono-

gram of Diane de Poitiers.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gilt of Henry G. Marauand 1881.
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It was not until the seventeenth century that the French learned their secrets.

In the Paris region a monopoly was held by a Jean Marcchal, who had obtained it

through the assistance of the valet de chambie of Henri IV.

Sixteenth-century glasses had a short foot sometimes of openwork, and their

sides were often fluted. Although output was tremendous and the price very low,

it is curious that several people still drank from one glass in the house of the aver-

age citizen. Bottles were not yet used for the transportation of wine, but were

filled from storage barrels. The potter Bernard Pallisy, in 1575, deplored the way

glasses and bottles were hauled about by street vendors, who carried their wares in

baskets on their backs and on their arms, "as though they were selling old hats or

old iron!"

By 1665, the King and his minister, Colbert, ceased to take any interest in the

production of shaped glass, which was so firmly established as to require no special

protection. They completely reversed former policv, canceled all previously ac-

corded monopolies and encouraged even outsiders in the manufacture of mirrors

in the Venetian manner. Many mirror factories sprang up, all accumulating debts,

until Louis XIV instructed Pontchartrain, the General Controller of Finance, to

arrange for an incorporation of all these failing companies under the title of

"Manufacture royale des ghees de France." Even with this august protection, dif-

ficulties were encountered and Saint-Gobin and Tourlaville were obliged to bank

their fires. The production of mirrors was then incorporated into a single, state-

controlled unit, which from 1693 on was known as Saint-Gobin.

In 1687 Bernard Perrot of Orleans announced to the Academy of Science his

invention of "a method of pouring the crystal sheets as one poured metal, giving it

any desired color; also a means of engraving it with figures, letters and all sorts of

decoration, including portraits." The first four mirrors "poured" at la Grenouillere

in Paris (the spot presently occupied by the Gare d'Orsay), were presented to

Louis XIV in 1691. The first large mirrors were so expensive and so highly valued

that Saint-Simon related the case of the Comtesse de Fiesque who sold a tract of

wheat-growing land, which she considered uninteresting property, in order to pur-

chase a fine mirror. In 1702 the King intervened for the fifth time and the industry

was once more reorganized; this time on a solid footing which enabled it to survive

throughout the eighteenth century.

The mirror industry was greatly advanced bv the stvle inaugurated bv the archi-

tect Robert de Cotte, who became Director of Roval Buildings in 1708. Lowering

the chimney pieces in all rooms he designed, de Cotte surmounted them with mir-

rors and added more mirrors in the panels. Entire rooms were designed with

mirrors, the Galerie des Ghees in the Palais de Versailles being one of the first

examples. Between 1667 and 1695 Louis XIV spent about three hundred and

seventy-six thousand livres on mirrors to decorate the roval palaces of Versailles,

Meudon, Fontainebleau, Marly and the Louvre. Those for Versailles were still

produced by the old method of blowing glass, but all the others were poured.

GLASS sir OND HALF
O] 6TH CENTURY
LORRAIN1 lYI-l

GOBLET. SECOND HALF
OF 16TH CENTURY,
FROM LORRAINE

COUPE WITH ARMS OF FRANCE,
DATED 1578

17TH-CENTURY GLASS
BOTTLE FROM RUINS
OF ST. BASIL ABBEY,
CHAMPAGNE

17TH-CENTURY \Y1\1
CUP WITH COVER

Late seventeenth-century or early

eighteenth-century clear glass jug with

molded ornament. UTH-CENTURY IIG

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gill of Janus Jackson Jarvas 1881.



1-THCENTURY
DRINKING GLASSES

WHITE NEVERS GLASS
FLACON, POLYCHROME
ENAMEL DECORATION,
C. 1710

1 8TH-CENTURY
FERN DRINKING GLASS

1 NTH-CENTURY
DECANTER

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

Rift o; Henry G M'arquand 1883.

Eighteenth-century opaque glass figure of a

kneeling man.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art;

gift of Henry G. Marquand 1883.

Eighteenth-century clear wineglass dating from

1727.

Glasses of German design and German form were imitated in France at this

time but found relatively little favor, whereas their liqueur and perfume bottles

were verv popular. Simple lines seem to have pleased the French better than com-

plicated Italian forms but thev nevertheless liked drinking glasses in the shape of

animals, clocks .boats, church steeples, and similar fancies.

A contemporary journal states that Louis XIH played in his childhood with a

glass dog and other animals made at Nevers. Earrings, chains, painted figurines and

many charming bibelots were produced at the same time, but no existing pieces

can be attributed undisputably to the seventeenth century. This famous spun and

painted glass of Nevers was made under shockingly unhealthy conditions, for the

dim lamps of the workmen were fed with inexpensive horse fat which gave off

choking fumes and as a result, workers were ill most of the time, and died pre-

maturely.

In 1727 a glass factory was established at Sevres under the name, Verrerie RoyaJe

de Sevres. It was presented to Madame de Pompadour by Louis XV in 1750, and

in 1755 moved to Bas-Meudon to prevent its fumes from damaging the porcelains

being made at Sevres.

There was a revival of interest in long-neglected fern glass in the eighteenth cen-

tury when a group of sophisticated men decided it enhanced the flavor of wine.

A number of factories were making cut and uncut crystal in the Bohemian style

which was very popular throughout the last quarter of the eighteenth century.

Glass in the English manner known as "flint glass" was made in France for the

first time in 1772, but quantities of it were still being imported from England.

Because of its clarity it was particularly popular for chandeliers, lanterns, drinking

glasses and optical supplies. The first French flint glass factory which used English

workmen was established in 1783 near the park of Saint-Cloud. In the following

year, having obtained the patronage of Marie Antoinette, it was called Manufacture

des Ciistaux et Emaux de Je Reine. The factory depended upon coal for its fuel

and so moved to Montcenis in order to be near its source of supply.

An adequate fuel supplv had always been a serious problem for the glass industry

and as wood became increasingly scarce, the government placed mounting restric-

tions on its use. In consequence, many glassmakers began to burn peat or coal and

moved to the ports where they would have easy access to this fuel, much of which

had to be imported from England. Many glass factories were able to survive the

expensive transition only by lowering their artistic standards and turning to the

manufacture of household articles.

LOUIS XVI
GLASS MUFFINEER

1HTH-CENTURY
LIGHT GLASS
FLOWER VASE
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Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; bequest of Catherine D. Wentworth 1948.

Eighteenth-century gilt bronze and glass chandelier.
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EARLY 18TH-CENTURY
DARK WINE BOTTLE

I HTH-CF.NTURY
BLACK WINE BOTTLE
FROM LANGUEDOC

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; gift of Henry G. Marquand 1883-

Above left: Eighteenth-century thick green glass bottle, somewhat clouded. Above right:

Seventeenth or early eighteenth-century thick clouded glass pilgrim's bottle. Below left:

Eighteenth-century colorless bottle with molded ornament. Below right: Eighteenth-century

colorless bottle with fleur-de-lis.

The discovery that wine kept longer in a glass bottle than any other container

was a great boon to the glass industry. It is said that champagne owes its life to this

discovery, for it was observed that the sooner wine was bottled after the harvest,

the more of its sparkle remained. Champagne was said to be unfailingly perfect if

bottled between the tenth and fourteenth day of the March moon.

"Black glass" bottles, in imitation of the English variety, were manufactured by

the thousands in the beginning of the eighteenth century. Around 1700 the wine

bottle had a bulbous, onion shape, which later became elongated and cylindrical.

Bottles were supposed to hold a prescribed amount of liquid, in four standard sizes.

However, bottlcmakers were suspected of having an agreement with the wine mer-

chants to make bottles which contained somewhat less than the legal amount. To
foil this practice, a law was passed forbidding the sale of already-bottled wine, and

making it mandatory for merchants to measure the wine into pewter vessels which

had been approved by the authorities and marked accordingly.

1KTH-CENTURY
BLUE GREEN FLUTED
WINE BOTTLE



Glas i

Bluish glass bottles of very charming appearance were manufactured in Langue

doc and sometimes used for oil. Others were used in apothecary shops, and for

mineral water. From 1799 on, Lyon delivered bottles expressly for the transporta-

tion of Vichv water to Paris. Other foodstuffs were also packed in glass for exporta-

tion during the second half of the eighteenth century.

Even as late as the eighteenth century, drinking glasses were not left on the table

during meals, so no complete glass services were made. However, individual drink-

ing glasses were fashioned in various sizes, depending on whether they were to be

used for lc vin ordinaire (domestic wine), le vin efranger (imported wine), for

liqueurs or for I'eau-de-vie (brandy). There were three sizes, designated as large,

medium and small, in each of these types. Glasses were also made to special order

and painted with people's names, little verses and amorous sentiments, for a

specific person or occasion, such as an engagement, marriage, birth or baptism, as

well as for gifts.

'
I II I I N I I KY

HI I I l.RI I N AI'O'I UK ARY
HI) II I 1 I ROM | AM, I I IKK

1KTH< ENTI'RY
BLUE-GRITS' HI RETT)
FROM LANGI'EDOC

18TH-CENTURY
BLUE-GREEN OIL
BOTTLE FROM LANGl'I IXX

Louis XV pitcher and slightly greenish tinted ( fern glass) wineglasses. LATE 18TH-CENTURY
GLASS PITCHER

LATE LOUIS XVI GOBLET

Group of Louis XVI period decanters and cut glass tumblers; one with gold decoration.

1STH ( I'STIRV
HEAVY ENGRAVED
DRINKING GLASS
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18TH-CENTURY
NEVERS FIGURINE

EARLY 18TH-CENTURY
NEVERS OPALINE FLACON,
BALL STOPPER AND POLYCHROME
ENAMEL DECORATION

DECANTER
C. 1837

VENETIAN-STYLE
CARAFE, C. 1839

In the eighteenth century the Nevers factory was responsible for the many
extraordinary little spun glass painted figurines, grottos, creches (scenes of the

nativity), cosmetic jars, toilet accessories and countless charming odd bits for

household use. The milk painted glass is known as "opaline," a type which was

extremely popular but far less artistic in the early nineteenth century.

In the nineteenth century the site of a glass factory was dictated by its fuel

requirements, so the owners sought proximity to the supply of coal, to the railroads

and to the canals. Baccarat and Saint-Louis remained in the eastern part of France

where it was easier to recruit skilled labor; others preferred to be near their outlets

and settled close to the gates of Paris and Lyon, where they were able to sell all of

their wares without a transportation problem. Among the mirror factories, Saint-

Ouirin continued to use wood as fuel and in 1819 Saint-Gobin purchased another

forest so as to make sure of having a supplv of the fuel which they were accustomed

to burn.

Then, as a result of new discoveries in chemistry, artificially produced ingredients

began to be used instead of the old ones.

The Revolution abolished all privileges formerly accorded special factories, and

all who wished to produce glass were obliged to compete in the open market for

their required raw materials and for the wood which they had formerly enjoyed as

privileged citizens. The wood-burning factories decreased in number as coal became

the major fuel of the nineteenth century.

During the Empire period and the succeeding vears, flint glass of heavy quality

and heaw forms was much in vogue and continued throughout the first half of

the nineteenth century. "Opaline" (milkv glass) with colorful painted decoration

was extremelv popular, and especiallv so in the new and varied shades of blue

during the Restoration and the reign of Charles X. Nineteenth-century glass suf-

fered from the same decadence in taste which affected all other French crafts and

it is unfortunate that pieces of this period — which have little more than quaint-

ness to recommend them to a collector — are more easily found than the utterly

charming earlier products.

wW jl'V^i
-«

Late eighteenth -century Louis XVI
"opaline" milky glass bottle and mug
decorated in colors.
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Louis XVI carved and painted canape signed: Demay.
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Chapter 14

EBENISTES

T he following biographical notes on some of the great artisans of French furniture are based, to

a great extent, on information gathered from the splendid book on French cabinetmakers of

the eighteenth century, by the late Comte Francois dc Salvertc.* Since his great work is con-

tained in a very large volume, I have selected a number of cabinetmakers whose influence on the history

of furniture has made their names famous or familiar. The fact that I have been obliged to select only

a few of the many worthv of mention and considerably condensed information concerning them, does

not mean that a cabinetmaker not discussed was of lesser caliber or ability. In the interest of brevity

I have eliminated a great manv whom I should have liked to include and whose works are of great

interest and beautv.

Andre-Charles Boulle, celebrated cabinetmaker in the Louis XIV period was born in Paris in 1642

where he died in 1732. The son of a cabinetmaker of artistic pieces, he was highly gifted, showing

unusual aptitude for all forms of decoration. Andre-Charles Boulle devoted himself in his youth to

design, painting and sculpture and showed such ability that he was later received as a member of the

Academy of Saint Luke. In 1664 he established himself as a free workman under the franchise of the

University, in a shop belonging to the College of Reims, where he practiced painting and marquetry.

In this latter capacity he soon surpassed all his rivals and was only thirty years of age when Colbert

described him to the King as the "most capable in Paris" and was instrumental in having him housed

in the gallery of the Louvre. As time went on Louis XIV showered Boulle with marks of favor and

named him "first cabinetmaker," qualified and entitled to undertake architecture, painting, sculpture,

mosaic, also engraving on metal and the invention of monograms. As a guest of the Sovereign he was

free of the restraint of his guild which prohibited a man from exercising more than one of these pro-

fessions and was thus enabled to work in metal as well as in wood, with a staff of assistants including

twenty cabinetmakers and some of the best workers in bronze of the period.

The years that followed his installation in the Louvre were the most brilliant of his career. The
administrative correspondence and accounts of the period bear witness to the importance of Boulle's

role in the vast projects Louis XIV undertook in the transformation and embellishments of the Royal

palaces. Attached to the Service of Buildings he undertook the entire decoration of such rooms as the

Jewel Cabinet of the Grand-Dauphin at Versailles. His contemporaries considered this the most out-

standing curiosity in the palace and the masterpiece of the artist. At this same time he furnished the

Crown with a vast profusion of cupboards, desks, commodes, cabinets, and marquetry clock cases, as

well as gilded bronze chandeliers and girandoles. He even made chairs inlaid with tortoise shell and

brass. Magnificent pieces were ordered bv the King and Queen, the Due and Dnchesse d'Orleans,

le Grand Conde and the Prince and Princesse de Conti. His fame crossed France's frontiers and aftcr-

1 Francois de Salvertc, Les Ebenistes Dn XVIII C Sieclc, Leors Oemres ef Lcnrs Marques. Yanocsr, Les Edition

D'Art et D'Histoire, Paris, 1953.
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wards the Due de Lorraine and Savoie, King Philip V of Spain, the Elector of Bavaria, and the Bishop

of Cologne, all wanted work by the master. Also the great financiers and men of high position vied

with each other for his products and paid huge sums to obtain them.

However, despite his great success, Boulle was never without financial worries, due in large part to

the tardiness with which his clients paid him. Added to those difficulties he was obsessed with the

collector's mania, and bought paintings, prints and objects of art without consideration of their cost.

He borrowed money right and left in order to satisfy his artistic cravings and incurred debts of huge

proportions. Even the intervention, threats, and the grace of the King did not curb his extravagances

and he owed monev to everyone, including his emplovees, whom he was unable to pav. On August 19,

1720, to complete the disaster, a fire consumed his workshop, destroving the wood which he had there

for his work, his models, a quantitv of his finished work, and the major part of his collections. Despite

his advanced age he had the courage and the energv to restore his establishment, which he continued

to conduct with astonishing vigor until his ninetieth year.

During his long period of activitv Boulle varied his stvle verv little. One can barely distinguish the

tendency of his earlier work toward classicism and architectural forms from that of later date which

tended toward greater lightness and grace. Influenced by LeBrun, Berain and Robert de Cotte, Boulle

designed his furniture himself and may be considered the founder of the traditions on which the school

of French furniture making is based.

Strangely enough, the style of brass and shell inlay to which his name is attached was not invented

by Boulle, but had been practiced in Italy since the end of the sixteenth century. Examples had been

introduced into France by Marie de' Medici and Cardinal Mazarin and were subsequently imitated by

Boulle, whose merit lay in the perfection of the art and variation in the use of materials and subject

matter for decorations. In some cases, he used plain wood so that the magnificent bronzes he designed

would stand out in more dramatic relief.

The fragile nature of the materials Boulle used, such as tortoise shell, horn and metal, made his

pieces especially subject to the ravages of temperature changes and humidity, as these materials expand

and shrink unequally and adhere to wood with varying degrees of tenacitv. Therefore relatively little

of his work remains, and since the practice of signing furniture was unknown in his day, it is almost

impossible to do more than conjecture which of the remaining pieces is reallv bv his hand. Added to

the vicissitudes of climate, there was the vandalism at the time of the Revolution and the fact that

Boulle furniture was verv much in vogue during the Louis Philippe period, during which it was sub-

jected to horrifying repairs and alterations.

The Louvre has four pieces indisputably by the master. The South Kensington Museum and

the Wallace Collection in London and a few others possess pieces of undoubted authenticity.

Of Boulle's seven children, four sons survived to carry on his tradition, and continued to bear the

title of "Cabinetmakers to the King." Very little is known about their work except that they continued

in their father's footsteps without originality or any perceptible change, usually copying their father's

models.

Jean-Philippe, who was born in 1680, died in 1744. He was made a master in 1725 and lodged in the

gallery of the Louvre as an ebeniste, marqueteur, ciseieur et doreur of his Majesty. The protection of

the monarch did not, however, prevent him, a few weeks later, from being arrested and imprisoned at

Fontainebleau for his debts. He remained incarcerated until the marriage of Louis XV, when amnesty

was granted him.

Pierre-Benoit, born near 1682, ceased to work for his father some time between 1720 and 1725 and

settled in the Fauborg Saint-Antoine where he lived a very modest life with an uneducated wife and

died without issue in 1741.

Similarly, Andre-Charles who was born in 1685 left the Louvre before the death of his father. His

talents as a sculptor had won him a prix de Rome at the age of twenty-four and during his attendance

at the Academy he formed friendships with a number of artists, such as the painter Parrocel and the

sculptor from Antwerp, Michel van der Voort. He derived no advantages from these association, how-

ever, since they only led him into bad habits such as gambling, laziness and debauchery. Completely
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ruined, he was reduced to spending his last days living on the charity of a faithful servant whom he

had neglected to pay for her services for sixteen years. Me died in 1745, leaving a hosl ol creditors,

among them his old collaborators, who were never able to collect what he owed them toi th< ii s< rvi

The last of the four sons, Charles-Joseph, called Boulle !e jcunc, lived all his life in the galler) ol tin

Louvre where he was born in 1688. After having been associated at fust with his father and latei with

his brother, by 1745 he was the last remaining titular head of his father's workshop. He renti d a pari

of the lodgings which he had as a royal concession, to the 6b6niste J. F. Ocben, who was also always

in financial distress. Charles-Joseph was violently attacked and wounded by a creditor for the small sum

of eighteen livres and in 1754 he died in misery, without issue.

One of the earliest and at the same time one of the greatest ebenistes was Charles Cressent, ( ldS5

1768) who was the cabinetmaker of the Regent, fastidious Duke Philippe d'Orlcans, and the author of

some world-famous commodes. The bronzes which he designed himself arc as noteworthy as his

cabinetwork. Only a few of his later pieces are signed.

Although of the same family, other members who devoted their cxtraordinarv talents to making

chairs spelled their name differcntlv. Thcv were Jacques-Louis, Jean-Baptiste, Louis, Michel, and Rene

Cresson, and possiblv others whose Christian names and identitv arc not clear but all of the above were

acknowledged amongst the great.

Bernard Van Riesen Burg is considered to be one of the greatest cabinetmakers of all times. Most

of his superb furniture dates from the Louis XV period, and his work was signed with the initials

B.U.R.B. Until recently he remained anonymous, but a few years ago, after intensive research, the French

scholar Jean Pierre Baroli identified him bv finding a scrap of paper in the archives with the full signa-

ture of this great master of Dutch origin. Although three generations of the same family bore the same

name and used the initials, we are primarilv interested in Bernard Van Riesen Burg, the Second. Tlis

father who worked in the Grande Rue du faubourg Saint-Antoinc acquired his master's degree before

1722, and died in 1738. Bernard the Second became a master before 1730 and it is to him that we owe

the most splendid of the pieces with that signature. His son, Bernard the Third, never qualified as a

master officiallv, which would presumablv have been an unnecessary formalitv since he continued to

work under his father and to carrv on the family tradition, which bv then was well known. Bernard the

Third died in 1800. The most marked characteristic of B.U.R.B. furniture is the use of dark wood or

bois de bout (wood taken across the grain) to outline motifs and to form the naturalistic marquetry

flowers. He never used colored woods. The dark wood on a light bois de rose background outlines

the bronze mounts which were made to conform with the marquetrv arabesques. B.U.R.B.'s commodes
in the pure Louis XV style are bombe and generallv have two drawers without anv dividing line between

them. The front panel is treated as a single unit with its design covering both drawers as though there

were only one, and the drawer handles are worked into the pattern without disturbing its harmonv.

Three generations of the Migeon family are also of great interest, especially the work of Pierre II

whose magnificent use of the pattern in the grain of the woods he employed, created a special type

adapted by only a few of his most painstaking contemporaries, such as Nicholas Jean Marchand, born

in 1697 and made maitre before 1738, and a little-known cbeniste named J. Manser, whose cabinet is

reproduced in the illustrated edition of Count de Salverte's famous book. Bois de vioJette seems to

have been the most suitable wood for this treatment.

Criaerd or Criard was the name of a Flemish family, several members of whom became cabinet-

makers in Paris. Andre flourished during the first half of Louis XV's reign, at the end of which period

he had a business connection with Migeon. Mathieu, his younger brother, was born in 1689, gained his

master's degree on July 29, 1738, and practiced his profession with great ability and success, working

for
J.

F. Oeben, the ebeniste du Roi. He specialized in magnificent commodes, some of which are in

Chinese lacquer and others in marquetry. His son, Antoine-Mathieu, succeeded him and signed his

pieces M. Criard at first, then Criard without anv initial. After 1771 when he succeeded his colleague

Charles Chevallier in the Rue du Bac, he frequently used the name of the late owner of that estab-

lishment. At least one member of the family made chairs.

The same Charles Chevallier whose workshop Criard took over after the owner's death, had worked

with Criard's brother Antoine-Mathieu to produce magnificent pieces of furniture in marquetrie a
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flems richly embellished with elaborate and beautifully designed bronzes. Chevallier was born around

1700; became maitie before 1738, and died in Paris in 1771. In 1769 he was mentioned in the Almanach

vindications as meriting attention for his splendid furniture of very high quality, decorated with flowers

in precious, exotic woods. Even during his lifetime his pieces were acquired avidly by the great of

France.

Still another master cabinetmaker of Flemish extraction was Roger Vandercruse Lacroix, who signed

his work with his initials R.V.L.C. and was among the greatest of his generation. He was born in 1728

and acquired his master's degree in 1755, after which time he succeeded his father in the workshop in

the rue du faubourg Saint-Antoine. As a result of the perfection and elegance of his work he soon

became fashionable and was commissioned to make an entire suite of furniture for the Countess

du Barry at Louveciennes, and other pieces for the Tuileries. His work shows extraordinary refinement

of taste, most graceful lines and the finest workmanship, frequently in various colors of wood with a

predominance of green-stained sycamore. The bronzes used on his furniture are magnificent in design

and quality but very discreet in quantity. Although Louis XV was the reigning monarch during the

first quarter of a century of his activity as a cabinetmaker, many of Lacroix's finest pieces are in the

Transition style. Reaching the age of seventy-one, he lived through the entire reign of Louis XVI and

produced some extraordinary examples of that style. During the Revolution he retired from business

but continued to work for his pleasure. The Wallace Collection in London possesses a most exquisite

example of his work in the form of a small table with a Sevres porcelain tray top, the latter dated 1760,

with a mark showing that it was painted by Ledoux. This wonderful table has an undershelf in floral

marquetry in various colored woods and splendid gilded bronze mounts.

Jacques Dubois (1693—1763) and his sons Louis and Rene (1737—1799) were notable Parisian

cabinetmakers whose signatures are found on sumptutous commodes and desks, both bureau plats and

the drop-leaf dos-dane type. Their magnificent work is represented in the Musee du Louvre, the

.

Wallace Collection in London and other notable collections.

Leonard Boudin, born in 1735 of obscure and modest origin, rose to fame after the ebenisfe Migeon

commissioned him to execute some marquetry and lacquer furniture for the Marquis de Castelmore

and other well-known personalities of the day. So great was his success that he in turn employed some

of his distinguished confreres such as Louis Moreau, Gerard Peridiez and later Denizot, Evalde, Gilbert

and Topino. His business grew to such dimensions that he had to depend more and more on his col-

laborators to do the actual cabinetwork, but whatever bears his signature is of excellent taste and

quality, as he was a real artist who never allowed his name to be affixed to anything but first-rate pieces.

The great Antoine Robert Gaudreau, attached to the service of the Crown between 1726 and his

death in 1751, failed to sign his magnificent work, so that only two pieces in existence have been iden-

tified as unmistakably by his hand, although the records show that he made many extraordinary pieces

for the court.

The Saunier family -was another which became great cabinetmakers during the reign of Louis XV.
It reached the pinnacle of success with Claude Charles Saunier whose early works were carried out in the

Louis XV style, but who then went on to great heights of imagination and invention in the Louis XVI
style and continued to work throughout the latter's reign. In 1799 after the death of his first wife,

Saunier closed his workshop.

Nicolas-Jean Marchand, born around 1697, obtained his maitiise before 1738 and made luxury furni-

ture with great success. He is known for his marquetry of high quality and is represented in the Musee

de Carnavalet in Paris, the Bibliotheque of the Rue de Sully, and other notable collections.

Jean-Francois Oeben, born around 1720, died 1763, must be added here in his rightful place as one

of the greatest cabinetmakers of the Louis XV period and a protege of Mine, de Pompadour, who early

recognized his talents. When his lease, in the workshop at the Louvre, expired upon the death of his

employer, the son of the great Boulle, he obtained the title of ebeniste du Roi and was allowed to

establish himself at the Gobelin factory. From then on his reputation grew and his fame spread through-

out the circles of those who were interested in the development of artistic furniture. A sculptor and an

expert at the forge, he was able to design and execute most unusual mechanical devices which allowed

him to express his creative genius in fashioning unheard-of pieces. In 1756 Ocbcn and his brother were
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again obliged to move due to insufficient space in the Gobelin workshop. They then established th< m
selves in the recently built Arsenal building.

Oeben surrounded himself with the greatest craftsmen of his time — the cabinetmakers Riesen

Leleu and Carlin. Caffieri, the sculptor, worked on the decoration of Oeben's furniture, and th< greai

Duplessis, both father and son, Foresticr, Ilcrvicux, Gastellicr and Cuinard all delivered bronzes for

his works which were then gilded by Briquet, Caron, Fagard and Jubert.

After Oeben's untimely death in bad financial condition, his widow, who was the oldest daughter

of the cabinetmaker Francois Vandcrcruse and sister of the great Roger Vandercruse known as La< roix,

carried on his workshop and continued to use his signature, "J- F. Oeben," on furniture produced tin n

after his death. Riesener, who had worked with Oeben and collaborated with him on the famous bureau

du Roi (conserved at the Louvre), continued to work there until 1767, in which year Franc oisc Mar-

guerite Vandercruse Oeben married Riesener and turned the shop over to his direction.

Oeben's brother Simon, who had worked with Jean-Francois most of his life and who also became

an ebenisre du Roi, shared his brother's fate by dying in the prime of life, leaving a destitute widow

with five children. Business acumen was not one of the gifted brothers' qualities!

Of German origin, Jean George Schtichtig was forty-five years old when he obtained his master's

degree in 1765. However, he had a very skillful hand at marquetry and was considered worth}- of work-

ing for the Royal Family. A commode bequeathed to the Louvre by Comte Isaac Camondo was made

for Marie Antoinette, whose initials are encrusted in mother-of-pearl at the corners, while the marquetry,

showing architectural perspectives and people in the costumes of the time, was done in ivory and

precious woods. The Carnavalet Museum in Paris has another of his commodes, decorated with trophies

and bouquets of flowers in very light wood.

Gilles Joubert, famous cabinetmaker of King Louis XV was born in 1689 and died in Paris in 1775.

The date he attained his master's degree is unknown as it was probably at the beginning of the Regence

period when records were not accurately kept. He married the daughter of a colleague who was a cousin

of Pierre Migeon, at that time in high favor with Mme. de Pompadour. Thus his work attracted the

attention of the King. The Garde-Meuble, the royal furniture warehouse, began employing him in 1749.

In the same year he finished a little marquetry secretaire which contained a silver writing set furnished

by the goldsmith Ballin. Next, he made special game tables for the several games then in vogue, a very

fine commode for Mme. Adelaide, and another for Mme. Louise. In 1754 he was commissioned to

make an important series of furnishings for the new quarters at the Chateau de la Muette and, some

months later, a pair of sumptuous corner pieces for the petirs apparrements at Versailles. The latter

are described in detail in the Journal du Garde-Meuble National. Around this same time the artist

made a table volante for Choisy, under the direction of the engineer Guerin de Montpellier for the

little suppers of Louis XV. It was a round table with a border wide enough to hold plates and cutlery

for twelve persons. The mobile center section or tray was raised and lowered for each separate course

of the meal and four small buffets on the same order supplied the drinks. The mechanical work on this

famous table was done by Sulplice, the oak base by Pierre Lechaudelle, menuisier du Roi at the

Gobelins, and Joubert covered the whole with the most elegant marquetry, further enhanced by bronzes

made by the great Forestier. From 1758 on, the Master became the regular accredited cabinetmaker

to the Garde-Afeuble of the Crown, which up to that time he had served only occasionally. In the

following period Joubert made two superb tall clock cases for the bedroom of Louis XV at Versailles

and other precious pieces of the height of luxurv. Upon the death of Oeben, he was appointed to

appraise the latter's stock and then inherited the title of ebeniste du Roi.

Advancing age seems to have had no slowing effect on Joubert's activitv, which increased as time

went on. In the last phase of his career he achieved some very rich work for the Petit Trianon which

Louis XV had just finished building in honor of Mme. du Barry. He was also commissioned to com-

plete the installation of the Chateau dc Saint-Hubert where the King and the Court lodged during

the hunts in the forest of Rambouillet. The Mesdames de France continued to demand magnificent

commodes, sometimes in black lacquer, sometimes in marquererie a fleurs with attributes and archi-

tectural decoration. For the Dauphine and the Comtesse de Provence Joubert also created precious

pieces of furniture, and he continued to work until his eighty-seventh year, when he finally retired in
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1774. Joubert signed very few of his pieces and only through research has his authorship of some very

fine ones in great collections been definitely established.

Much has alreadv been said about Jean Henri Riesener, whose work was the expression of the best

and the most typical furniture of the Louis XVI period. Born at Gladbeck, near Essen, Germany, in

1734, he had the good fortune to enter the workshop of the great Jean-Francois Oeben, the cabinet-

maker of the King, where he perfected his unusual talents. He gained his maitnse in 1768 after the

death of his master, whose workshop he then took over. The next ten years were the most brilliant

and fruitful of his career. The whole Court clamored for his work and his output was so prodigious

that he amassed a great fortune.

Seven years after the death of his first wife he married again, but this proved to be an unfortunate

union, fraught with domestic quarrels. In 1785 the King's accountants, alarmed by the precarious con-

dition of the Treasury, demanded itemized accounts and accused him of exorbitant and ridiculous

charges. Riesener, convinced of his merits and integrity, took exception to their claims and was incensed

at their attitude. He soon realized that this approach had merely been an inept attempt to lower his

prices. He was however obliged to sign papers of submission, agreeing to furnish certain household

items at fixed prices and to submit estimates in advance on other pieces of a more unusual nature.

Although his business had already declined to a small fraction of his previous sales he continued to

enjoy the favor of the Queen, who was too great a lady to haggle over prices and also too obsessed by

her craving for his beautiful furniture to be influenced bv the financial condition of the Treasury. He,

therefore, continued to furnish Marie Antoinette with magnificent pieces intended primarily for the

Chateau de Saint-CJoud. Two of these are known to have been delivered as late as 1790 and 1791.

Riesener's optimism led him to believe that the crisis would only be temporary and when the royal

furnishings were sold, he bought back some of his own work in the hope of re-selling it to greater

advantage when things had calmed down. Unhappily the Terror lasted longer than he had thought

possible and by then his furniture was outmoded, as the doctrines of the painter David discredited the

Louis XVI style. Appreciated nonetheless by his fellow craftsmen, Riesener was appointed as a judge

by the Tribunal of Commerce.

He died at the age of seventy-one in 1806. Although forgotten for a long time after his death, he

was re-discovered in the latter part of the nineteenth century by people of taste and was rehabilitated

to his deservedly lofty position in the history of the furniture of France.

Denis-Louis Ancellet, who started to work as a free artisan, became a master in 1766 and became a

counselor to his corporation during the last years of the Louis XVI period. In the spring of 1791 when
Louis XVI was planning to reside at Saint-Cloud, and preparations were being made to receive the

Court there, he received huge orders for furniture for the Crown. His signature is found on precious

furniture in solid mahogany and on some marquetrv pieces of high quality. His name in conjunction

with that of Weisweiler on at least one known piece attests to the co-operation of these two great artists.

Martin Carlin, one of France's greatest cabinetmakers and one whose work has long been con-

sidered to be among the finest ever produced, died in Paris in 1785. Little is known of his history, but

he appears to have been a quiet, serious man, dedicated to his work. He produced some important

pieces for Marie Antoinette and for the sisters of Louis XVI. He made sumptuous pieces in solid

ebony with Japanese lacquer contrasting exquisitely with the gilded bronze mounts of magnificent

quality, generally attributed to Gouthiere. His lightness and perfection of design are unique and he is

known for his exquisite tables in both "bois de rose" and in mahogany with Sevres tops and plaques.

The Musee du Louvre, the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Wallace Collection in London, as

well as the Metropolitan Museum in New York are amongst those fortunate in having examples of the

work of this great master.

The son of a cabinetmaker named Francois Gamier, Pierre Gamier was born about 1720 and

passed his master's test in 1742 while his father was still active. Celebrated throughout his fifty years

of cabinetmaking he is classed as one of the first of his time. His excellent taste and technical skill

permitted him to express his ideas in the making of very fine pieces. The Musee du Louvre, South

Kensington Museum and many other great collections are the proud possessors of pieces made by

Gamier.
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Etienne Levasseur, born in 1721, worked in his youth with one of the sons of the greal Andre-

Charles Boulle and under his tutelage learned the technique of making Boulle furniture in choir..

inlaid with brass and pewter. He repaired furniture by Boulle and later made originals in the same

style, often in such a manner that it is very difficult to be certain which is which. lie was commissioned

to work for the Crown, the Court, and all of the great of his day, and many of his pieces arc still in

existence.

Levasseur was the one cabinetmaker of the eighteenth century who knew how to work in the

Boulle style. During the nineteenth century these traditions were continued by his son Pierre-Etienne,

who married the daughter of Roger Lacroix; and then continued by his son Levasseur Jeune, during the

reigns of Charles X and Louis Philippe. This grandson was commissioned to work for the Oik en of

Spain, for whom he made some very rich pieces incrusted with lapis lazuli and mother-of-pearl.

Godefroy Dester was received as master on July 27, 1774 and worked in the rue du faubourg-Saint-

Antoine until 1790. The archives furnish us with no details, but we know that he was a flourishing

cabinetmaker whose success was justified by his great taste and talent. He made many small pieces of

furniture of charming finesse. His use of citronnier (lemon wood) of a beautiful tonality, inlaid with

lines of bois de wse, is a special feature of his very fine work.

Charles Topino worked as a free cabinetmaker before acquiring his master's degree in 1773. He is

famous for his small pieces of furniture such as bonheurs-du-/our and his remarkable little tables. His

work, full of fantasy and charm reached its height in the small tables which were already highly

esteemed during his lifetime and are to be seen in many of the great museums and private collections

today.

Nicolas Petit (1732—91) began to work under Louis XV and continued under Louis XVI until his

death in 1791. He was particularly skillful in following the new vogue for the so-called classical lines

and show;ed great ingenuity in adapting himself to the new fashion. He is at his best in his commodes
and small tables. His transition period furniture is unusually original and pleasing.

Francois Gaspard Teune was born in 1726 and became a master in March 1766. The quality of his

work is exceptional, and he specialized in the bureau a cvhndre (roll-top desk) the most famous of

which, made during the reign of Louis XVI for the Comte d'Artois with the arms of France and the

count's orders and decorations incorporated in the marquetrv, now forms part of the Royal Collection

at Windsor Castle.

Philippe Claude Montigny, born in 1734, died in Paris in 1800, and is considered one of the best

cabinetmakers of his generation. Son of Louis Montignv, a privileged worker in the faubourg-Saint-

Antoine, he acquired his maitrise in 1766 and kept the old workshop of his father. He became cele-

brated for his furniture in the style of Boulle, which came back into stvle at this period. He was com-

missioned by the Crown to repair manv pieces bv the great Boulle, which, bv then, were in bad

condition. The Mobilier National still has a number of these historic pieces which survived the fire

of the Tuileries in 1871. One of these is on view in the ga/erie d'Apolhn at the Louvre and bears the

Montigny stamp in verv large letters.

In working so long on the furniture of the old cabinetmakers Montignv absorbed their spirit and

technique and made it his own. Some pieces of his own design show great masculinity and imposing

elegance, for he was an artist of great taste. Some of his pieces have found their way into collections

such as the Jacquemart-Andre Museum.
Jean-Francois Leleu, 1728—1807, was one of the most famous cabinetmakers of his age. In his youth

he had worked for
J.

F. Oeben; when Oeben died, he established a workshop of his own and soon

became widely known for the unusual qualitv of his work. He made sumptuous furniture for the

Prince de Conde, various nobles, and for Mine, du Barrv. Toward the end of the Louis XV reign, he

furnished the Court with manv things which the Mobilier National still possesses. Assuming the

responsibility of furnishing entire chateaux and palaces from the reception rooms to the attic, he

managed even in the simpler pieces to avoid banality and to impart something special to their con-

struction and decoration.

Denis Genty, notable cabinetmaker, lived in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine when he was received as

a master in 1754. Later he moved to the rue de YEchelle-Saint-HonoTv. He became the rage and
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counted amongst his clients many of the great names of his day, but he grew involved in financial

difficulties by overextending his business and in 1762 was declared bankrupt. His colleague Louis

Moreau took over his large stock of furniture, which was of very fine taste and quality and the most

charming Louis XV style.

Germain Landrin who was received as a master in 1738 was one of the most ingenious cabinet-

makers of his time. He was so modest that he worked for many vears as an assistant in the workshops

of several of his illustrious colleagues. At first he worked with Migeon who greatly influenced his style,

especially in the treatment of wood veneer, using the grain of wood to form the design of his decora-

tion. Later he worked with Genty and with Oebcn. He himself possessed the qualities and the ability

of a first rate ebenisre and never stooped to produce inferior pieces. At times his work is undistinguish-

able from that of Migeon or Oeben, for all of Landrin's work was of absolutely top quality.

Pierre Rousell, 1723—82, was a notable furniture maker in Paris. He was the son of an assistant to

a cabinetmaker and the oldest of four brothers. Married very young, he acquired his master's degree

in 1745 and was honored by his community by being given high posts in 1762, 1777 and 1779 respec-

tively. He exercised his trade at the rue Charcnton, modestly at first, but his business grew very large

and he enjoyed great success. After he had been elected as arbiter in a legal case between his colleague

Grandjean and a commission agent in furniture, he was classed among the first cabinetmakers in Paris.

From 1775 on he received orders from the Prince dc Conde for the Palais Bourbon and the chateau

at Chantilly. Through the little fortune that this brought him he was able to marry his two daughters

into the families of petty government officials. He also had two sons who became his pupils and assist-

ants. Pierre Rousell died very suddenly at the age of fifty-nine. The very considerable inventory of his

merchandise, which was made by the cabinetmakers Leleu and Cochois, attests to the prosperity of his

workshop. There were over fifty commodes of all tvpes, and tables in marquetry, mosaic, woods from

the Indies, lacquer and mahogany. His widow carried on the establishment with the help of her sons.

Both acquired their masters' degrees and the older, Pierre Michel, opened a sort of branch workshop

especially dedicated to making deluxe furniture. He continued to enjov the favor of the Prince de Conde
and became one of the official furnishers to the Court.

The very fine pieces bearing his signature, the earliest of which are in the pure Louis XV style were

very likely made during the father's lifetime. Others in the Louis XVI style were probably made by

the sons, who continued to use the father's stamp and to work until the end of the monarchy.

Born at Neuwied on the Rhine, Adam Weisweiler became one of the most brilliant ebenistes of

his period. Establishing himself in Paris at the beginning of the reign of Louis XVI, he obtained his

maitrise in 1778 and set up shop in the rue du faubourg-Saint-Antoine where he soon distinguished

himself in making very luxurious furniture. His talents brought him the patronage of the Royal Houses

and especially that of the Queen, for whom he made furniture for Saint-Cloud. Provident and extend-

ing no credit for his wares, he withstood the Revolution and was able to buy a house during the Terror.

His furniture, full of fantasy and imagination, rivals in grace and lightness the best made by the great

Riesener and Carlin. Among other of his pieces was a desk made for Marie Antoinette, probably with

the co-operation of the bronze-maker Gouthiere. Disappearing during the Revolution, this precious

table came to light again during the reign of Napoleon III, who bought it back. It is now in the Louvre.

The Wallace Collection in London has a secretaire with painted porcelain plaques, busts of women at

the corners and a medallion with the monogram of Marie Antoinette. Many famous museums and

collections own examples by this great master, whose work was never surpassed in the Louis XVI period.

Of foreign origin, probably Scandinavian, Pierre-Harry Mewesen received his maitrise in Paris in

1766 and lived in the rue du faubourg-Saint-Antoine for twentv vears. He had great taste and was an

active and very expert artist who left his signature on pieces of charming elegance.

Ferdinand Bury, 1740—95, was made master in 1774. Besides important pieces of marquetry in

mahogany and yellow woods, this cabinetmaker made manv curious and original pieces such as

mechanical tables, gucridons a crcmail/erc, fricofcuses, and tables with secret drawers. He employed

principally German workers who had a special aptitude for this sort of work. A certain number of the

bronzes he used came from the hands of Antoine-Andre Ravrio, a brilliant bronze worker with a

reputation as great as that of Thomire. Bun- deserved success because of the meticulous care he used
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in the fabrication of his pieces, but he entered into some unfortunate speculations, which wen
vated bv the Revolution. He left some fine pieces inlaid in geometric design with exotic woods from

the Indies and on one of these, acquired by Comte Isaac de Camondo whuh he bequeathed to the

Louvre, the stamp of Riescncr appears beside his own, attesting to the CO operation of the s< two m
Jacques Birckle was one of the suppliers to the royal Garde VfeubJe under Louis XVI. I li pissed

his master's degree in 1764, and was known as an active and careful workman who produced num< rous

pieces in mahogany, boi's clc rose and marquetry for the princes and princesses of Franci and foi the

Queen at Saint-Cloud. Although he ceased to work for the Crown in 1789, his house survived the

Revolution and was carried on by his son until 1 S2S.

Louis Moreau was a notable cabinetmaker who, after passing his master's degree in September 1764,

acquired the stock of his colleague Gentv and continued the traditions of his predecessor. I le employed

such notable cabinetmakers as Birckle, Topino, and Foullet, and the bronze casters Guinard and Cottin,

as well as the gilders Pregermain and Fagard. Under Louis XVI he received orders from the Court and

is known to have made mahogany servantes, desseites, gueridons and game tables of the loveliest

quality, and while his stamp is on things of extremely fine taste the pieces are extremely varied. This

leads to the belief that he personally did not make all of those with his name, but he was meticulous

and very careful that everything bearing his signature was of outstanding quality.

Jean Charles Ellaume was given his master's degree in 1754. During his thirty years as a cabinet-

maker his work was in demand and he achieved some very fine pieces of furniture, especially com-

modes, secretaires and bureaux plats in the Louis XV stvlc.

Francois Delorme was born in 1691 and died in 1768. Received as master in 1735, he worked in an

exotic style, mostly gilded and in lacquer in the Chinese taste. When he died he left a quantity of

commode carcasses with the notation that they were to be covered with lacquer. His son Adrien who

became a master in 1748 established himself in the rue du Temple. The almanacs of the period men-

tion him as "one of the most able and well-known ebenistes for his marquetry." He continued to carry

on with the same success until 1783 when he retired and sold out at auction, what was described as a

quantity of commodes, corner-cupboards and desks, decorated with gilded bronzes and with marble

and alabaster tops. His work shows a pleasing and brilliant fantasy. Most of his early pieces arc in

European lacquer imitating that of the East, but later in his career he produced some fine marquetry

pieces, of which one notable example is in the Louvre. It is a tiny worktable decorated with baskets

and vases of flowers framed in curved outlines of marquetry.

Jean-Louis Delorme, his brother, was registered as a master in 1763. Five years later he succeeded his

father at the rue Tiquetonne and continued to run the workshop until about 1780. Alexis, younger

brother of the two passed his master's examination in 1772 but soon thereafter he abandoned cabinet-

making in favor of running a furniture store, which disappeared in 1786.

David Roentgen was a German cabinetmaker of great international fame. He was born near Frank-

furt, Germany, in 1743, and died in Wiesbaden in 1807. In his youth he had begun by working for his

father, who was also a cabinetmaker, and he succeeded him in 1722. He formed an association with a

clockmaker named Peter Kintzing (1746—1816) who had a fantastic talent for all mechanical devices.

These, Roentgen incorporated into his furniture, for which he used a special process which gave wood
the appearance of marble, so hard and high was the polish. He also invented a special treatment of

marquetry which enabled him to depict scenes and reproduce pictures with the utmost precision.

In 1774 he embarked on his first trip to France, where he became associated with some of his

countrymen already established in Paris and found encouragement from the Queen, Marie Antoinette,

who was always kindly disposed to those from across the Rhine. On his second trip in 1779 he was

accompanied by Kintzing and it was recorded that "the Germans" brought a carload of precious pieces

of their work. Louis XVI, who delighted in all things mechanical, acquired a tremendous desk, eleven

feet high by five feet wide. Its shape was like that of a building with pilasters and a facade symbolizing

the liberal arts. The interior was a masterpiece of machinery, with secret drawers, springs and movable

parts. The Oueen acquired several fine pieces for herself and a bureau a cvlindre decorated with Chinese

subjects which she sent to Pope Pius VI as a gift. Roentgen took advantage of the publicity that his

work brought him and opened a deposit of his things with a dealer named Brebant. But the cabinet-
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makers of the capital resented the intrusion of a foreigner and despite his protection in high places,

tried to prevent him from continuing this commercial enterprise. Whereupon Roentgen sought and

obtained admission to the Parisian Guild and was received as a master in 1780. He opened a shop,

which he announced in the press, but he himself did not remain in Paris, only returning from time to

time to keep in touch with his clients. He entrusted the sale of his merchandise to his compatriot and

fellow cabinetmaker,
J.

G. Frost, who organized a sort of branch of the Neuwied workshop. He
founded similar branches in Berlin and Vienna, made a number of trips through Germany, visited

Italy, and went to Brussels to deliver two large marquetry pictures to Prince Charles of Lorraine,

Governor of the Low Countries. Early in the year 1783 he lived in Russia for several months where he

sold Catherine II a quantity of his furniture, which is still in the Russian museums today. Catherine

was so pleased with his work that she paid more than he had asked for it and presented him with a

gold snuffbox as well.

At this time, Roentgen reached the peak of his career, employing one hundred cabinetmakers and

marquetry specialists, a dozen workers in bronze, a dozen locksmiths and mechanics and several clock-

makers under the direction of Kintzing. Having acquired a sizable fortune, he was also called the most

celebrated cabinetmaker in Europe by the engraver Wille, in his diary in 1787. He found a new pro-

tector in the person of Frederick-Wilhelm II, and was named official furnisher to the Court of Prussia

and various other honorific titles. Unfortunately the Revolution delivered a fatal blow to his enterprise.

The business that Frost had built up and of which Roentgen was the owner, went bankrupt and every-

thing he owned in France was confiscated as the propertv of an alien. Then when the war became

menacing and the Republican armies pillaged his workshop, Roentgen had to flee his home in Neuwied.

He took refuge first in Berlin, then in Gotha and did not return to live in Neuwied until 1802. He
died at the age of sixty-four during a journey to Wiesbaden. He had three sons, none of whom fol-

lowed in his footsteps. Roentgen rarely signed his work except perhaps as a member of the Parisian

corporation. Some pieces are marked with his initials; a few with his Christian name, David, by which

he was known in France. His work, however, is easily recognizable. While the cabinetwork itself is

perfection, Roentgen's furniture remains Germanic in conception and design. It is very heavy, dry

and pedantic and is completely lacking in lightness and charm. His work, which was so highly prized

during his lifetime, is equally appreciated today.

Guillaume Beneman (or Benneman) was the principal furnisher to the Court of France during the

last years of the reign of Louis XVI. Of German origin, he left his country fairly late in life, with his

technique and style as a cabinetmaker completely formed. Because of his German nationality which

was always a recommendation to the Queen, he was commissioned in 1784 to furnish some pieces that

were intended for use in the royal houses. Just at this point Riesener had fallen from grace because of

his unwillingness to accommodate himself to the economic reforms instituted by the administration of

the Garde-Meuble. Beneman, more modest in his pretensions and more pliable a character, inherited

the honors heretofore bestowed on his famous compatriot. In August of the year 1785, a lieutenant of

police addressing the community of cabinetmakers, advised them to receive Beneman into the guild

with all the rights and privileges connected therewith.

Accordingly, on September 3 he was accepted as a master and the Garde-Meuble allocated 1,527

livres to procure the equipment required for the use of his sixteen workmen. In the course of the next

few years Beneman was engaged by the sculptor Jean Haure who had assumed a sort of general enter-

prise supplying furniture for the Crown, to make a great number of pieces under his direction.

Along with many ordinary things, Beneman made some very rich pieces with the co-operation of

the modelers Boizot, Martin and Michaud as well as the bronzemakers Thomire, Forestier, Bardin,

and Bauchcry, and the gilders Galles and Feuchcre. The first of these pieces made for the appartements

of Louis XVI at Compicgne, were a secretaire and a commode in a mosaic of colored woods. Soon

thereafter with the collaboration of the marquetry specialist Kemp, he made a magnificent desk which

was to match the famous secretaire a cylindre made for Louis XV by Oeben and Riesener, for Versailles.

Then he delivered c. commode to the Count de Provence, decorated with his monogram. For the

Dauphin he made a tabic in yellow wood from Guadeloupe, with bronzes by Ravrio. Escaping from

the clutches of the dominating Haure, he moved out of the faubourg Saint-Antoine, into the little
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rue du Fore/, where he began work on some sumptuous pieces for the Queen at Sunt Cloud. Th<

Louvre has gathered some of Beneman's principal works executed between 1~S~ and 1790, amon

which two commodes with the monogram of Marie Antoinette and large garlands ot flowers, another

with the attributes of love, and two with Sevres plaques. \t 1 1 1 a design by Lalond( and ol a more

masculine character, he made a commode for the bedchamber ot tin King al Sainl Cloud with the

collaboration of his colleague Stockel. Two lacquer commodes are also mentioned, having emblems

of war in bronze, which were made by Thomire and Foresticr after wax models In the sculptor Jerome

Francois Marlin.

Bcncman, having the title of "Cabinetmaker to the King," continued to work for the Court until

the fall of the monarchy. During the Terror the Garde-Meuble ordered some modest pieces of furni-

ture for the use of the officials at the Concicrgcric. Bcncman was also kept busy eliminating coats of

arms, crowns and other emblems of nobility from the furniture confiscated from the escaped nobles.

During the Dircctoire his workshop became constructively active again. There followed a lawsuit

between Bcncman and his former collaborator Thomire, who had owed the master money since 1790.

Thomire suggested, vainly, paying it off in work, but Bcncman would not accept these terms and the

only concession Thomire was able to achieve was extension of a period of grace in which to pay,

The Chateau of Fontainebleau has two precious pieces by Bcncman produced at the beginning

of the Consulate period which were made after a design by Percier for Bonaparte. Beneman's career

seems to have ended soon thereafter. His work is remarkable for the beauty of the materials and the

delicacy and finesse of the work rather than for the design. His works show a German rather than a

French taste, his pieces are heavv, and their proportions leave something to be desired.

Guillaume Kemp, a native of Germanv, worked on the faubourg Saint-Antoine in 1~5~ when he

married the daughter of the master cabinetmaker Peridiez. After acquiring his own laster's degree in

1764, he continued working until the Revolution. He is known for his extraordinarilv fine and meticulous

work, collaborating with his colleague Beneman in 1786 on the construction of a grandiose desk for

Louis XV at the Palais de Versailles. Kemp executed the marquetry fruits and flowers after a cartoon

by the painter Gerard Van Spaendonck. His exquisite pieces have been much sought after and are to

be found in some of the great collections.

Joseph Gegenbach, known as Canabas, a notable cabinetmaker was born around 1715 and died in

1797. He was the son of an artisan, probablv of Alsacian origin. Canabas came to Paris early in life

and in 1745 married Marie Parmenticr, the daughter of a colleague. His talents were recognized and

employed by the great dealers of the period such as Pierre Migeon and Jean-Francois Oeben, to whom
he sold a variety of the odd pieces of furniture in which he specialized. He became a master in 1766.

At the death of his wife, three years later, an inventory of his stock showed a large number of little

tables, servanres, gueridons and screens. His business grew to such proportions that he was obliged to

move to larger quarters. Despite the great difficulties, he was able to save his business from ruin and to

keep it going during the Revolution, but he succumbed under the Directoire.

At his death his merchandise was sold at public auction and was composed of secretaires, com-

modes, bureaus, gueridons, tables of manv kinds, consoles, toilet tables for both sexes, chiffonieres,

fauteuih de bureau, and other items, almost all of which were made in solid mahoganv, decorated with

brasses in the latest taste of the time. His pieces are often original in form and always of beautiful

workmanship.

Jean-Francois Dubut, a cabinetmaker of excellent reputation even during his lifetime, died in 1 S.

His merchandise was dispersed at public auction and consisted of bookcases, secretaires with cupboards,

flat-top desks, bureaux a cyHndre, tables, and all kinds of comer-cupboards, chiffonieres, dressing tables,

etc., all of which were in mahoganv. He treated hois des Indes with great skill and his work is repre-

sented in some fine collections.

Joseph Schmitz was a little known but highly skillful cabinetmaker who despite his German name
was not a German. He was born in Paris, passed his master's degree in 1761, and produced furniture

which shows the greatest care and meticulous workmanship. Most of his furniture is in the Louis XV
style but some pieces of Louis XVI arc also known to exist and all arc of charming shape and some
with extraordinary flower marquetry.



Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Stavros S. Niarchos.

One of a pair of carved and gilded bergeres signed: Henri Jacob.



Chapter 15

MENUISIERS

A mong the greatest menuisiers or workers in solid wood in the Louis XV period were various

A-^L members of the family of Charles Cressent, the ebenistcd. These included Jacques-Louis, Jean-

JL Jk^ Baptiste, Louis, Michel, Rene and perhaps others whose names and identity are not clear. All of

these men spelled their name Cresson.

Jean Baptiste Tilliard, 1685—1766, was a member of a family of furniture makers of unusual ability

and a master of the noble bcrgere and fauteuil. His carving is crisp, deep-cut and very sharp, usually

showing a heart-shaped device in the center of each back and apron of his chairs. The lines arc flowing

and graceful but despite the intricately carved flowers and crestlike device they retain a strong masculine

quality. Father and son worked for the Crown throughout their lives and their magnificent work is

represented in most great museums and in the world's finest collections. The son, Jacques-Jean-Baptiste

or Jean Baptiste the Second, carried on his father's traditions brilliantly. The signature of Tilliard was

used successively in the same form by father and son, so it may be concluded that the pieces of an

earlier date can be attributed to the father and those of later date to the son, who lived until 1797.

The best of their work was done between 1740 and 1760.

Nicolas-Quimbert Foliot furnished a great many beds, screens, canapes (sofas) and stools for Ver-

sailles, Trianon, Compicgne, Fontainebleau and Saint-Aubert. He also made the magnificent base for

Louis XV's throne at Versailles and a whole set of furniture for the King's bedroom, which was be-

queathed to the Musee du Louvre by the late Count Isaac de Camondo. An exquisite bed made for

Marie Antoinette while she was still the dauphine added to his glories. He was the son of Nicolas Foliot

who had been the official menuisier of the Royal Household from 1723 until his death in 1749, when
Nicolas-Ouimbert took over. Francois, his voungcr brother, who was also a sculptor, was known as

Foliot le Jeune. He, in turn, left a very able son, Toussaint-Francois, who carried on the family tradition

upon the death of his father and later that of his mother, who had conducted the workshop during

her son's boyhood. After producing some extraordinary pieces for Louis XVI, such as the bed in the

winter bedroom of the King, another in chinoiserie stvle for the bedroom of Marie Antoinette at

Oisy and numerous masterpieces for the Court and the Academv of Sciences at the Louvre, he retired

in 1786. His pieces were mostly unmarked except for those stamped with his father's mark, F. Foliot.

Francois Reuze (1716—99) was the son of a menuisier, Pierre Reuze, and became a master in 1743.

He produced chairs of most exceptional quality and received orders from the Swedish Crown as well

as from Marie Antoinette for the Petit Trianon. His work during the Louis XV period showed great

originality of ornamentation, featuring rocaille forms, especiallv on the insides of chair frames. His

furniture is of exquisite quality.

Jean-Jacques Pothier was received as a master in 1750. He worked until 1780 making chairs, canapes,

and similar furniture, which is distinguished by the beautiful shape of the frames and the graceful

details. His signature is found on a set belonging to the Mobilier National and on another which he

made for Malmaison toward the end of his career.
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Pere Gourdin or Jean Gourdin was the first of that name to produce very fine chairs and canapes.

He flourished between 1737 and 1763 and is the author of furniture of extraordinary quality and beauty.

A number of his pieces form a part of the Roval Collection of Sweden. His son, Jean-Baptiste Gourdin,

was received as a master in 1748 and established himself near his father. His talents were employed

bv the Prince de Soubise and he worked until 1776. His chairs, like those of his father, were noble in

character and have found their way into great collections.

Michel Gourdin, called Gourdin le Jeune, a brother of Jean-Baptiste, acquired his maifrise in 1752

and is the author of some splendid chairs in the finest Louis XV style and of superb quality.

Nicolas Heurtaut, a notable French menuisier in the Louis XV period, was the son of an artisan of

the same profession and probablv the nephew of his namesake Nicolas Heurtaut, the sculptor and

member of the Academv of Saint-Luc. Born in 1720, he passed his master's examination in 1755 and

established himself in a shop in which he enjoved great success for twentv vears, producing beds,

chairs, canapes, etc. His work is of excellent qualitv and has long been collected bv the knowledgeable

and the fastidious.

Blanchard is the surname of a family of Parisian menufsfers. The first known, Nicolas Blanchard,

became a master in 1738 and resided in the rue de Clerv. He was still in business in 1749 when he took

part in a counter-lawsuit against the chair workers who had formed a union in order to force their

employers to pay higher salaries. He left his signature on chairs in walnut with rocaille forms.

Sylvain-Nicolas, oldest son of the preceding, was born in 1725, obtained his master's degree at the

age of eighteen in 1743 and opened a shop in the same street as his father. In 1758 he was elected

arbiter by the judge-consuls in litigation between his colleague Annest and a furniture dealer. He
apparently died before the end of the Louis XV reign. Pieces signed by him are of very graceful design,

but rare.

Jean-Nicolas called le Jeune, brother of Sylvain-Nicolas, was born around 1730 and was received as

a master in 1771, after the death of his brother whose shop he took over. He became official furniture

maker to the Royal family, to whom he delivered some magnificent pieces decorated with roses, cupids

and garlands of flowers. An imposing set was made for the aunts of the King at the Chateau de

Bellevue.

Jean Boucault, Parisian chair-maker, was born around 1705 and died in 1786. Having earned his

master's degree in 1728, he established himself in the rue de Clery where he carried on for years. He is

responsible for work of excellent design. Two of his chairs are in the Musee Carnavalet, and other fine

pieces have passed through the auction rooms. He retired after more than fifty years of conscientious

application to his art.

Avisse is the name of a Parisian family which distinguished itself in making beds and chairs of high

quality. Michel Avisse delivered chairs to the Garde Meuble in 1740 and he is known to have made

chairs with caned seats and backs. Guillaume Avisse, son of the preceding, was born in 1720 and matured

in his father's workshop. When in 1743 he became a master he opened an atelier of his own. Under

Louis XVI he moved to the rue du Faubourg-Saint-Denis, but his workshop disappeared between 1782

and 1785.

Jean Avisse, born in 1723, acquired his master's degree in 1745. Eighteen months later he estab-

lished himself in the rue de Clery, assisted in his business by his wife Marie-Anne Gourdin, who was a

member of the family of famous menuisiers of that name. The quality of his work and the moderate

prices attracted hordes of furniture dealers as well as private clients and the nobility. Despite his great

popularity, he went through a period of financial embarrassment, with which he was happily able to

cope without serious consequences. He continued to work at the same address until the Revolution,

when he was seventy-three years old. He is known principally for his fine Louis XV chairs, remarkable

for the nobility of their design and their sober elegance. Some, however, are very richly carved, and he

is represented by a chair with tiny flowers in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs and by a bergcre which

forms a part of the collection of the Mobilier National, as well as in various great private collections.

There was also a superb canape with iocaillcs and garlands in the old collection of the late Paul Dutasta.

Jean-Baptiste Boulard, Parisian menuisier, was one of the official furnishers to the Crown. He was

born around 1725 and died in 1789. After passing his master's degree, in 1754, he established himself
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in the rue dc Clery and soon acquired a reputation which made him eligible foi the honoi oi bung

attached to the service of the Garde-Meuble. Thereafter he executed a considi i ibl( numb i ol pieces,

the most important of which was the magnificent and elaborate bed for Louis XVI at Fontainebleau.

Another of his principal achievements was a set comprising twelve pieces of vcr\ rich furniture

for the study of the King at Saint-Cloud. Tie also supplied a hum conference table for the King, a table

for the Queen at Versailles, and also a bed in which Gustave III of Sweden slepl during his visit to

Versailles, as well as a cradle for Princess Sophie, born in 1786. He delivered chairs for the apartments

of Madame Louise and Madame Elizabeth and also the Count and Countess de Provence. The Comte
d'Artois had him compete for the installation of the "Chateau de Bagatelle" and expressh requested

eight large bcrgercs with a matching screen carved by the sculptor
f.

P. Rode. Boulard was often honored

bv being asked to mediate in professional trade disputes and became chief deputy for his corporation.

After his death, his widow carried on and continued to supply the Royal Household until the fall oi the

monarchy. Later his descendants worked again for the Imperial Palaces of Napoleon, but the workshop

in the rue de Clery disappeared in 1823.

J.
P. Poulard signed with two different signatures; one of these is found only on pieces of the pure

Louis XV style; the other on things of the Louis XVI period, of which there are many more. I lis

chairs arc characterized by the generosity of their proportions, which were very uncommon at that

time. The Mobilier National has a number of examples, one of which is on exhibition at the Louvre.

The Elvsee Palace and the Ministry of the Interior also have some admirable chairs by this master.

In the old Jacques Doucet Collection there was a pair of splendid stools originally from the Chateau

de Compiegne. Other famous private collections include pieces of unusual merit.

Louis-Charles Carpentier obtained his master's degree in 1752 and worked during the reign of

Louis XV. He made chairs of beautiful line and character, examples of which are on display at the

Musee des Arts Decora tifs in Paris, the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Strasbourg, the Musee Jacque-

mart-Andre in Paris and were owned before their dispersal and sale by some of France's most dis-

tinguished and knowledgeable nineteenth-century collectors.

Pierre Bara who acquired his master's degree in 1758, and his cousin Charles Vincent Bara were

both menuisiers of standing during the Louis XV period. Their signatures are sometimes found on

chairs of excellent quality.

Pierre Rimy was born in Paris in 1724 and died in August 1798. The son of a cabinetmaker and a

descendant of the famous Gillcs Joubert, he became an outstanding menuisier whose work is distin-

guished by the noble elegance of design apparent in the simpler as well as the more elaborate examples

of his work. There is a set of signed chairs, the backs of which form a sort of crown in the Bibliothcque

de 1'Arsenal, which were originally made for the Marquis de Paulmy, Governor of the Arsenal, near

the end of the reign of Louis XV. Other examples of his work arc in well-known French collections.

Louis Delanois, famous Parisian cabinetmaker, was born in 1731 and died in 1792. In his youth he

was employed by the widow
J.

P. Lcrouge; he passed his mairre on July 27, 1761, and opened a little

workshop in the rue Bourbon-Villeneuvc. The originality, elegance and finesse of his work attracted

the great dealers of his time as well as many members of the aristocracy, such as the Prince de Beauvau

and the Comte d'Orsay. Delanois also engaged in the wood industry which helped him further his

cabinet work. His unusual ability gained him the protection of Mme. du Parry who commissioned

him to furnish her lodgings at the Chateau de Fontainebleau. The sculptor Guichard and the gilder

Cagny were also attached to her service. The chairs of her bedroom at Versailles were designed with

finely carved roses, and she ordered an especially large armchair made for the King's use when he

visited her. The list of Delanois' noble patrons is a very long one and also included the Queen. He
was tremendously successful and grew rich, but was ruined by the Revolution and declared bankrupt

in 1790. He died less than two vears thereafter.

Philippe-Joseph Pluvinet was received as a master on July 14, 1754, and continued to work until his

death in 1793. He distinguished himself in the manufacture of very luxurious chairs of the Louis XVI
style, of noble character and brilliant execution. He was the father of Louis-Magdeleine Pluvinet, also a

chair-maker, but of lesser stature.

Claude Chevigny, who became a master menuisier in 1768, distinguished himself in the manufacture
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of deluxe chairs and other seat furniture. He made a set for the Due de Choiseuil at Chanteloup which

now decorates the Chamber of Commerce building at Tours. The Mobilier National owns several

examples of this master's work, including some that were originally made for the Palais de Fontainebleau.

Jean Baptiste Bernard Demay was a Parisian menuisier who gained his master's degree in 1784 and

worked with great success for thirty years. At the beginning of his career he received orders for whole

sets of furniture for the Queen, among which are some chairs with Marie Antoinette's monogram, now
at the Petit Trianon. At the Musee Carnavalet there are chairs a h MontgoJEere suggestive of

the balloon ascension which captured the imagination of the public at that time. After the Revolution,

Demay used a different signature which included his address, and his workshop finally disappeared at

the end of the Empire period during the depression which ruined all French industrv.

The celebrated Jacob family were workers in hard wood for almost a century. The first and greatest

of them all was Georges Jacob, who was born in Chenv in Burgundv in 1739 and died in Paris in 1814.

Around the age of sixteen he came to the capital to learn the art of working in wood and started with

decorative sculpture, supposedly in the establishment of Louis Delanois, where he developed the

delicacy of his taste and his creative genius. On September 4, 1765, Jacob won his master's degree,

submitting as his chef-d'oeuvre a small model of an armchair which his descendants still possess. He
abandoned his first workshop for a larger place in the rue Meslav, and from 1773 on he received orders

from the Garde-Meuble Roval. He was given several tasks such as the repair of some Boulle furniture,

but his tastes ran to chairs, beds, screens, consoles, and torcheres, which he not onlv designed, but

carried out entirely himself, including the carving. In that specialty he surpassed all of his rivals in the

perfection of his technique. His brilliant fantasy gave even his more modest pieces a noble character,

grace and a certain distinction. His fertile imagination created new forms of harmonious elegance.

Chairs with round seats, console feet, and lyre backs were among his innovations and he was the first

to use mahogany for chairs. His brilliant inventiveness brought him the favor of Marie Antoinette who
loved novelty and before she became Queen he executed many pieces in the allegorical taste of the

period. The most extraordinary, however, were made for her boudoir at Versailles after she was Queen.

These chairs included in their design such emblems as torches, quivers, attributes of love, sphinxes, and

symbols of mystery and fidelity, as well as cocks' and eagles' heads, and the emblems of France and

Austria.

Many of these pieces are in the Kunstgewerbe Museum in Berlin, while the Musee des Arts

Decoratifs in Paris possesses three other fine chairs, the feet of which are in the form of quivers, the

arms in the shape of horns of plenty and the backs decorated with the Austrian eagle surmounted with

roses. These latter pieces were created for the bedroom of the Queen at Saint-Cloud.

The list of Jacob's great patrons and the pieces he made for them is too long to enumerate. How-
ever, an interesting development must be mentioned. The painter David, who copied his models from

the drawings on Etruscan vases, wanted to own a set of furniture closely resembling that of the Greeks

and Romans of antiquity and entrusted this task to Georges Jacob. The chairs were fashioned of the

darkest mahogany in order to resemble the patina of old bronze and it was in this manner that the

Empire style was born.

The friendship between David and Jacob led to a close co-operation in launching the new style.

Later when David's republican enthusiasm reached its climax he arranged to have Jacob commissioned

to supply the new conference room in the Palais des Tuileries. David himself designed a chair draped

in purple for the presidential scat. The stalls for seven hundred and sixty deputies, benches for the

public, desks for the secretaries and the great tribunal supported bv two griffins were designed by the

architects Percier and Fontaine, still young beginners freshly returned from their studies in Rome.

Within several months Georges Jacob was able to carry out this tremendous project.

During the Terror the painter Simon Julien painted Jacob's portrait in a tricolor costume — blue

suit, red vest and a white cravat — an obvious suggestion of his svmpathv for the new order, dictated by

caution rather than conviction. Being rich, he was suspect and on several occasions envious people

denounced him to the Committee of Public Safetv. Protected as he was bv his friend David, who had

a seat in that sinister council, Jacob was apparently neither arrested nor imprisoned despite the rumors.

During the Directoire period Jacob vigorouslv applied himself to the manufacture of furniture of all
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kinds; and under the difficulties that existed he made less elaborate furniture in mahogany, maple or

lemonwood with incrustations of ebony and amaranth. This was certainly not the sort of furniture on

which he had built his great reputation and his fortune.

In the spring of 1796 Georges Jacob handed over the direction of his business to his two sons,

Georges and Francois-TIonore, who were registered under the new order as Jacob Freres. Roth had been

born in Paris, the older in 1768, the younger in 1770. Tn their joint enterprise under the Consulate,

the older was the administrator while the younger was the technician and called himself Jacob-

Desmalter, taking the name of a small estate owned by his father in Burgundy. Extremely intelligent.

he loved his profession and was so gifted that contemporaries considered his work comparable to that

of Boulle in the seventeenth century and of Riesencr in the eighteenth. Luck was with the brothers

from the start for General Bonaparte, returning from Italy, commissioned them to make a curious

set of furniture for his bedroom at the rue Chantcreinc in which the bed resembled a tent and the

chairs were in the form of drums. Later he ordered the Jacob Frcrcs to refurnish the royal residences

which had been devastated by the Revolution. Up to that point, having made very sober pieces, the

main virtue of which was the puritv of line, the Jacob Frcrcs began making much richer furniture

decorated with sculpture and bronzes. Sometimes there were insets of colored woods or porcelain

plaques imitating Wedgwood. Thev received a prize at an exposition for two commodes decorated

with cameos. Included among the furniture they submitted were three-footed incense burners, and a

sumptuous carved and gilded console topped by an Italian mosaic. They now signed with a new-

stamp which included the name of their street. Manv of these pieces still exist and are the propertv of

the state.

The older brother died very young, so Francois-Honore formed a new association with his father

under the name of Jacob Desmalter & Cie. When he became the official cabinetmaker to the Emperor

his business developed prodigiously and he had at least fifteen workshops, of which seven were devoted

to cabinetmaking, both furniture and chairs; three to carving, painting and gilding of wood, three to

bronze, one to tapestry, and one to mechanical locks. He produced a vast amount of furniture which

Napoleon wished to use in the restoration of all the palaces now in his estates. The Imperial Throne at

Fontainebleau, the jewel cabinet of Marie Louise, the buffets in ebony for Versailles and the grandiose

sets of chairs which Jacob made, chiefly on designs by Percier and Fontaine with the co-operation of

the bronze-makers Thomire and Ravrio, give one an idea of the huge number of things he produced.

He also furnished the courts of Holland, Spain, Russia, and Westphalia. At the end of the Empire

when this vast establishment was ruined, as were all the others, by the crisis which paralyzed the entire

national industry, Jacob retired. But his son Georges-Alphonse Jacob-Desmalter, who was born in 1799,

continued the family tradition and worked for the Crown during the second part of the Restoration.

An able designer, a pupil of Percier, Jacob created some good compositions, but unfortunately the taste

and economic conditions of the time prevented him from continuing. In 1847 rather than debase his

art he gave up the workshop and devoted the rest of his life to architecture and drawing.

Henri Jacob, a very able cabinetmaker from 1779 on, was no relative of the family of George Jacob.

However, the similarity of the name served to advance his interests and he did not hesitate to take

advantage of it. His work closely resembles that of Georges, which he imitated with such virtuosity that

he earned himself a deservedly brilliant reputation. He obtained orders for the Court, and among
other notable pieces for the Queen there were carved and gilded chairs and mahogany chairs of the

most beautiful quality. After 1789 he added a stock of fine tables, bookcases, and secretaires, but his

establishment disappeared at the beginning of the Empire period. His work is on display at the Musee
des Arts Decoratifs in Paris and in Strasbourg, also in Berlin and other foreign cities and collections.

The famous name Sene was that of a family of Parisian menuisiers, the first of whom was Jean,

born presumably around 1695. He only began signing his chairs toward the end of his period of activity,

when a stamp became obligatory. He is known to have made some richly sculptured Regcnce and

Louis XV pieces with iocaille decorations, cartouches and foliage, and to have signed his caned chairs

with the signature he adopted, Sene Lepere.

Claude I, son of Jean, was born in 1724 and acquired his master's degree in July 1~42. Having

married a sister of Jean Etienne Saint-Georges, he established himself with his brother-in-law at the
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rue de Clery, but although they shared the workshop each master maintained his independence and

signed his own work. They remained together until 1780 when Claude Sene retired and went to end

his days with his oldest son, in whose house he died in 1792. His products bear the stamp with his

initial C, closely resembling a G. He left very fine work including a splendid chair in the Louis XV
style now at the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, two painted walnut chairs in the Palace of Archives, a

bergere belonging to the Mobilier National and others in famous private collections.

Jean-Baptiste Sene, his oldest son, was born in 1748. He also acquired his degree when he was very

young, in 1769, and six months thereafter established himself in rue de Clery. An artisan of great

ability and extremely industrious he acquired a brilliant reputation in his profession. From 1785 on he

became fournisseur a la Couronne or furnisher to the Crown. The archives record descriptions of a

quantity of his products including beds, chairs of all types, tables, consoles, screens, fire screens, and

even dogs' beds disguised in different forms. With the co-operation of the sculptors Guerin, Alexandre

and Vallois, he produced magnificent pieces for the Chateau de Saint-Cloud. Those to be used in the

Ring's apartments presented emblems of Force, Wisdom, Justice and Temperence; those for the

Queen displayed attributes of Love, the Lilies of France and the Austrian eagle. For the same chateau

he delivered some special chairs with flexible frames which were transformable into stools. For the

theatre at Versailles he devised special chairs which turned. Among the more remarkable pieces he

delivered were two huge consoles which, when joined together, formed a fourteen-foot long table which

was used for the conference table for the "Conseil d'Etat" or State Conferences. Other remarkable

pieces, too numerous to mention, were made bv this great master for the nobilitv of France until the

fall of the monarchv. He managed to remain in favor even thereafter, and was commissioned to make

desks for the officials of the Republic. He continued to work with great success until his death in 1803.

His mark,
J.

B. Sene, is found on works of superb quality, in no respect inferior to that of Georges

Jacob. Their elegance and finesse of execution were comparable to the best ever produced. A good

number of his pieces are to be seen in the Palais de Compiegne, at Fontainebleau, Trianon, and the

small apartments of the Oueen at Versailles. The storerooms of the Garde-Meuble contain other chairs

of this master, as well as the Louvre, the Musee Condee at Chantilly, and many others.

Claude II called le Jeune, brother of the preceding, devoted himself to the same type of work.

Admitted to the guild as master in 1769, he took an atelier of his own on the rue du faubourg-Saint-

Denis. He soon moved to the rue de Clery 1 37, near his brother, Jean-Baptiste, and then received some

orders for the royal palaces on which he collaborated with the sculptors Ambroise, Vinceneaux, Cherin

and Bernier. He made many folding, and other stools for the Court, and for use in the King's room at

Compiegne. Unhappily, his workshop was extinguished by the torments of the Revolution. Despite the

same initials as his father, his signature is easily distinguishable from the latter's and is to be found on

very good pieces of the Louis XVI period.

Jean-Baptiste Lebas was born in 1729 and died in 1795. Son of an artisan, he obtained his master's

degree in 1756 and exercised his profession with singular ability for twenty years. Mme. du Barry recog-

nized his talents and had him compete for the installation of the pavilion de Louveciennes. He fur-

nished the Comte d'Artois with a magnificent drawing room set composed of two sofas and sixteen

armchairs, whose oval backs were richly carved and showed unique fantasy and originality of design.

Later this set was purchased by the Due de Talleyrand for the Chateau de Valencey where it was

used by the King of Spain, Ferdinand VII, during his captivity in France. The salon of the King in the

Grand Trianon was composed of one canape and six faureuils by Lebas, remarkable for their great

elegance of design and execution. Others of his finely caned pieces are in the style of Delafosse. The

Mobilier National, the Musee des Arts Decoratifs and the Royal Swedish Collection possess examples

of this master. Jean-Baptiste Lebas signed his work
J.

Lebas. His two sons and pupils, who continued

to work after the father's retirement until the end of the eighteenth century, used the name Lebas,

omitting the / of the father's signature.

Sulpice Brizard, a Paris menuisier, was born around 1735 and died after 1798. Having married

Maric-Genevicve Meunier, the daughter of an artisan in his field, he acquired his master's degree in

1763 according to the conditions accorded sons-in-law of established masters. Three years later he

opened his own workshop where he produced chairs of exceptional quality. He is reputed to have been
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one of the chief furnishers of seat furniture to the Court during the early years of th< r< ign ol

Louis XVI. I lis chairs were of remarkably fine quality and some of them are in th< GardN Meubk
National. He is also represented in the Musee du Louvre by a set of four chairs from tin Comando
Collection. The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York lias ;i very fine oval hacked gilded canapi

signed by this master, made in co-operation with the cabinetmaker Louis Delanois who furnished the

rest of the same set.

His brother Pierre Brizard followed the same profession but did not achieve a reputation such as

that enjoyed by Sulpice.
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Chapter 16

ADVICE TO COLLECTORS

Collecting antiques is one of the most absorbing hobbies and one that can be continued into old

age. As people advance in years and spend more hours at home, it is a great joy to be surrounded

by lovely things of the past and whether one collects items of great or of minor monetary value,

the thrill of a discovery or of filling a gap in one's collection is an exhilarating experience. Much has

already been written on.French art and it continues to be explored. An eager student will find a great

deal of information to be gleaned if he has the patience to wade through some of the more technical

books on the subject.

There are fashions in art as in other fields for what the public wants at a given time may leave a

subsequent generation completely cold. This does not mean that the public's taste has improved. It is

only a temporary change. In time, the pendulum swings the other way again and some neglected

period is rediscovered and appreciated by those who are weary of what they see about them. A con-

tributing factor of the public's tiring of a style of decoration is a reaction against the constant repetition

of the use of the same colors, fabrics and specific pieces of furniture by everyone trying to decorate a

room in a given style. After seeing the decoration of the house of some fashionable person, others

attempt to make their own resemble it as closely as possible.

During the first three decades of the twentieth century Gothic and Renaissance decorations were

Volpi and the Tolentino Collections were sold in New York at public auction and collectors paid huge

prices for the fifteenth and sixteenth-century pieces that were offered. One was considered fortunate to

possess pieces from these great collections, in which the pieces were authentic and of rare quality.

In 1930 the famous Figdor Collection was sold in Vienna and aroused such interest that people from

all corners of the globe attended the sale. Such pieces being scarce and correspondingly expensive, as

well as requiring large, high-ceilinged rooms to set off their beauty, were beyond the reach of the general

public. Many could not or did not wish to live in what they considered a museum atmosphere and

veered to English furniture which they found less formal. Simultaneously with the vogue for French

Gothic and Italian Renaissance, there was a great interest in Jacobean oak from England.

Since there is never enough good antique furniture in existence to fill the demand, vulgar imita-

tions are produced to give what is naively believed to be the same effect. Some decorators try to be
gay and original with period furniture but their abortive attempts are all too frequently tawdry and
ridiculous. When the market is flooded with these ugly interpretations of a given period a reaction

against it is sure to follow. So it was when theatres and movie houses, restaurants and apartment-house
lobbies were decorated in what was believed to be the Renaissance style. Orange-tinted electric light

bulbs added to the dreary vulgarity of these hideous and utterly inappropriate halls.

When a reaction set in against so-called heavy, dark and austere furniture of the French and
Italian fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and when even English seventeenth-century oak. seemed
depressing, the public fancy veered to Queen Anne walnut which thereupon became the great fashion.
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A generation later saw the children of those who had collected Oueen Anne turn toward Georgian

mahogany and English Regency, which were then considered very smart even in reproductions.

Many who favored French eighteenth-century interiors throughout this time frowned upon what

some call "palace furniture" as too elegant to be in keeping with the simplicity of the "American way

of life" and wanted provincial things. During the financial depression in the United States, a great

department store coined the expression: "It's smart to be thrifty." This spirit pervaded many people's

thinking and thus a simple, provincial atmosphere was sought, although sometimes at a very high cost.

Oddly enough, throughout the nincteen-fifties as the lack of servants made life even more informal,

very elegant French eighteenth-century furniture returned to new heights of popularity all over the

world and many people would not consider any other style for their interiors.

Within the past few years, the long-neglected Renaissance and seventeenth-century furniture is

slowly attracting attention. Interest in it is very wisely being revived by some young decorators who are

finding new ways of using it charmingly even in ultra-modern houses and apartments. A few good,

early pieces do marvels in relieving a modern interior of its blank, lifeless appearance.

The mL;h discussed question of an article's value is a very interesting subject, but is extremely

difficult to determine. True, there is a so-called market value for run-of-the-mill objects which are

frequently offered, but as a piece of exceptional quality is very rarely encountered, no exact figure can

be set. A very fine piece in any field retains or increases in value to a far greater extent than a mediocre

one, whether it be furniture or a jewel. However, even the more ordinary antique pieces are now grow-

ing scarce and prices are rising to such an extent that estimates are often very inaccurate. Newspapers

and a number of magazines report sale prices at public auction as a guide to collectors, but these are

extremely misleading because they do not tell the whole story.

In most countries there are groups of dealers who form rings. There is an understanding between

them that only one of their number will do the bidding and the rest do not compete at a sale. This

enables them to obtain an object for a much lower figure than if each were to act independently.

Immediately after the auction this group meets again and a second little auction called a "Revision"

follows, at which the ultimate purchaser pays off the others in equal shares.

The man who purchased an object at the sale was acting, not for himself alone, but for whatever

number of other dealers were interested in it originally. Later the dealers meet at an agreed place and

hour and sit around a table while one of their number keeps the score. The first man bids a certain

sum that he is willing to pay, over and above the purchase price. Let us say, for instance, that he offers

the equivalent of twenty-five dollars. Going around the table each man then meets the figure of twenty-

five dollars. The second time around the first man bids another twenty-five dollars and each one who
meets his bid remains in the pool. When one of the number drops out, he ceases to be entitled to a

share of the future bidding from that time on. His share is determined by the number of men entered

in the "Revision" and the point at which he stopped bidding. If there are only four participating, he

gets a quarter of whatever was bid up to the time that he dropped out. The eventual purchaser, is the

one offering twenty-five dollars more than any of the others, and is also entitled to his quarter of the

bids. Thus his final purchase price is whatever he has offered over-and-above the others, less his share

of the money offered above the original purchase price at the auction. The fewer the participants of

the "Revision," the greater the profit for those entering it. Since the number of shares depends on the

number of contestants, the profit shrinks whenever there are many taking part.

It is possible for a member of the group to make a very substantial sum of money without actually

buying a single item, while the highest bidder may be obliged to pay as much as double, or three times

the amount for which the piece was sold at auction some hours earlier. This is why reports of auction

prices mean very little, unless the item is purchased independently by a private collector.

Many people enjoy buying at auction; they feel that they are buying at the source, some erroneously

believing that they get bargains at public sales and are avoiding the payment of a dealer's profit. The
excitement of an auction is tremendously stimulating, with some of the elements of a horse race. The
thrill of winning out over an opponent leads many to stretch a point and pay more than they had

anticipated.
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The previous owner's name plays a great role in stimulating interest in a collection and keen

competition at a sale. The same objects offered without the glamorous name of a socially prominent

owner fetch a much lower price. Perhaps the fact that there is always an "under-bidder" who is willing

to pay almost as much as the purchaser himself, inspires confidence, but after the excitement of the

salesroom is over, it is often difficult to recapture even the under bidder's offer. Tins is frequently

demonstrated when a few odd lots are purchased in error or there is some confusion concerning the

bid. When offered a few weeks later, after the excitement of the sale has died down, they generally

bring less money.

The question of provenance (or pedigree) of a piece is, of course, extremely interesting but of far

less importance than is generally attached to it. Big collectors have been known to possess some pool

things, even forgeries, and certainly most of them have made some errors in taste and judgment. I have

heard it said with great wisdom that one must buy with one's eyes and not with one's ears. Stories con-

nected with works of art arc very intriguing and they fire the imagination, but alas, not all of them are

true, and the only safe judge of merit is careful observation and examination.

At auctions many prices have soared because two or more people have fallen in love with one item

which they each want at any price. Had the same piece not been exhibited at an auction gallery,

hundreds of people attend, these enthusiasts might never have troubled to look for the piece. Further-

more, they know that they must act at once or lose the object forever, whereas when seen in a gallery,

innumerable vacillating characters temporize for months or years before making up their minds.

If a sale is advertised as being "unrestricted" it is against the law in America to put an "upset

price" on a piece, without announcing it in advance. An "upset price" is one set by the seller below

which the piece will not be sold. However, there arc various methods employed by consignors to pro-

tect their things if they do not reach the minimum goal. It is therefore not always what it seems to be,

if a piece is knocked down for a ridiculously low price. In all probabilitv it simply was not sold at all.

After a lapse of time the same item will reappear, again and again, until it is finally disposed of at a

reasonable figure.

There are habitues seen regularly at auctions who rarely, if ever, make a purchase. For them, it is

a free spectacle and they enjoy watching others spend their money — often foolishly — according to

their views, while they themselves remain aloof, enjoving a vicarious thrill. A good deal can perhaps be

learned by attending sales regularlv if one has a certain knowledge upon which to base observations and

conclusions, or if one is keen and learns readilv. But listening to the drone of the auctioneer's voice

for hours and hours each week is more stultifying than educational unless one is very alert and espe-

cially interested in certain pieces.

The psychology of an auction is a curious phenomenon. When a person wishes to sell some posses-

sion, he feels certain he will obtain the highest possible price at auction. On the other hand, people

who want to buy bargains attend auctions avidlv because they are equally sure that they will be getting

things more cheaply than in a shop! Contradictorv as it may seem, both of these points of view are

based on truth, but it is chance in each case which proves the deciding factor. At a sale which arouses

little public interest one can, at times, buy verv cheaply, but to do so one must know the merchandise.

Some are impelled to buy things at auction merely because the competition thrills them and not

because they have any need or even a desire to possess such an article. They are stimulated into action

through the competitive atmosphere of a sale. It would appear as though these irresponsible bidders

were a boon to the auctioneers but this is not always the case. With the same spontaneity which made

them buy the piece in the first place, thev decide that they do not want it at all and refuse to pay for or

pick it up. The auction houses try to protect themselves from such indecision by demanding a twenty-

five per cent deposit immediately after a piece has been knocked down or the whole purchase price in

cases where they think there is any danger of the purchaser reneging later.

At auction everything is sold "as is." In other words, in whatever condition one may find. If there

are hidden repairs in porcelains or any other serious or insignificant defects which come to light after

the sale, one has no redress. This holds true for furniture as well, which sometimes collapses when it is

moved to its destination. Frequently the upholstery fabric is all that holds some pieces together and

once the material is removed it becomes verv clear that nothing can be done without taking the piece
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all apart and re-doweling, re-gluing and re-upholstering it. This is an opportune moment to have strong

corner blocks made for chairs and canapes. These are a great help in holding antique seat-furniture

steady and in no way prejudices the authenticity or value of the piece.

As a rule, auction houses catalogue things to the best of their knowledge and according to what

the consignors tell them, but they assume no responsibility should the attribution prove incorrect.

However, if they state that an article is silver or gold for instance, then one may be certain that it is,

since these materials can be tested. Items described in a catalogue as dating from a specific period are

generally only in the style of that time unless the appropriate century is mentioned in the description.

In America, sales are often successfully held on the estate of a deceased owner, but even then

the best pieces, if they are really important, are brought to the auction galleries in the city. The modern

furnishings of a house, its carpets, curtains and other appointments look much better in the setting for

which they were made than in an untidy heap at an auction house, which has no space or time to

waste on showing them advantageously. In America estate sales on the premises are quite likely to be

bona fide but with nothing of great value offered.

In Europe antiques are frequently "planted" in private houses to which the unsuspecting are taken

to see the property of a recently bereaved and needy widow, or an impoverished nobleman. If a sale

results, the space formerly occupied by the commode, table or buffet which the dupe acquired will

quickly be filled with another piece of suitable size to give an impression of having been there for

many years.

In retail shops people almost always expect to be allowed to try furniture, pictures and art objects

at home, often remarking that they wish to see if they can "live with them." If purchased at auction

they seem to have no such problem and go ahead with a confidence conspicuously lacking on other

occasions. When buving in Europe they do the same! A good exercise for a would-be collector is to

learn to visualize things in the settings in which he hopes to place them.

There are a number of things on which to concentrate one's attention in order to detect spurious

pieces although imitators have many different methods of giving false pieces the appearance of being

genuine and they are diabolically clever at it.

The first step in acquiring knowledge is to read, look, touch and familiarize oneself with the history

of the periods in which one is interested and the shapes and general character of the objects of that

time. Practice is indispensable and one must persevere in observing details, analyzing and comparing,

and turning over thousands of pieces of furniture and other objects.

It is impossible to explain how to recognize different types of wood but when, in a catalogue of

an exhibition or a museum, the description mentions the wood, it should be carefully observed and

memorized so that one will recognize it in the future. In the Gothic period oak was used to a large

extent and was stained a dark brown. The Renaissance brought walnut into use and its lighter tones

and close grain gave a somewhat less austere appearance to the furniture made with it. Ebony was a

popular wood for the deluxe furniture of the seventeenth century; often incrusted with brass or

ivorv and accompanied by tortoise shell in various tints, sometimes inlaid with semiprecious stones.

Walnut continued, nevertheless, to be the chief wood used for chairs and for simpler cabinets and tables.

In the short Regcnce period and during the early years of the Louis XV reign, some very finch' carved and

gilded chairs and consoles were made of oak, to match the woodwork of the period. The Louis XV
period saw the use of beechwood for much of the best "seat furniture," but walnut continued to be

used for chairs, especially in the provinces. For commodes, cabinets and tables veneered bois dc rose,

bois de violetre and amaranth, together with other exotic woods became the favorites, while the prov-

inces continued to use walnut and a considerable amount of mehsier (fruitwood). In the seaport

towns, mahogany from the Indies was used as early as the Louis XV period, but was only in general

use in the Louis XVI period in Paris. Beechwood, cither painted or gilded continued to be the pre-

ferred wood of the rnenuisiers of the Louis XVI period and mahogany, so very popular for all other

furniture was rarely used for chairs until the end of the Louis XVI period, but then continued through-

out the Dircctoirc and the Empire. Oak was again used in the Louis XVI period for finely carved and-

gilded frames, mirrors and consoles.
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The paint used on furniture in the Louis KV period was a sofl blue, celadon green, grayish-white,

sometimes with touches of rose or gilded outlines. 'Hie chief color of the Louis W I reign is known

as gris Trianon, a name given in the nineteenth century to describe what had originally been wind

With the Directoirc, colors grew somewhat brighter and heavier, with yellow and olive green a populai

combination, or bright blue with gray. Most Empire ease furniture was made of mahogany, but painted

pieces were of other woods and followed the general color schemes ol then silks; a strong green 01

red ground with the pattern carried out in a gold color. Citronnier (lemon wood) which had been

introduced in the Louis XVI period became the wood in highest favor during the Restoration and

the reign of Charles X.

Very obvious imitations in the realm of furniture are those in which the wood has been "dis-

tressed" through artificial means, such as hitting if with heavy chains, hammer blows, eft. Old rusty

tacks are apparently left in chairs and rows of nail holes with bits of old fabric still attached arc made
to suggest much previous upholstery. Completely spurious pieces arc the easiest to detect. Much more

difficult to recognize are those which were made years ago, with more care. There are meticulously made
copies of eighteenth-century models which date from the second half of the nineteenth century

with no intentional attempt to mislead. Somehow they make an unsatisfactory impression on a trained

eye, however, for details were frequently exaggerated and ovcr-acccntuated.

People, often complain that French furniture is too fancy. Genuine pieces of the eighteenth

century are not fancy but copyists carve as many roses, shells and other decorative devices as the piece

will hold in order to produce an effect of richness. At first glance such a piece should be suspect.

Care must be used in buying painted furniture as paint is frequently an expedient to hide the new-

wood under it, but not all painted furniture is doubtful. The patina of time which is beautiful to a

trained eye, is not always appreciated and sometimes considered synonymous with dirt. Genuine patina

is a valuable adjunct which should be appreciated and respected. Original paint of the period is a rare

joy to a collector, for if the paint is of the eighteenth century the piece it covers must necessarily

be genuine.

Veneered furniture frequently gives itself away if it is modern as the color is too pale and too raw

and sometimes too pink or too yellow to be of the eighteenth century. Nor has it the depth of color

that it should have. Copies, no matter how cleverly made, never achieve the warm golden tone that

sings. Antique veneer is uneven in thickness whereas new veneer which is cut by machine, is always of

uniform depth.

If, by looking at a piece, one is in doubt as to its age, it is well to touch and feel it. The sense of

touch is, at times, very revealing, especially in furniture with carving. If genuinely antique, it will have

been rounded and softened by time, and never have sharp edges. Old furniture has been dusted,

rubbed, cleaned and waxed for something like two centuries and is soft and smooth to the touch.

Clever fakers know this and try to file down corners, brush vigorously with a wire brush and do what

they can to produce the effect of usage, but their efforts are never completely successful and fool only

the inexperienced. Knowing this, fakers often paint the pieces in question so the telltale signs will be

obliterated.

With veneered furniture the sense of touch is equally useful, as antique veneer has waves, uneven-

nesses and other little defects due to its age and reactions to climate and temperature.

Having looked and touched the piece in question one can resort to a further test. Old wood from

which all the sap has been dried through the vears is heavy; new wood is lighter. Of course, there is

the problem of upholstery which can be responsible for extreme weight. In that case a piece must be

stripped down to the frame to gauge its weight. But if the object in question is a chair, this may be

unnecessary for in turning it over one can generally be certain by looking carefully at its underside. If

not covered by paint or a preparation for gilding, the underside of a becchwood piece is of a rosy, warm,

light-brown color which no one has ever succeeded in imitating and which, through practice, one

learns to recognize.

The next point is to see if the chair is doweled and assembled as was done in the eighteenth cen-

tury. If the wood shows signs of having been sawed or planed by a mechanical device one can be sure

that it is modern. Here is where wormholes play their part for most beechwood furniture is subject
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to the ravages of worms. Some hardwoods, such as oak and mahogany, may be free of them but the

undersides of becchwood chairs which have not been waxed or rubbed, as have the outsides, are rarely

without some trace of wormholes. This is true of all antique woods; only the veneered surface of

veneered furniture is the exception. Real wormholes run irregularly and form zigzag tunnels under the

surface, while artificial wormholes go down directly and do not deviate. Exterior horizontal galleries

nun have been made under the surface of pieces which were originally painted and revealed when the

paint was stripped off.

One must look very carefully to be sure that the apron on the underside has not been coyered with

a clcycrlv applied piece of old wood showing wormholes, while the main structure is modern. The
desired impression is, of course, that the whole frame is made in one piece of the same wood, but close

examination will sometimes reveal that it is glued oyer the new wood as a veneer is.

The initials J.M.E., which stand for Juiande des Menuisiei Ebeniste, often accompany a genuine

signature, since it was a control mark stamped on by the corporation of cabinetmakers when the piece,

already stamped by the maker, passed through the jurisdiction of that body. Sometimes one finds the

signature of the marker without the control mark, but the only explanation possible for a control mark

without a master's signature is that the latter has been obliterated through the years, by repairs, acci-

dent, shrinking of the wood fibre or some other cause. The J.M.E. was at the time, a guarantee that the

piece was, in fact, the work of the man who presented it to the corporation for stamping. But furniture

made to order for a definite client was frequently not stamped at all since there was no doubt as to its

origin. Similarly only a few pieces in sets of furniture were stamped, as stamping them all seemed use-

less; but in time, when sets were broken up and the pieces separated, it left some without any identifica-

tion of authorship.

Consoles are very rarely signed. They were an integral part of the room, often related to and a part

of the wall paneling and made for a specific place. Thus they did not as a rule pass through the

A/enuisiers guild's control. Initials branded into a piece of furniture, sometimes surmounted by a

crown, indicate the royal palace or- chateau in which it belonged. Two signatures on the same piece

of furniture should not cause consternation for there are several possible explanations. One is that two

cabinetmakers often collaborated on a set of furniture and both signed. Another is that a dealer bought

a piece from another, possibly on the death of the author, and added his own signature because it was

sold from his shop. And as mentioned before, several signatures arc often found on sets of furniture

where all details are identical because two or more cabinetmakers collaborated on the set.

The best antique dealer is one who loves the things he has assembled and for whom his vocation

is an all-consuming hobby as well as the source of his livelihood. He generally knows a great deal more

about antiques than one who is merely a shrewd merchant and buys anything he thinks he can sell at

a profit. A dealer who is a collector at heart will study his material with deep interest and, as in all

other occupations in life, one can only excel if one loves the profession and is willing to devote time

and energy in its pursuit.

It is a curious fact that dealers like to buy furniture in bad condition which they are obliged to

repair at considerable expense. Instead of being pleased when repairs have already been undertaken

and paid for by someone else, they prefer to go through the whole process themselves. Perhaps it is

because in this way they know exactly what has been done or perhaps because they believe that they

can have the work done better than someone else. Whatever the reason, it is a fact that each dealer

likes to prepare his own merchandise for the market.

If a painting or drawing is meticulously framed by one owner, the next pulls off the frame and

changes the whole aspect of the picture. There is enormous satisfaction in putting one's personal touch

into its presentation and rarely, if ever, is one satisfied by what was done by the last owner. True, styles

in framing have changed and what was considered perfect years ago, looks dowdy and tasteless today.

However, a great crime that has been committed within the last decade, is the way in which fine, old,

hand-carved period frames have been stripped of their original gilding or covered with white gesso

(plaster) and rottenstonc and then rubbed, in order to allow some of the gilding to peep through.

This vandalism has been perpetuated in the name of modern art for such mutilated frames are con-

sidered the ideal presentation of Impressionist paintings!
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People arc always searching for "finds" and hoping thej will discovei sonn wonderful object

in an out of the way place. It is not absolutelj impossible, but highlj improbable thai an amateur can

pick up sonic very rare thing for the proverbial song. One finds nice little bits in the provinces in

France, here and there, but the}- arc generally priced as high, it not higher, than the) would be in Paris

or New York. If the amateur would only realize that whatever he is offered has alreadj been sided by

the great dealers, by specialists in every field and even by the intermediary traveling dealers, known as

courtiers, he would understand that if an apparently fine piece is left, it is because it was deemed false

by the experts.

The famous Marche au Pus or flea market in Paris, as well as the Swiss Village and similar markets

in London, Rome, Madrid and other large centers offer much amusement and spurious antiques

ad infinitum. Some of the Paris dealers go to the flea market so early in the morning that almost every-

thing really desirable is sold before some of the stands have even opened. The remaining merchandise

is usually brought in from Paris shops which find it much easier, and more profitable, to do business

with foreigners there in the market, than in their shops. People love going to the flea market on a lark

and make purchases they would not dream of making in town or at home.

In the course of a lifetime prices fluctuate as fashions change, or as times arc prosperous or the

reverse. In this age of increasing production costs of contemporary furniture and reproductions; even

very simple provincial antiques have risen in value over the last decade. Honest, genuine furniture of

the simpler type has grown extremely difficult to find in France today and is correspondingly expensive.

There is something very homelike and cozy about simple French furnishings, which are most appealing

and appropriate for use in American houses, for they are gay, charming and unpretentious.

One of the surest methods of learning about antiques is to buy them with one's own money for

the eye is sharpened by the expenditure of personal funds. Studying the history of art and knowing

styles is most important, but some students who know a great deal in theory are very uncertain in

judging a specific piece. Never having taken the risk of overextending themselves in spending their own

money, they never achieve the same knowledge as one who has plunged into collecting in a practical

way. On the other hand, some relatively uneducated men who deal in antiques acquire an eye and

considerable ability to distinguish a good piece from a bad one. Insurance appraisers for instance, arc

often good at their task because of much practice, but certainly not all of them know what they are

looking at. The official United States government appraisers at the Port of New York deserve a

word of praise at this point for they are extraordinarily capable in their various specialties. In France

some conspicuously knowledgeable men are appointed "experts of the tribunal" or "experts of the

Custom House." These are honorific titles and those on whom they have been conferred, have a right

to use them as titles and on their stationery, but they are paid for their services only as and when they

are called upon for their opinions.

The other so-called experts are self-appointed, as they are in the rest of the world. However, they

may be as capable as those who have taken the trouble to seek official recognition for it does not follow

that appointed experts never make mistakes. Infallibility does not exist, but some individuals who
through great experience have attained considerable ability and judgment, come as close to the distinc-

tion as is possible.

To become a real connoisseur requires work, patience and close observation for a long period of

time. Intuition plays a part, but even the quality described by this misleading word is only developed

after long study and after the mind and eye have accustomed themselves to, and are filled with, the

lines, colors and qualities of the material in question. One requires real knowledge as a basis of one's

"flair"; otherwise it is too unreliable to be of value.

The great pieces of furniture and decorations which were made for the French Court, arc the

finest that have ever been produced in the world and arc therefore the last word in elegance and

France's triumph in the decorative arts.

There is no end of pleasure to be derived from delving into the field of French art, and it is

hoped that this volume will stimulate even wider interest and prove of some assistance to those who
wish to pursue the subject in greater detail than has been possible within the scope of this book.
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GLOSSARY
Accotoir or Accoudoir: A wooden arm support which

begins at the end of the arm of a chair and extends to

the seat.

Amaranth. A bright violet wood which turns brown
when exposed to air.

Amboyna: An East Indian wood of light color with
marked burls and swirls.

Ancien regime: Former political power.

Appliques: Wall sconces used to furnish light, usually

with two or three candlcholdcrs or branches.

Apron: The band of wood, with or without a drawer,

under a table top.

Arabesque: Scroll ornamentation based on plants, fruits,

flowers and foliage; derived from the Arabic decora-

tive style.

Armoire: A clothes cupboard.

Aventurine: A yellowish glass with an infinite number of

brilliant little copper crystals; first made in Venice in

1720.

Banquette: A long stool.

Bergere: An armchair with upholstery enclosing the sides

from arms to seat and supplied with a soft loose cush-

ion resting on an upholstered platform.

Bibelots: Small objects of exceptional charm and interest.

Biscuit: White unglazed porcelain used extensively for

groups and figures at Sevres during the second half of

the eighteenth century.

Blanc de plomb: Lead white (paint).

Bobcche: The drip cup which fits into a candleholder.

Bois de fil: Sec fil de bois.

Bois de rose: A yellowish wood striped with red which
turns a mellow blonde with age.

Bois de violette: Originally called bois violet; see King-
wood.

Boiserie: Wood paneling.

Bombe: A curved bulbous line in furniture giving a

blown-out effect; a convex shape.

Bonheur-du-jour: A small writing table which first ap-

peared after the middle of the eighteenth century,
the rear portion of which is surmounted by a small
cupboard for writing equipment, toilet articles or
bibelots.

Bouchon: A term used in the eighteenth century to

describe the removable top over the marble of a bouil-

lotte table, covered in baize on one side and leather
on the other.

Bouillotte: A game.

Brocatelle: A type of lampas characterized by marked
relief of the design, resulting from the use of a coarse
linen ground weft, silk warp and pattern weft.

Broche: A silk material with a raised floral design on a

silk or satin ground of contrasting color.

Bronze d' meublement: Bronze mounts for furniture.

Bronzier: A worker in bronze.

Brule parfum: An incense burner.

Buhl: Nineteenth-century word describing tortoise shell

and brass inlay furniture in the stvlc of Andre-Charles
Boulle.

Bureau plat: A flat writing table or desk, usually having
several drawers.

Bureau en dos d'dne: A drop-leaf desk which derives its

name from an ass's back which it resembles in shape.

Cabriole leg: A leg which curves out from the seat of a

piece of furniture and in again before reaching the

foot where it is again parallel to the seat.

Cabriolet: A Louis XV chair with a concave back and
cabriole legs.

Cache pot: A decorative flowerpot holder.

Camaieu: Monochrome; one color in several shades.

Canape: A sofa.

Canape a corbeille: A sofa with in-curving ends suggest-

ing a basket.

Capital: The head or top of a column, pilaster or pillar.

Caquetoire or caqueteuse: A type of wooden armchair

of which the front is wider than the back; a shape

known in France only during the sixteenth century.

Carnet: A notebook.

Cartel: A hanging wall clock.

Cartonnier: A piece of furniture created to hold papers,

frequently made to stand at or on the end of a flat

desk.

Cartoon: A precise drawing to be copied in tapestry or

other medium.

Cassolette: A covered vase in the shape of an urn, often

with reversible top which forms a candle socket.

Causeuse: A small sofa, or a large chair, similar to a

marquise. Term derived from the French verb causer,

meaning to chat.

Celadon: A light green color which is associated with

Chinese porcelain.

Chaire: Choir stall.

Chaffeuse: A low chair, used by the fire. Originally a
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chair low enough for the knees to be slight^ highei

than the legs, so as to cradle a bain wink changing it.

Chef-d'oeuvre: A masterpiece.

Chenets: The French name for andirons, oi in England,
firedogs.

Chenille: A tufted silk thread used in weaving. It is rut

and twisted to produce the elleet of velvet in rehet.

and derives its name from the word for caterpillar,

which it resembles.

Chiffonier: A high chest of drawers, ranging from a small

piece for odds and ends to a full-sized bedroom piece

to hold clothing.

Chinoiserie: Objects produced in Europe, in the Chinese
style or of Chinese inspiration. A term never applied to

anything produced in China itself.

Chutes: The bronze pieces which protected and dec-

orated the angles and legs on commodes, tables, desks

and other fine furniture from the Louis \l Y period on.

Cire-perdue: "Lost wax," a term applied to the wax mold
which was destroyed in casting bronze.

Ciseleur: Chiseler and chaser of metal.

Citronnier: Lemonwood, which is a pale honey color

when used as veneer and polished.

Cockade: A ribbon shaped into a badge; very much in

use during the French Revolution.

Coiffeuse: Dressing table, deriving its name from its use

in dressing hair; a synonym for poudreuse.

Commode: A chest of drawers.

Commode en tombeaux: A chest of drawers with short

legs, the body of which almost rests on the floor;

typical of the early Louis XV style.

Console: A table used against a wall as a bracket; or

sometimes with legs and a stretcher.

Console leg: Bracket-shaped scroll legs.

Coromandel lacquer: A Chinese lacquer consisting of

many coats of paint each of which is dried, hardened
and polished before application of another. The back-

ground is dark and thick with a tendency to turn

brown; decorated in bright colors, showing people,

houses, mountains, etc. on a rather large, bold scale

and subsequently engraved. Most French commodes
in this material were made from Chinese screens.

Cuivre dorc: Copper gilt.

Damask: A woven silk material usually of a single color

with a satin ground on which the pattern is without
sheen. The back shows the same pattern in reverse,

in satin on a matte ground. The design is formed bv

a contrast of weave.

Dauphine: A rich silk fabric with a matte finish.

Decapage: The process of removing paint or gilding.

Desserte: A sideboard with an undershclf which first

appeared in the Louis XVI period.

Dorcur: Gilder of metal or wood.

Dossier plat: Flat-back; a term used to describe the back
of a chair.

Dragee: A sweet; often the sugar-coated almonds given

guests at weddings.

Ebeniste: A cabinetmaker of quality whose craft is dis-

tinguished from that of a carpenter by his knowledge
and handling of fine woods.

Ebony: \ hard, fin< grained black wood. I ound in hot

tropica] climates and used largch in Franci during
the Louis XI\ period and again undci Loui Philippe.

I \cran: \ firescreen; also a small creen on .1 tabl< 01 a

candlestick

Egtomise': Painting on l;],iss. done on tin

quentl} with gold leaf.

En cas: A small tabic w ith a drawer 01 < abin

Encoignure: ( lornei c upboard,

Escutcheon: A metal keyholi ornament.

Espagnolette: A decorativ< tit howing a female head
wearing a large stiff lac; collai or mil sucli as those
worn in Spain. A form oi decoration used largely for

bronze mounts,and wood carved details in tin K
period.

Etagere: A piece of furniture composed of a numbei oi

shelves which hang on the wall. Somctirm implied
with a small cupboard at the bottom. This term which
is of nineteenth-centun origin is also applied to table

a ouvrage (worktablc) with several shelves.

Faience: French term for pottery.

Faience blanche: White faience.

Fasces: A form of decoration representing a bundle oi

sticks bound together, derived from the emblem oi

ancient Rome.

Fauteuil de bureau: Desk chair, usually of a rounded
form with one leg directly in the center, two at each

side and one in the middle of the back, with cane or

leather back and leather seat cushion.

Fauteuil a chassis: An armchair with a framework which
is upholstered and slips into place.

Fete Galante: An eighteenth century conception of a

glamorous picnic in a romantic setting where elegantly

apparelled ladies and gentlemen play musical instru

ments and games and engage in flirtation.

Fil de bois: Veneer used uninterruptedly in the full

length of a piece of furniture.

Fil dor or fils d'argent: Gilded silver and silver thread

prepared in Genoa, and called Fx7 de Chypre, which
was used in tapestry weaving from the Middle Ages

to the eighteenth century.

Flambeau de paravent: A candlestick protected by eon
vex glass to prevent the flame from being blown out

when carried. It was fitted with a hook-like handle

which fit over the top of a screen.

Fluting: A form of decoration in which channels or

grooves run parallel to each other on a column or chair

leg. A very popular motif in the Louis XVI period

derived from the ancient classic forms, which were

originally in marble.

Fondeur: Caster of metal.

Gadrooncd: A design for the edges of metal pieces,

similar to beading but with the elements elliptical

instead of round and running up and clown along the

base or edge; widely used in the Louis XIV period and
again in the nineteenth century.

Garland: Wreath of flowers or leaves; a motif which was

very much in vogue during the Louis XVI period.

Gimp: A woven silk braid in different twisted designs

used in finishing upholstered furniture and also as

trimming on hangings and bedspreads.
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Girandole: A candlcholdcr with many brandies which
produce a brilliant effect resembling fireworks, when
lighted.

Gouache: A type of paint similar to watcrcolor in which
albumen replaces water and gives a softer, thicker

effect. Much in use in the eighteenth century; often

on parchment. The Italian term for it is tempera."

Gris Trianon: White paint used for The Trianon, now
turned gray from dirt and patina of time.

Gueridon: A small round table made to support a candle-

stick or candlclabrum. The name derives from a Moor-
ish galley slave named Gueridon. The term is now
used for any circular table.

Gueridon a crcmailliere: A tiny, round tabic or candle-

stand with a marble top, a gilt bronze gallery and an
adjustable ratchet support on three spreading feet;

generally made in mahogany in the Louis XVI period.

Habillee: A term used to describe a picture in which
fabric is pasted on as clothing and upholstery.

Hetre: Becchwood, the chief wood employed for fine

French eighteenth-century chairs.

Hetre: Beechwood, the chief wood employed for fine

French eighteenth-century chairs.

Housse: Slip cover.

Jardiniere: A decorative container for flowers.

Marchand bijoutier: An eightccnth-eentury name for a

jeweler who also dealt in other precious things such as

mounted objects and bibelots of all kinds.

Marquetry: Veneered woodwork sometimes inlaid in very
elaborate designs and varicolored woods.

Marquise: A small sofa or large armchair.

Menuisier: A worker in solid wood rather than veneer.

He also made carved consoles and all forms of decora-
tion other than veneers.

Meridienne: A type of short sofa on which one can re-

cline in a half-sitting position; but cannot lie down full

length; usually with one end much higher than the
other.

Merisier: Cherrywood. The French term for light, smooth
fruitwood.

Meubles a hauteur d'appui: A low cupboard, bookcase
or secretaire upon which one can lean.

Meubles a transformations: Furniture which serves two
or more purposes, often with mechanical devices.

Mille fleurs: Term used to designate tapestries made at

the end of the fifteenth and early sixteenth century,

the background of which is covered with flowers.

Moquette: A woven wool fabric with a high pile. A term
used today in France for any wool carpet.

Necessaire: Small case containing writing equipment or

toilet accessories.

Kakiemon: A design of Japanese character named after a

family which created it; later copied all over Europe
and erroneously called Korean decoration.

Kaolin: A special type of clay indispensable in the produc-
tion of hard paste porcelain.

Kingwood: A coarse-grained wood, varying in hardness,
of a very dark purplish brown or black color sometimes
striped with black or brown.

Lacquer: The process of applying many layers of paint
and a special varnish which takes a very hard polish.

Lambrequin: A valance frequently scalloped and fringed,

which was used over curtains. The form was also used
in designs of fabrics and in many other materials, and
was often copied in carved wood or metal, as a decora-
tion.

Lampas: A name applied to all figured textiles; in the
Louis XVI period a silk fabric with a design woven
in two or more tones of the same color on a contrast-

ing satin ground.

Le Lever: The ceremony of the King's rising in the morn-
ing, which was attended by the Court.

Liseuse: A reading table with a collapsible bookrest in

the center of the top.

Lisihre: Selvedge, the outside border of a textile or tap-

estry.

Lit de repos a crosse: A day-bed with outward curled
scroll ends.

Livre: The unit of money used in France before the intro-

duction of the decimal system in coinage.

Livre d'lleures: "Book of Flours." Illuminated prayer
books with prayers for certain hours. Use by laymen
was prohibited until the late fourteenth or early fif-

teenth century.

Ormolu: Gilded metal.

Os de mouton: Mutton bone, a term used for the legs

and arms of furniture in the Louis XIII period.

Palissandre: See Kingwood.

Papier peint: Printed wallpaper which simulates paint-

ing.

Paravent: A screen.

Passamenterie: An elaborate form of braid used in up-

holstery and also as a trimming on clothing.

Pate tendre: Soft paste porcelain.

Pliant: A folding stool with crossed legs.

Poele: A stove.

Poincon: Hallmark.

Polychrome: Many colored.

Pomponne or cuivre dore: Gilded copper. The name
derives from the Hotel de Pomponne where plated

and gilded ware was made.

Point de chainette: An eighteenth-century form of chain
stitch embroidery now commercially called Point de
Beauvais.

Pot au fard: A cosmetic pot.

Poudre d'ecaille: A highly-colored substance formed of

powdered tortoise shell.

Poudreuse: Powder table; a lady's dressing table, synonym
for coiffeuse.

Rafraichissoir: A table with shelves, a small drawer and
two metal containers for cold water in which to cool

wine bottles.

Rcchampi: Decoration in relief, either gilded or painted
in different tones or in a combination of gilt and paint.
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Regence: The period between i-iq and 1723, after the

death of Louis XIV and before bonis XV was of age,

during which France was governed bj the Duke of

Orleans. Not to be confused with the English Regency,

which is of much later date.

Regulateur: A long ease clock, or grandfather clock.

Rocaille: A decoration based on the use of shell forms

and rock formations.

Rosette: A rose-like cluster of ribbon also adapted and

copied in other materials, including carved wood,
marble and bronze.

Sable: Very fine bcadwork in which the beads were com-
pared to sand.

Sabot: The bronze hooves on the feet of fine French fur-

niture from the Louis XIV period on.

Sanguine: A red chalk much used in French eighteenth

century drawings.

Satinwood: A rather hard, very close grained light yellow

or light brown wood with a soft lustrous surface sug-

gesting satin.

Sconce: A wall bracket supporting one or more projecting

candle holders.

Sculpture d'edition: Small scale sculptured busts or

groups, usually in terra cotta or plaster from which
replicas were made.

Secretaire a abattant: A drop front desk the front of

which falls down to form a writing surface, underneath
which a cupboard with two doors conceals storage

space divided by one shelf.

Semainier: A tall piece of furniture with seven drawers;

one for each day of the week.

Sepia: The color of dark brown ink, or the ink itself,

originally made from squids or "sepia" fish.

Serre Papier: A paperweight. In the late eighteenth cen-

tury the name was used as a synonym for a cartonnier.

Servante: A serving table, sometimes round and often

with several tiers; usually of the Louis XVI period.

Siege episcopal: A metal church stool.

Stile: An outside vertical member of a commode or

cabinet which frames the drawers or panels.

Stretcher: A wooden support on a table, chair or other

furniture, which is attached to the legs for strength

and/or decoration.

Tableaux tentures: A set of wallpaper panels in the form
of a picture or series of scenes of the same subject.

Table a ouvrage: A worktable. The cightccnth-eentury

term applied to any small table with drawers or undcr-
shelf, often with spaces for writing equipment in top
drawer.

Table de Chevet: Bedside table.

Tabouret: A stool.

Tapestry: \ pii torial wall hanging in wool with the pat-

tern woven in 1>\ mean: of colored wool th

to be confused with anj othei form <>f wool or silk

fabric.

Tempera: See gouache.

Tenture: Term usually applied to .1 series or set ol

tapestries of oik subj< 1

1

/ irette: A pull-out slide under .1 tabic or desk top which
provides additional surface.

/ oile: I .men or tain as.

Toile de Jouy: While 01 tan linen 01 tun cotton with

scenes printed in red. \ lolet 01 blown.

iorchcrc: A tall, round candle 01 candelabrum holder.

Tricotense: A small worktable with .1 gallery, oik side of

which is often hinged and can be lowered, and fre-

quently with two shelves besides tht tup. \ form first

developed in the Louis XVI period and continued

through the Directoire and thereafter.

Trictrac: Backgammon.

Trompe VOeil: A device in painting, woodworking or

other media, which deceives the eve.

Trophies: Decorations composed of war accoutrement.

Tulipwood: A rather hard, dense K grained wood of light

color with a definite red gram suggesting reel and white

tulips.

Velour d'Utrecht: A wool velvet first produced in

Utrecht, Holland, and very widely used in the seven-

teenth century.

Veneer: A thin slice of any fine wood which is applied to

plain unfinished wood furniture and then highly pol-

ished to produce an elegant and brilliant effect.

Verdure: A tapestry which is predominantly green, show-
ing woods, meadows, bushes and trees with an oc-

casional figure, animal or bird.

Vermeil: Silver gilt.

Vernis Alartin: A very fine lacquer perfected, but not in-

vented by the Martin brothers, who were granted a

patent in 1730, allowing them the exclusive right to

imitate lacquer in relief in the Chinese and Japanese
manner.

Verre de fougere: Fern glass; very light glass with a green-

ish tinge.

Voyense: A chair which a man straddles leaning his arms
on the upholstered back. Similar to an English cock-

fighting chair, made to be used in watching card

games.

Wczrp: The set of threads which run lengthwise in the

weaving of fabrics; sometimes of a different material

than the woof.

Woof: The yarn running crosswise in a fabric or at right

angles to the war]) threads. Presently known as weft

in England and filling in America.
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Abaquesne, Masseot, 167

Abbey of Saint-Antoine des Champs, 60

Abolition of guilds, 1 56

Ace/'ou mouchte (fine mahogany), 81

Acanthus leaves, 1 57

Alcoves, 85

Alexandre, 214

Alms plates, 185

Altarpieces, 185

Ambroise, 214

Amboyna wood, 165

American collectors, late igth and early
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Ancellet, Denis-Louis, 202

Androuet, Jacques (Du Cerceau), 30
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5

Apothecary jars, 167

Apprentices, 60

Aprey, 175

Areas of wear, 1

8

Armoire a deux corps, 29

Artisans privileges, 60

Aubusson carpets, 92, 128, 129

Auguste, Robert Joseph, 152

Avisse, Michel, Guillaume and Jean, 210

Avme, Pierre, 152

B

Baccarat, 194

Balland, Philbert, 131

Balhn II, Claude, 151, 152, 201

Balzac, C. P., 152

Bara, Pierre and Charles Vincent, 21

1

Barbin, Francois and Jean-Baptiste,

r78, 206

Barriere, Jean Joseph, 165

Bastille, 67

Bataille, Nicolas, 122

Bauchcry, 206

Baugin, A., 99
Beaded edges, 78

Beadwork (sable), 1 59
Beakers, 140, 188

Beauvais (tapestry) factory, 126, 128,

129, 152

Beds, 85

Bedside tables, 51

Belt buckles, 185

Beneman (or Benneman), Guillaume,

60, 67, 86, 206

Bcrain, Jean. 39, 1:6, 140, 1-3. 198

Berg^res, 42

Bernier, 2 14
Besnier, Nicolas, 1 152

Bibelots, 159-165

Biennais, Martin Guillaume, 155

Bircklc, Jacques, 205

"Black glass" bottles, 192

Blanchard, Nicolas, Sylvan-Nicolas and

Jean-Nicolas, 210

Bluish glass bottles, 193

Bocttger, Johann Friedrich, 176

Bohemian-style glass, 190

Bois de iose, 199

Boites a mouches
(
patch boxes 1,159

Boizot, 206

Bombe, 199

Bonaparte, Napoleon, 90, 93, 110, 136,

137, 156, 165, 181, 207, 210, 213

Boiiheur-du-/oiir (small upright desk),

68

Bontemps, Pierre, 113

Bottles for foodstuffs, 193

Bottles of odd shapes, 188

Boucault, Jean, 210

Boucher, Frangois, 19,97, 105, 106,

109, 118, 126, 132, 135, 175, 179

Bouchons, 68

Boudin, Leonard, 200

Bouffon, 119

Bouillotte (game table), 68, 71

Boulard, Jean-Baptiste, 210-211

Boulle, Andre-Charles, 35, 61, 64, 139,

173, 197, 198, 203, 213

Boulle, Charles-Joseph, 199

Boulle, Jean-Philippe, 198

Boulle, Pierre Benoit, 198

Bourbon, Due de, 62

Bourg-la-Reine, 175, 178, 179

Bramante, 30

Brass, 35

Brebant, 205

Breton,
J.

F., 160

Briquet, 201

Brizard, Sulpice and Pierre, 214215

Brongniart, 181

Bronze d'arncub/enieiit, 61

Bronze foudeurs (casters), 61

Bronze-makers, 34, 35

Bronzes, 19, 139-157, 199-201

Bronziers, 139-1 57

Brule parfums (incense burners), 89

Brusst K tapestrj innovation, 1 25

Buffets, 29, 30

"Buhl," 55

Bureau .1 cylindre 1 roll top del

203, 205, 206

"Unrein du K01," 65

Bureau en dos d'ane 1 drop-leaf desk ),

46

Bureau plat ( table desk
1 , 46, 68, 205

Burg, Bernard Van Riesen
I

B.U.R.B.

199

Bury, Ferdinand, 204

Buttons, 185

c

Cabinetmakers' guild, 67

Cabinetmakers, 19--207

"Cabinetmakers to the King," 198

Caboclions, 185

Cabriole (curved leg), 36

Caffieri, Jean-Jacques, 34, 35, 3-. 61,

1 18, 139, 146, 201

Cagnv, 21

1

Callot, Jacques, 100, 105

Canabas, 57, 77
Canape a chasses or fauteuil, 36

Canape's (sofas), 42

Candlesticks, 31,64, 139, 140, 151

Caning, 41

Canopies, 85

Caquerel, Philippe, 186

Cardinal Mazarin, 31, 32, 198

Cardinal Richelieu, 100, 102, 115

Carlin, Martin, 86, 201, 202

Caron, 201

Carpentier Louis-Charles, 2 1

1

Cartier, 21

Caryatids, 81, 90

"Case furniture," 89

Castings, molds, 144

Cathedral of Angers, 1 2 5

Cathedral of Chartres, 186

Cathedral of York, 185

Catherine II of Russia, 206

Ceramic industry, 37
Ceramics. 16--183

Chair arms, legs and backs, 39,
-

i

Chair restoration, 94
Chairs, 31. 36. 39. 41, 199

Chairs, a development, 39. 40

Chairs, one of set copied. 1

_
. 18

Chairs, Restoration period, 93
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Chaise volante (lift), 65

Chalices, 185

Chambcrlano, Jean-Claude (Duplessis),

Chambrette, Jacques, 174

Champaigne, Philippe de, 102

Chandeliers, 31

Chantilly porcelain, 178, 179

Chardin, Jean-Baptistc-Simeon, 106,

109

Charles VI, 186

Charles VII, 9-, 131

Charles VIII, 113

Charles X, 93, 94, 1 37, 194

Charlier, Marcellin, 131

Chateau dc la Muette, 63

Chateau de Nerac, 31

Chateau dc Yaux-lc-Vicomte, 32, 34
Chateauroux, Mine, de, 65

Chemistry, new discoveries in, 194

Chcrin, 214

Chevallier, Charles, 199, 200

Chevigny, Claude, 211-212

Chicanneau, Pierre, 176

Chiffonier, 46, 68

Chinoiserie, 63, 173

Choiseul, Due de, 165

Church windows, 185

Cirou, Ciquaire, 178

Ciseleuis (engravers and chasers), 61

Clcrissy, Pierre and Joseph, 173

Clignancourt, 183

Clockcascs, 92

Clock mainspring invented, 139

Clocks, 139-157

Clodion, Claude Michel, 1 19

Cloisters of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, 125

Clouct, Francois, 97, 101

Cocades, 89

Cochin, Charles Nicolas, the Younger,

65

Colbert (Minister of Finance, 17th

century), 126, 131, 189

Collecting, 15-22

Collectors, advice to, 219-225

Collectors, early, 35

Colored mirrors, 189

Color prints, 85

Comedie Francaise, 118

Commode legs, 81

Commodes, 16

Commodes, drawer design, 51, 52

Commodes, the first, 51, 52

Commodes, transition, 51,52
Comiijodcs en tombeaux, 51

Commodes in pairs, 18

Conrade, Augustin, 170

Console-servante (serving table), 77
Consulate, 90

Coromandel lacquers, 62

Corporation des Menuisiers-Ebenistes,

59, 61, 67

Cost and value, 21-22

Coster, Vallayer, 85

Cotte, Robert de, 32, 39, 140, 189, 198

Cottin, 205

Cotton prints, first, 135

Court, Jean, 30

Court, Suzanne, 30

Courteys, Pierre, 30

Cousin, Jean, 1 13

Cousinct, Henri Nicolas, 146, 148, 160

Coustou, Nicolas and Guillaume, 115

Covsevox, Charles Antoine, 1 1 5

Cradle of styles, 1
5

Creil factory, 175

Cressant, Charles and sons (Cresson)

,

61, 199, 209

Cresson, Jacques-Louis, Jean-Baptiste,

Louis, Michel, and Rene, 199

Criaerd (or Criard) , Andre, Mathieu,

and Antoinc-Mathieu, 199

Crosses, 185

Cruet stands, 140

Cucci, Dominico, 34, 140

Cupboards, 51, 197
Cut crystal, 190

Cyflle, Paul Louis, 175

D
D'Anjou, Due, 186

Dangon, Claude. 131

D'Artois, Comte, 183

Dauphin of France, 67

David, Jacques Louis, 89, 110, 202, 212

Debucourt, 85

Decorators, 20-21

Delacroix, Eugene Ferdinand Victor,

1 1

1

Dclafossc, Jean Charles, 155, 214

Dclanois, Louis, 211, 212

Delorme, Francois and Adrien, 205

Delorme, Jean-Louis and Alexis, 205

Delorme, Philibert, the Elder, 113

Demay, Jean Baptistc Bernard, 21 2

Denizot, 200

"Designer to the King," (Meissonnier),

39

Desks, 197, 200

Desk chairs, 41

Desmaleter, Jacob, 155

Desportes, Francois, 105

Destcr, Godefroy, 203

Deutch, 175
"Diana the Huntress," 30

Diderot, 1 17, 119

Dining rooms, 55

Dining tables, 55, 77
Directoirc, 89, 136, 207, 212

Dircctoire chair and canape styles, 89

Distortion of antiques, 16, 17

Dollfuss, 1 35

Dorbay, 32

Doreurs (gilders), 61

D'Orleans, Duke Philippe, 199

Dovetailed edges (drawing), 17

Draperies, 121, 1 36

Drawer pulls, 90, 199
Drawing, 97-1 1

1

Drawings, faked, 19

Drinking glasses, 193

Drouais, Francois Hubert, 102

Du Barry, Mine., 57, 102, 118, 201,

203, 211, 214

Dubois, Giles and Robert, 180

Dubois, Jacques, Louis and Rene, 200

Dubut, Jean-Francois, 207

Ducrolay, 160

Dumonstier, Daniel, 101

Duplessis, Jacques, 64, 126, 180, 201

Dutch furniture, 93
Duty on antiques, 1

5

Duty on rugs and carpets, 1
5

Ebenistes (cabinetmakers), 64, 67, 197-

207

Eglomise, 186

Ellaume, Jean Charles, 205

Embroideries, 131, 136

Empire, 90-92, 1 52

Empire motif and line, 90
Enamel on gold, 164

Enamels, 37, 1 56

En contie parti, 35
En premiere parti, 35
Etiquette for drinking from a glass, 188,

189

Evalde, 200

Fagard, 201, 205

Faience (pottery), 37, 167, 170, 173,

175, 176, 181

Faience and porcelain copies, 19

Falconet, Etienne-Maurice, 118, 152

False signatures, 60

Fasces, 89

Faubourg Saint-Marcel, 126

Fauchier, Joseph, 173

Fauteuils de bureau (desk chairs)
, 41

Fauteuil or canape a chassis, 36

Fauteuil with arms, 39
Fern glass, 186, 190

Feuchere, 206

Fiesque, Comtesse de, 189

Fifteenth-century custom, 25

Filassier, 152

Flatware, 148

Fleurs-de-choux, 125

"Flint glass," 190, 194
Floor tiles, 167

Fluted chair legs, 71, 72

Foliot, Nicolas-Ouimbert and Tous-

saint-Francois, 209

Fontaine, Pierre Francois Leonard, 92,

156, 212

Fontainebleau, 27, 29, 97, 99, 113, 126,

186, 189, 207

Forestier, 201, 206, 207

Foullet, 205

Foullon, Benjamin, 101

Fouquet, Jean, 97
Fouquet, Nicolas, 32, 34
Fragonard, Jean Ilonore, 97, 109

Francois I, 25, 27, 29, 31, 97, 113, 125,

131, 186
'

Franklin, Benjamin, 119

French literary and artistic avant-garde,

"French provincial," 16



French Renaissance, 219, 222

French Renaissance buffets, 29

French silver, 36, 140

French silver hallmarks, 146

Frost,
J.

G., 206

Fulvy, Orry de, 180

"Furnishings of the Crown," 1 31

Galerie des Glaces (Versailles), 34, 189

"Gallery of Ulysses," 99
Gallien, 139
Galles, 206

Game tables, 68, 71, 205

Garden ornaments, 174
Gargoyles, 1 1 3

Gamier, Francois and Pierre, 202

Gastellicr, 201

Gaudreau, Antoine Robert, 200

Gegenbach, Joseph (Canabas), 207
Genty, Denis, 203, 204, 20$

Gericault, Theodore, 1 1

1

Germain, Francois Thomas, 1 51

Germain, Pierre, 140

German craftsmen, 60

German-designed glasses, 190

Gilbert, 200

Gilded or silvered chairs, 41

Gillot, Claude, 105

Girandoles, 180

Glass, 185-194

Glass chandeliers and mirrors, 31

Glass, earl}' Christian and Egyptian, 185

Glass-factory conditions, 190

Glass for churches, 185

Glass household articles, 188

Glass jewelry, 185

Glassmakers of Lorraine, 1 86

Glass ornaments, 194
Glass tableware, 186

Glass vendors, 189

Gobleins, 34, 60, 126, 128, 131, 201

Goblets of glass, 188

Gold appointments, 140

Goldsmiths, 139-157

Gothic ornamentation and textiles, 25

Gothic period, 25, 219, 222

Gothic tapestries, 125

Gouache miniatures, 165

Goujon, Jean, 30, 113

Gourdin, Pere (Jean), Jean-Baptistc and

Michel, 210

Gouthiere, Pierre Joseph, 89, 119, 155,

202

Goya, 100

Grande Chambre de Louis XIV, 64
Grand feu method, 167, 174
Gravant, Frangois and Louis-Frangois,

180

"Greatest sovereign on Earth" (Louis

XIV), 32

Gregoirc, Gaspard, 137
Greuze, Jean Baptiste, 85, 106, 137
Griffins, 89, 90
Gros, Baron Jean-Antoine 1 10

Grotesques, 27

Guardi, Francesco, 19

( luen'dons 1 round tables 1 .

-

1

( Juerin, Eloi, 152, 214

Guichard, 21

1

( ruild of < abinetmakers, 57, 60

( ruinard, 201, 205

II

I [ache of Grenoble, 1 6

Half-forged paste pieces, 181

I lallmarks, 19, 162, 164

I lallmarks on little boxes, 160

Handloomed silks, 1 35

Hannong, Paul and Joseph Adam, 1-3,

183

Hannong, Pierre Antoine, 183

Hardouin-Mansart, Jules, 32, 126

I lardwood floors, 37
Haure, Jean, 206

Havard, Henri, 32, 1 59
Heckel, 92

Hellot, Jean, 180

Henlein, Peter, 139

Henri II, 29, 31, 1 26, 131, 188, 189

Henri III, 31

Henri IV, 31

Hervieux, 201

Hcurtaut, Nicolas, 210

Hogarth, 100

Horn, 198

Horsehair, 89

Houdon, Jean Antoine, 119

Huet, Jean Baptiste, 89, 135
Hulst, 180

I

Imitation emeralds, 186

Imitation stones, 185, 188

Imprint, enforcement of, 60

Indian and Persian cottons, 135
Influences in copying antiques, 16

Ingres, Jean Auguste Dominique, 110

Inkstands, 180

Italian Renaissance, 27, 125, 219, 222

J

Jacob-Desmalter, Alphonse, 92

Jacob-Desmalter & Cie, 92
Jacob-Desmalter, Georgcs-Alphonse,

Jacob, Francois Honore, 92, 213

Jacob, Georges, 92, 212-215

Jacob, Henri, 2 1
3

Jacquard, Henri, 213

Jacquard, Joseph Marie, 137

Jacques, Symphorion, 178

Janinet, 85

Jardinieres, 89

Joints, hidden and exposed (drawing),

Joubert, Frangois, 152

Joubert, Gilles, 201, 211

Jubert, 201

Judging antiques, 18-19

Julien, Simon, 212

Jullien, Joseph, 178

Jully, Lalivede, 65

Indi 237

fun Vfenuisiers /

("J.M.E."), 60

K

Kakiemon decoration, i-S. l-.,

K lolin, discovi

Kemp, Guillaume, 206, 1 1

Kintzing, Peter, 205-206

Koechlins, 1 3^

I ..K qu« 1. 62

Lacroix, Rogei Vand< n n

(R V.L.C.),86, 200, 201

La Fontaine, 1 3^

Lajoue, 135
Lallie, 135

Lalondc, 207

Lampas, 136

Lancret, Nicolas, 105

Landrin, Germain, 204
Langucdoc, 193
Large round tables, 90
Largilliere, Nicolas, 102

La Savonnerie de Chaillot, 128

La Salle, Philippe de, 1 32

Lathe turning (hobby), 64
La Tour, Georges De, 99
La Tour, Maurice Ouentin de, 102

Lavreince, 85

Lazarc-Devaux (marclian dbijoutiei), 64
Leaf motifs, 27

Lebas, Jean-Baptiste, 214

Le Bastier, 160

Le Brun, Charles, 34, 102, 126, 128,

132, 198

Le Brun, Mme. Vigee, 85, 109

Lechaudelle, Pierre, 201

Le cristallin (crystal), 188

Leczinska, Marie, 64, 106, 1 16, 146

Ledoux, 200

Les Filles de Saint Joseph, 1 3

1

"Le Grand Siecle," 36, 115, 156
Leleu, Jean-Francois, 86, 201, 203
Le medallion ( black oval ) , 7

1

Le Moyne, Frangois, 106

Lemoyne, Jean Baptiste, 117

LeNain, Louis, 100

LeNain, Mathieu, 100

Lenoir, Etienne, 160

Le Notre, 32, 115

Lepautre, Pierre, 39
Les Islettes faience, 174
Le Sueur, Eustache, 99
Levasseur, Etienne, Bierre-Etienne and

Levasseur Jeune, 203

Le Vau, Louis, 32

Lighting (18th century), 31

Limoges, 37

Limosin, Leonard, 30

Linard, Jacques, 99
Liseuses (reading tables), 68

Lits de repos ( daybeds ) . 4 2

Little tables, 56

Livres d'Uemes (Books of Hours). 97
Locre, 183
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Loir, Alexis, 140

Loir, Guillaume, 152

Lorrain, Claude (Claude Gellee), 101

Lorraine, Louis de, 65

Louis XI, 97
Louis XII, 27

Louis XIII, 31, 32, 100, 126, 139, 140,

190

Louis XIV, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37,39, 51,

60, 62, 64, 97, 102, 115, ll6, 121,

126, 128, 131, 139, 140, 151, 160,

1-6. 189, 197
Louis XV, 36, 39, 42-46, 55, 57, 61,

64, 67, 82, 86, 97, 102, 106, 116,

117, 132, 136, 137, 139, 140, 146,

148, 151, 152, 160, 162, 179, 180,

181, 199, 200, 201, 203, 204, 209,

210, 211

Louis XVI, 52, 62, 65, 68, 71, 81, 86,

89,93,97, 118, 131, 132, 136, 152,

155, 160, 162, 164, 165, 183, 200,

204, 205, 206, 210, 21

1

Louis XVII, 93, 137

Louis XVIII, 93, 137
Louvre, 30, 57, 113, 126, 128, 140,

148, 152, 186, 189, 197, 198, 200,

201

Luneville faience, 174
Lyon, Corneille de, 97
Lyons glass, 188

Lyre motif, 71, 89, 90

M
Mainspring for clock invented, 139

Maintenon, Mme. de, 32, 39
Maitre-ebenistes, 57, 60

Maitre-menuisiers, 57, 60

Mallet, 85

Manicure sets, 1 59
Man-made wormholes, 17

Mansart, Jules Hardouin, 32, 126

Manser,
J., 199

Mantel clock, 155
Mantelpiece, 31, 32

Manufacture des Ciistaux et Emaux de

la Reine, 190

Manufacture RoyaJe de Poicehine, 180

"Manufacture royale des glaces de

France," 1S9

Manufacture Royale des Meubles de fa

Couronne, 34
Manufacture royalle D'Aubusson, 128

Marble statuary, 92

Marble tops, 46, 51, 56, 57, 68, 71,

77>82
Marchand, Nicolas-Jean, 199, 200

Marcchal, Jean, 189

Maria Theresa of Austria, 67

Marie Antoinette, 57,67, 136, 190,

201, 202, 205, 207, 209, 212

Marigny, Marquis de, 64

Marquetry, 16, 65, 67, 78, 89, 139,

203, 204, 205, 206, 207

Marquetry de pai/Je (straw marquetry),

165

Marquise (chair), 42

Martin, 62, 206

Mathieu, 180

Matte gilding, 155
Mazarin, 31, 32, 188, 198

Medallions, 186

Medici, Catherine de, 113, 169, 188

Medici, Marie de, 198

Meissen, 148, 164, 180

Meissen porcelain, 64

Meissonnier, Aurele, "Designer to the

King'" 37- 39
Meissonnier, Juste-Aurele, 151

Melting gold and silver vessels, 36

Meniere, Paul-Nicolas, 165

Menneev porcelain, 178, 179
Menuisiers, 209-215

Me'ridienne, 89

Merlin, Thomas, 140

Merovingian kings, 25

Merovingian tombs, 185

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, 202, 215

Meub/es a transformations, 65

Mewesen, Pierre-Harry, 204

Michaud, 206

Migeon, Pierre II, 199, 200, 201

Mignard, Nicolas and Pierre, 102

Mirror (first glass)
, 31

Mirrored rooms, 189

Mirrors, colored, 189

Mirrors, manufacture of, 189

"Modern" antiques, 16

Moire silk, 135

Molds, castings, 144
Moliere, 102, 118, 126

Molitor, 81

Monnoyer, Jean Baptiste, 126

Monograms, 197
Monstrances, 185

Montespan, Mme. de, 131

Mother-of-pearl, 201

Montigny, Claude Philippe, 203

Montpellier, Guerin de, 201

Moquettes, 31, 132

Moreau, Louis, 200, 204, 205

Morgan,
J.

P., 20

Mouistiers, 173
Musee de Cluny in Paris, 125

Musee des Antiques, 186

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, 152

Musee du Louvre (see' Louvre)

Mustard pots, 175

Mutilation, 16, 17, 18

N
Nails and screws, 17

Nanteuil, Robert, 102

Napoleon Bonaparte (see Bonaparte)

Natoire, Charles, 1 26

Nattier, Jean Marc, 106

Necessaires, 1 59

Neoclassic style, 65, 67

Neufville, Louis-Francois de (Villeroy),

178

Nevers, 170, 188, 190, 194

Nidervillcr faience, 173, 175

Nogaret of Lvon, 16

Nouveau riche, 20

o
Oberkampf, 135
Observations on the Antiquities of

Herculaneum, 65, 67
Ocben, Jean-Francois, 60, 65, 67, 152,

199, 200, 201, 202, 204, 206, 207
Oeben, Simon, 201

"Oevres," 39
"Old material," 17

"Opaline" (milky glass), 194
Oppenord, 61

Optical supplies (glass), 190

Oriental forms, 62, 63, 64
Oriental porcelain, 174
Orleans, Duke of, 39
Ormolu, 143, 144
Oudry, Jean-Baptiste, 126, 152

Outrebon,
J.

T.,

Ouvriers de Ja couronne, 60

Pabst, 92
Painted beds, 82

Painted chairs, 62, 82, 94
Painted glasses, 188

Paintings, 97-1 11

Paintings, spurious, 19

Pajou, August, 118

Palais de Tournelles, 31, 131

Palais de Versailles, 32, 87
Pallisy, Bernard, 169, 189

Palmette design, 81, 89, 93, 157
Paper cut-outs, 165

Papiers peints (wallpaper), 89
Parquet a la Versailles, 37
Parrocel, 198

Parvenu, 20

Passement, 139
Patch boxes, 1 59
Pater, Jean Baptiste Joseph, 105

Pedestal-base round table, 90
Percier, Charles, 92, 156, 207, 212

Perfume bottles, 159, 190

Peridiez, Gerard, 200, 207
Perrin, Claude and Veuve ("V.P."),

J 73
Perroneau, Jean Baptiste, 102

Perrot, Bernard, 189

Petit feu, 169, 174
Petit, Nicolas, 203

Petit Trianon, 62

Pewter, 186

Pictures in velvet, 137
Pier mirror, 90
Pigalle, Jean Baptiste, 117, 118

Pillcment, Jean Baptiste, 135, 173
Pilon, Germain, 113

Plaster ornamentation, 16

Pluvinet, Philippe Joseph and Louis-

Magdeleine, 211

Poitiers, Diane de, 30, 31, 126

Polychrome decoration, 62

Pompadour, Mme. de, 65, 102, 106,

117, 118, 152, 180, 200, 201

Pompadour, Marquise de, 126

Pomponne, 162

Pont au Choux factory, 175, 176
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Pontchartrain, 189

Porcelain plaque insets, 82

Porcelain salvaged with gold, 143

Poterat, Louis, 176

Pothier, Jean-Jacques, 209

"Potter's secret," 167

Poudre d'ccaille
(
powdered tortoise

shell), 162

Pourbus the Younger, 101

"Poured mirrors," 189

Poussin, Nicolas, 100, 101

Prcgcrmain, 205

Premier Peintre du Roi, 34

Primaticcio, Francesco, 99, 1
1

3

Printing under glaze, 175
Provincial furniture, 16

Prud'hon, Pierre Paul, 1 1

1

"Purple of Cassius," 173

Q
Ouesnet, 101

R

Radiating sun svmbol, 32

Rafraichissoir (utility table), 57, 71

Ram's heads and hoofs, 78

Raphael, 113, 125, 137

Ravrio, Antoine-Andre, 92, 204, 206,

"Raw glaze," 169

Receuil Grave de MeubJes, 30

Recognizing an antique, 17

Redecorated antiques, 18

Regcnce, 39-67, 201, 222

Reliquaries, 185

Remv, Pierre, 2 1

1

Renaissance, French, 25-37, X1 3> 21 9'

222

Renaissance, Italian, 27, 125, 219, 222

Renaissance silver, 140

Repaired antiques, 18

Reproductions of antiques, 16

Restoration chairs, 93
Restoration Period, 93, 94, 156, 194
Reuze, Francois and Pierre, 209

Revel, Jean, 132

Reymond, Pierre, 30

Richelieu, 100, 102, 115

Riesner, Jean Henri, 60, 65, 67, 86,

152, 201, 202, 2O5, 206, 213

Rigaud, Hyacinthe, 102

Ring handles, 78, 90
Robert, Hubert, 85, 109, 160

Robert, Joseph Gaspard, 173
Rochechouart, Marquis de, 155

Rococo (rocaille forms), 39, 115, 116,

151, 174

Rode,
J.

B., 210

Roentgen, David, 205-206

Roettier, Jacques and Jacques Nicolas,

152

Roi Soleil (Sun King), 32

Roll-top desks, 68

Romantic school, 1 1

1

Rosso, Giambattista, 99
Rousell, Pierre and Pierre Michel, 204
Rousseau, 1 19

Royal Collection .it Windsor Castle.

203

Rugs and i arpets, duty on, 1

5

Russinger, 1 S3

S

S iget, Jean Nicolas, 1 52

Saint Clement faience, 174
ST. C. over T ( Tron's signature 1 , 176

Saint Cloud porcelain, 176, 179
Saint-Germain, 1 39
Saint-Germain-en-Laye glass factory, 1 ss

Saint Germain, Jean-Joseph, 152

Saint Gobin, 189, 194
Saint Louis, 194

Saint-Porchaire, 169

Saint Ouirin, 194

Saint-Simon, 189

Salon de la Guerre, 1 1 5

Saltcellars, 140, 152, 175

Salt glaze, 1 -4

Salverte, Comte Francois de, 197, 199

Sambin, Ungues, 30

Sauce boats, 152, 1-5

Saunier, Claude Charles, 86, 200

Savignac, Lioux de, 165

Savonnerie, 128, 1 29

Savonnerie rug, 37
Savy, Honorc, 1-3

Sceaux faience, 173, 178

Schmitz, Joseph, 207

"School of Burgundy," 30

"School of Fontaincbleau," 97, 1 1 3

Schtichtig, Jean George, 201

Sculpture, 113-119

Sculpture d'edition, 116

"Seat furniture," 57, 59
Secretaire a abattant, 68

Secretaires, 46, 205

Semainier, 46, 68

Semiprecious stones, 160

Sene, Jean (Sene Lepere); Claude I,

Jean-Baptiste and Claude II, 214

Servantes, 57, 71, 205, 207

Seven Years' War, 36, 146

Sevres, 57, 116, 118, 173, 179, 180,

181, 183

Sigalon, Antoine, 167

Signatures, 60, 144, 224

Silica, 185

Silk weaving, 131, 137
Silkworms, 31, 131

Silver, 19, 36, 37, 139-159

Silver appointments, 140

Silver furniture, 140

Silversmiths, 139-157

Sinceny, 173

Sistine Chapel, 125

Shell and flower motifs, 40, 71

Shield shaped mirror, 90
Sleigh bed, 90
Slodtz brothers, 64. 152

Snuffboxes, 159-165

Soufflot, 64

South Kensington Museum, 202

Sphinxes, 89, 90, 21 2

Sphinxes, masculine and feminine, 81

Sp1r.1l ( hair legs, -2

1 52

Spun glass om.nn nl

Spurious antiqui s. 16, 1
-. 1 B,

60, 77, 223

s< mi'

Sti mless gla \ :, 1

Stoi kel, 207

Stools, 3 1 , 46, 92, 93
sti

1 ;bourg fail n< e, i~3. 1 ^3

S ig . \.!scs and garland l

Sword hilts, 1 85

T

Table legs. Si

Table ornaments, 1 53

Table \ olante, <>^

Tableau tentures, <>^

Tables a coiffer (dressing tables), 35

Tables .1 ouvrage
|
work tables), 68

Tables de chevet (bedside tables), 51

Tables for indoor games, 57
Tapestry, 34, 97, 121-129

Tapestry carpets, 128, 129

Tapestry reproductions, 129

Tapestry weaving, 1 21

Tassi, Agostino, 101

Terre de Lorraine, 1^4, 175
Terre de pipe

(
pipe clay ) , 1 74

Teune, Francois Gaspard, 203

Textile printing, 1 35

Textiles, 31, 85, 89, 90, 92, 93, 121,

_ 131-137. 157
Textiles, copies of, 19

'Textiles, Gothic, 25

Theodore, Archduke Carl, 183

Thomire, Pierre-Philippe, 92, 155,

204, 206, 207, 213
Thutmose IV, 121

Tiles for floors, 167

Tilliard, Jean Baptiste, 209

Tin glaze, 167, 174
Toile de /ouy, 1 3 5

Topino, Charles, 200, 203, 205

Tortoise shell, 35, 162, 165, 197, 198

Transition, 200

Transition commodes and chairs, 67

Transition of chairs, 39, 40

"Transition" pieces, 65

Trianon, 65, 116

Trictrac (backgammon) tables, 68

Tripods, 89

Trompe J'oeil prints, 175

Trou (signature: "ST. C" over "T"),

176

"True porcelain," 167, 176

Tuileries, 31, 113

Tureens, 175

u

Upholstery, 36, 40, 62, 89, 92. 93,

131, 132, 136

Upholstery, early. 31

Upholstery, en tableau, 86

Unsigned furniture, 60

Utility boxes, 1 59
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V
Vallois, 214

Value and cost. 21-22

Van Blarenberghe, Louis-Nicholas, 165

Vandercruse, Frangois and Roger, 201

Van dcr Voort, Michel, 198

Van Loo, Charles Amedee Philippe.

105, 106

Van Spacndonck, Gerard. 207

Variation in details in sets, 18

Yaucombert. F., 1 52

Velours d'Utrecht, 31, 132

Vendieres, Marquis de (later

Marquis de Marignv), 65

Veneers, 16

Venetian glass, 188

Verdure tapestries, 125

Vermeil, 1 55
Vernet, Claude- Joseph, 109

Vernis Martin, 62, 139, 162

Verre de fougere (fern glass), 186

Verrerie Rova/e de Sores, 190

Versailles, 3-. 113, 116. 131, 201, 209

Victoria and Albert Museum, 202

Vieux Paris, 183

Villeroy Due de (Neufville), 178

Villicrs brothers, 140

Vincennes factory, 180, 183

Voltaire, 1 1-. 119

w
Wallace Collection, 146, 151, 152,

198, 200, 202, 204

Wall clocks, first, 1 39

Wall panels, 39

Wallpaper, 93, 109, 129

Washington, George, 119

Watches, 139, 140

Watteau, Antoine, 19, 61, 63, 97,

105, 175

Wax candles, 31

Weisweiler, Adam, 60, 67, 86, 71,

202, 204

Wide loom, first, 137
Wilfred. Bishop James, 185

Wille, 206

Winckelmann, Johann Joachim, 67

Window draperies, 85

Window glass, 186

Wine bottles, 192

Wine glasses, 193

Wine measures, 192

Wood, 16, 29, 41, 46, 64, 71, 78,

81, 90, 92, 93, 160, 164, 198,

200, 203, 209, 213, 222, 223

Wood block prints on cotton, 135

Wormholes, 17

W'oven pictures, 126

X
X-shaped stools, 31, 93
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